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NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and oonsolldated with the Oazette ln 1882. The Free Press
Many Inquiries have been received South Thomaston.
On the banks of the Georges
After making a successful bid and
was established ln 1895 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
by this newspaper as to who quali
River is a field of blueberries, receiving a proper deed for the
Representative to Legislature, papers consolidated March 17,1897.
fied in tlie primaries for positions on class towns of Thomaston, 8outh
fringed with sturdy oak and leafy
the Democratic county ticket. City Thomaston. Friendship, Cushing and
maple. Here, on a little rise, the building and ground, they enlisted
Solicitor Stuart C. Burgess took the Owl's Head, Nelson Spear, Cushing.
grass-covered ruins of an old home the help of the dauntless and able
[EDITORIAL]
matter up with the Department of .Representative to Legislature,
stead, long forgotten ln the misty Ansel Orne, of Pleasant Point. Soon,
State, and yesterday received from class towns of Vinalhaven, North
the schoolhouse, proud in a gleaming
past, lies sleeping.
A BOUQUET FOR SUMMER
Harold I. Goss, Deputy Secretary of Haven, St. Oeorge. Matinicus. Isle
In recent days, the quiet serenity coat of fresh, white paint, green
State, tlie following reply:
j au Haut, William F. Cook, St.
that has reigned there for over a shutters and new chimney and
Instead of finding fault with our Summer why not take
Department of State, I Oeorge.
century has been rudely shattered shingles, was a joyous sight to be
off our hats to its undisputed good qualities—to the lack of
State of Maine,
to the very depths of its sylvan seen, sitting in the middle of a
There are no other Democratic
extreme heat; to the health-giving sunshine; to the absence
Augusta, Aufl. 15. candidates for county office or Rep
glades by men in trucks who, lustily thick and velvety lawn, free from
of the terrible electric storms which have marked former years.
( and to good purpose, have wielded weeds and girded by the old stone
Stuart C. Burgess, ESq.,
resentatives to the Legislature, ac
407 Main St., Rockland.
Let's be thankful.
f their shovels and picks and crow walls.
cording to the records of this office.
In reply to your communication of
Alumni of as many as 78 years ago
Harold I. Goss,
bars. New foundations have risen
recent date, thc Democratic candi
Deputy Secretary of State.
on top of the old. Telephone and came to call, admire and reminisce,
OVER OPTIMISM
dates whose names will appear on
On the sample ballot, since reelectric light poles have appeared some with misted eyes, happy that
(By The Roving Reporter)
the Knox County ballot are as fol j celved are the Legislative candiThe dust has settled in the depart their ancient hall of learning had
What seems to us to be extravagant hopes and prophecies
come
to
a
respectable
and
satisfy

lows:
I dates, Lawrence J. Hamlin and
ing
footsteps
of
the
men
who
have
are being indulged in by some Republican leaders when they
State S( rator, Scott F. Kittredge. Philip Howard.
left behind them an atmosphere of ing period in its retirement.
foresee a majority of 80.000 or more for the ticket in Septem
I have received from T. Raymond
Frequently in listening to that
With their houe now complete and
unquiet and expectancy.
ber. While it is true that Maine is overwhelmingly Republican;
Pierce of Wellesley, Mass., a for Boston basebull announcer I hear
But no orderly piles of fragrant, filled with livable antique furniture
while it is true that the ticket has strong and appealing com
new lumber have come to await from the region roundabout, the mer Rockland contemporary, copies him say tliat such and such a play
ponents; and while it is true that there is the incentive of a
the builders' hands. After nearly owners began to look about them of the Rockland Democrat and er leaped three feet from the ground
Presidential year; and while it is true that the Democrats
125 years of existence, the home and came to the quick realization Free Press covering tlie assassina to catch a liner. Mebbe so, but
tion of President Lincoln, an ac try it some time and see if you can
Season This Year Will
Silver Tea At “The Crags’
have not the aggressive leadership of former years, it is like
that soon will be there has yet to that they were entirely without a
Have Run Of 60 Days
Earns Comfortable Sum
wise true that the State scandal in Augusta must have a
glimpse the lovely river upon whose view of anything but alders on three count of the funeral, and some of leap more than two feet from a
the closing battles of the Civil War. standing position.
gracious waters the pirate craft sides and an untidy cow-yard on
detracting effect—not because this year's candidates have the
For the Tenant’s
News was "played up" differently
Secretary Ickes announced re
once swung ffl anchor, Indians used the other. So, came a day when the
remotest
connection
with
it
—
but
because
the
Republican
back in the 60s, hence we find a
Harbor Library
cently that the hunting season for
old
(place
down
the
road,
with
its
to
fish
and
the
great
clipper
ships
The Maine Water Utilities Asso
party was in power when the derelictions were discovered, and
column
report of the President's
sailed down to the sea on their lovely homestead site, became theirs
ducks, geese, coots and jacksnipe
ciation at its monthly banquets has
there is always somebody who wants to inflict punishment,
Between 50 and GO persons of a
funeral
under
a
one-line
heading.
maiden voyages to the far corners and to which they are now about
had been extended to 60 days this
a pleasant little custom of furnish
regardless of where the blame attaches. Under all of the
very large neighborhood which in
to move their schoolhouse.
of the earth.
year from the 45-day limit of last
ing a free dinner to the attendant
Commenting
upon
the
martyred
circumstances The Courier-Oazette will be abundantly satis
cluded Belfast. Rockland. Camden,
A few days hence, Hiram Libby
Hard by, on a dusty, winding road
season.
Lincoln the Rockland newspaper who comes from the longest dis
fied
with
a
clean
sweep
for
the
Republican
ticket
by
a
guberthat leads through pleasant fields will visit South Cushing with hi3 said:
Announcing the annual regula Thomaston, Port Clyde and Ten
tance. It was thought tliat Cali
natoriaror senatorial majority of 35,000.
and by weather-grayed stone walls, huge tractor, his massive blocks and
tions for shooting migratory water- ant's Harbor, with several out of
"The feeling in Rockland at the fornia and Australia would carry
near the trim little post office at chains and skids and the venerable murder of Mr. Lincoln and tlie at off the prize at this week's session,
fowl, the secretary said that the ex State cars and friends, were at the
South Cushing, ls an ancient build edifice will start out on its final tempt to murder the Secretary of "but not so," says Supt. A. F. Mc
tension was made possible by an "Silver Tea” that has become as
CONCERNING ENGLAND'S FATE
ing known as “The Wing School- and only voyage. For three-quar State, was deeper than at any pub Alary who was present. The free
increase in the papulation of these much of a Summer event in the
In the minds of every thinking newspaper reader must be
hearts of Knox County as any other
house.” For many decades the chil ters of a mile it will travel down lic calamity which ever occurred, dinner went to one of the three
Dirds.
The regulations also lengthen'd of our Summer delights.
dren of Cushing had gotten their winding road and up steep hill until and made its impress visible in the men wtio rescued Admiral Byrd at
transpiring a feeling of wonderment as to how long Oreat
Tiie gracious hospitality of Major
the hunting day. Shooting may
“leamin’ ” within its white clap at last It stands on its new founda moistened eyes and serious counte "Little America."
Britain can withstand the terrific and devastating punish
board walls. Two sets of floors had tions.
start at sunrise and continue until and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich holds the
ment now being visited upon it by the Germans. Daily the
nances of many who are unused to
There, atop the little rise, in Its
4pm for waterfowl and coot. Last hearts in highest regard and appre
been worn right through and a third
soften. Bells tolled and badges of
Britons are expressing the opinion that the blitzkrieg is “about
Tlie Black Cat which has been
year the hours were at 7 a. m. to 4 ciation for their interest and con
was almost gone before Its days of field of blueberries, fringed witli mourning were seen in our public
to begin*' but if 2000 bombing planes were darting hither and
on
exhibition in the window of The
sturdy
oak
and
leafy
maple,
it
may
p. m. Jacksnipe may be hunted stant work for every worthy line,
usefulness were over; ten layers of
places, and groups of people gath
yon over the Atlantic and dropping deadly missiles upon It,
from sunrise to sunset.
Mrs. Aldrich has been ardent In
wall-paper had been outlived and for the next century see new sights ered together and discussed with Courier-Oazette office since pre
we would be quite apt to accept it as a bona fide blitzkrieg and
The bag limit on ducks remains her efforts for this valuable library
goodness knows how many geogra along the sparkling river where cnce trembling lips the horrible event. sented to me by ex-Postmaster
not speculate as to what the Hitler forces have up their
to the Tenant's Harbor neighbor
phies had been “wore out" by count the pirate craft swung at anchor, Mingled with this sorrow ran a tide Freeman S. Roberts of Vinalhaven
at ten a day.
sleeves. To us the situation looks about as bad as It can be,
Shorter seasons were provided, hood. “The Crags” was beautifully
less children whose grandparents the Indians fished and the clippers of indignation against the opposers finds its tail temporarily out of
however, for woodcocks, and the bag filled with flowers and would vie
and great, great-grandparents also sailed off to the far corner.; of the of the government, which was so Joint. All because another valued
and we are forced to share in the sentiments contained in the
friend, Alton Hall Blackington, has
earth.
limit on geese was reduced from four very' successfully with our best
had studied there.
following editorial from yesterday's Boston Herald:
strong that a slight occasion might sent me a black cat picture which
(finis)
Ten or fifteen years ago, with the
flower shows of the season, through
to three a day.
When Secretary of the Navy Henry L. Stimson appeared
have set it ln motion with irresisti he bribed a youngster to "lift" from
Editor's note: The foregoing ro ble force.
Shooting seasons on ducks, geese, the thoughtfulness of Mr and Mrs.
centralizing of the schools, the
before the House military affairs committee and urged ap
the front of a store in Perth, New
coots and jacksnipe follow:
little old building fell into disuse. mancing of a sentimental reporter
Josiah H. Gifford of Salem, Mass.,
proval of the Burke-Wadsworth bill, he said in his prepared
"So impatient was the crowd for Brunswick.
on
vacation
has
been
checked
and
Northern zone from Oct. 1 to Nov. bringing many dozens of gladioli
Amid a jungle of fast-growing
statement: “A prudent trustee must take into consideration
the particulars that they could
the possibility than in another thirty days England herself
29; the intermediate zone, Oct. 16 of the most beautiful and highly
weeds and thorns, it was drifting found true. At this printing, the scarcely wait for the Democrat and
may be conquered.” That was on July 31. Testifying to the
A wooden comb, said to be 125
towards decay and ruin, its gener old Wing schoolhouse of South Free Press Extra, and on Sunday
to Dec. 14; the southern zone from cultivated varieties for this event.
committee on Wednesday, Aug. 14, Secretary of the Navy
Nov. 2 to Dec. 1.
Mrs. Olflord is an artist with flow
ations of faithful service forgotten, Cushing is well on her perilous way evening our office was completely years old, and with every tooth still
Frank Knox was asked: "Do you think England may fall In
Tlie Northern zone comprises er arrangement, as well as an expert
when came a fellow from New York, down the hilly country road toward taken by storm ln the rush for in Its head, is the answer which
sixty days?” He replied: "It is possible." Each would appear
Maine. New Hampshire Michigan. gardenier where these glorious glads
a writer of songs and occasional her new abiding place. The Cou- news. On 8unday the churches Mrs. Fannie Crockett ol Stonington
to have grave apprehensions about the ability of England to
yarns, one Philip Broughton, with | rler-Oazette Joins with her neigh- were decked in mourning, and ap makes to a recent query In this
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Da were grown, and her charming bou
withstand the Nazis indefinitely. Presumably each of them
Maine in his heart, and his antique- , bors in wishing her Bon Voyage and propriate discourse was delivered column concerning that article. It
kota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and quet ln every room added much to
foresaw the developments of yesterday.
loving wife.
Happy Landings!
Montana. Souh Dakota and Wyo the picture. The dining room was
The daylight battle over England was only the real be
to heart-stricken and tearful con was the property of her great,
ming were ln the Intermediate zone lovely with the table decoration of
ginning of the dreaded all-out assault which has been expected
gregations. while some of the offi great grandfather.
last year.
pink and old ivory. Water lilies on
since the fall of France. It is not known how severely either
ciating ministers were affected by
The intermediate zone includes their massive pads served as the
the Germans or the English suffered, as there is the usual
emotion almost too strong for con
One year ago. A terrific electrical
Vermont, formerly in the northern centerpiece.
disparity between the .figures from London and Berlin, The
trol. One wretch who expressed his storm visited Washington, destroy
Germans
appear
to
have
such
a
large
force
of
planes,
how

zone, and New Mexico, formerly in
Coffee and tea were served, with
gratification at the horrid deed, ing the Henry Creamer set of build
ever. that the attacks will almost certainly be repeated until
the southern zone, and the follow every kind of sandwich, cake and
was seized and summarily dealt ings. B. K. Cummings' barn and
there ls victory or defeat and a postponement of further
ing other States: Massachusetts, sweet known and liked.
with, otherwise peace and good or the residence of Mrs. Lillie Davis..
activities.
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
Altogether this was a perfect day
der has prevailed."
Henry H. Stickney's barn at CrawThe
climax
is
yet
to
come.
Tlie
conflicts
may
be
even
York. New Jersey, Delaware, Penn and perfect success, with a donation
tord Lain wm streak and burned.
more furious today and tomorrow than they were yesterday.
sylvania, Ohio, West Virginia. Ken that will be of vital help to the
A Claremont street woman I; so —Tlie granite quarry at Wildcat
"Military objectives” will have no meaning from now on. The
tucky, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Mis library.
K. S. F.
much Interested in birds that she shut down.—Mrs. Ellena Fredette
absence of poison gas has no significance. The most civilized
souri, Nebraska. Kansas. Oklahoma,
allows her hot dinner to get cold was elected president of the Rowell
land In the history of Christianity seems fated to become a
Idaho, Colorado. Utah, Nevada,
Nothing save grim tragedy stalks
With lobsters taking the place ness meeting was called to order while watching their antics.
vast chamber of horrors, with women and children shown no
family.
California, Oregon and Washing the* boards in the ghastly theatre
more consideration than the gallant men who are defending
ot roses in the bright moonlight of by King Lion E. L. Glidden, mem-'
ton.
them.
of war.
Thursday night the Rockland Lions bers and guests introduced and a
turing such stars as Jimmy DeThat the Germans have given up the idea of a co-ordi
Club journeyed over the bounding short business session attended to.
mnret. Sammy Sneed and Henry
nated movement by air and sea is not clear. Their sorties
wave to Lee Shore Country Club Brief remarks were made by Past
Pickard. Shots from the Yankee
from the French ports have been hardly more than feelers,
ATTRACTIVE SUMMER HOME
at
Vinalhaven,
where
the
mem

King
Lion
E.
E.
Stoddard.
Rev
E.
similar to the previous air raids over the English coast. A des
and Cardinal training camp6, be
Kiwanis Club To See
bers were guests of the evening, and O. Kenyon, and King Lion Robert
Situated In the beautiful Penob
perate attempt to send a formidable army across the Chan
sides many beautiful flowers and
scot Bay region, typical New Eng
Screen Version of thc
/participated In the regular bi Gregory of the Rockland Club.
nel and to seize the southern part of the island has been fore
the world famous sliuffleboard
land Sea Captain's farm home of
monthly meeting of the Vinalha
Introduced by Past King Lion O.
4 arrrs with 300 foot shore frontage.
told by the military experts. Such tactics, plus redoubled
Popular Florida Resort courts.
Cape Cod type house of seven
Business school graduate, steady,
efforts against Suez, the southern extremity of the Red Sea,
V. Drew, the speaker of the eve
ven Club.
rooms, stone fl replace; the open
Mr Frohock's visit to our city ls
Mondaj* Aug. 19 will be "St.
Gibraltar and British possessions in the Pacific would be in
Although the Rockland contin ning, Prof. Vernon Halloway of
reliable, best of references.
porch comnunds a slew nf (hr
one
of many he is making through
island-dotted harbor and Camden
keeping with Hitler’s grandiose conception of his destiny. He
gent were a bit late due to that Delaware, Ohio, briefly but in a Petersburg Day ’ here at tlie Ki out tlie middle West and East The
h Ils In distance. The owner Is
is
fighting
for
domination
of
the
world,
and
has
demonstrated
Wants Employment
ever
recurring
mix-up
between
most
entertaining
manner,
sketched
offering this property at an attrac
wanis Club. J. A. Frohock. Lieu entire month of August wlM be
that he is willing to take any risks, to pay any price, to
tive price as hr will he unable l„
temporary or steady
"slow" and "fast" time they arrived the rise and aims of the Nazi party
occupy it in the future.
tenant Oovernor of Florida Ki spent making showing throughout
achieve it.
in due time and were met at Arey's in Oermany, holding the attention
The technical experts in Washington have little hope that
Address A. C. C, rare The Couwanis and for three years an In New England.
LEFOREST A. THURSTON
Wharf
by
nearly
all
of
the
Vinal

of
the
assembled
Lions
so
closely
This is purely a good will gesture
England can fight back indefinitely. Their Judgment is as
rier-Gazette. or phone 335-R,
ternational officer ln Kiwanis. will
468 Old County Road. Rockland
haven club, who swiftly whisked that at times a pin could have been be
definitely adverse to England as their sympathy is ardent for
City.
guest speaker at a meeting to j °" "'e part
Petersburg, Fla.,
Tri. 1159
the vlstors away in cars to the Lee heard to drop, and everf prevent
her. Out-manned, out-gunned, out-machined, and out97*99
________________________ 99-101
be held at Copper Kettle at 6 wiiich enjoyed the largest tourist
Shore
Country
Club.
With
the
vast
ing
such
a
hardened
old
sinner
as
maneuvered diplomatically, her fleet apparently helpless in
registration this past Winter ln
o'clock.
spaces of the Atlantic for a front Alex Christie from dozing off.
her hour of crisis, she seems to the objective students of mili
Its history. Nearly 70,000 Winter
Mr
Frohock
was
an
investment
tary tactics to be doomed »o subjugation. But while they are
yard and a sheltered little cove of
At the close of the address Prof
visitors scattered over every state
predicting the worst, diagneing only as to the duration of the
mill pond serenity as a back yard, Holloway received the congratula banker and mining company execu in (lie United States and every
tive
of
Boston,
Mass.,
for
many
period in which there will be an Eligland. millions of Ameri
bathed over all by the silver light tions of many of the IJons for the
province ln Canada, registered this
cans will be thinking of the gigantic Spanish armada of 1588.
of a nearly full moon which was effectiveness of hls talk. Following years. He is an official of the St. past season at the St. Petersburg
Petersburg
Chamber
of
Commerce
the cruel winter of 1777-78 at Valley Forge, the dark days of
enlivened by the bright flashes from announcements concerning the next
Chamber of Commerce. They es
the Civil War, the miracle of the Marne in 1914 and the
Saddleback and Matinicus Rock meeting at which it is expected that and a radio commentator of note. timate that only about one ln every
prodigy of Dunkirk in 1940,—and praying that England will
He
was
the
first
breeder
of
pure
Lighthouses, the setting was typical Commissioner Greenleaf of the
four persons register, so it ls like
somehow survive.
of what Vinalhaven can offer to a Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis bred Ouernsey cattle in Florida ly they had close to 300,000 visitors
tired business man.
sion will be the speaker, the meet and built the first certified dairy this past Winter.
The vacation plans of Rev. and
Leroy Black of Camden, N. J.,
While all was calm and serene ing broke up and again the iron on Florida's west coast. He is ac
formerly of this city, has bought an Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald have out of doors, the situation inside steeds were called into use for companied on this trip by Mrs.
Prof. Wilbert Snow, author of
85 acre farm on beautiful Apple- been changed due to a severe attack was a bit different, especially after transporting the visitors to the Frohock and they have witli them Maine Tides" and other books of
a
very
beautiful
film
in
colors
of
of
neuritis
from
which
Mrs.
Mac

ton Ridge which is to be remodelled
such dynamic personalities as C. dbek.
,
verse, will give readings from hls
Donald ls suffering.
for Summer residence use.
Earle Ludwick and “Doc" Annis
Reports coming back from the re their city and the adjacent beaches poetry at Spruce Head Union
on
the
Gulf
of
Mexico.
began their battle of music. (We turn trip Indicate it as being one of
These films contain such views Chapel on Aug. 22 at 8.15 for the
use the word "music" here after the happy parts of the evening,
as
a big beach party given for tlie benefit of the Chapel Association.
much thought and due considera for the conditions were ideal for
youngsters,
greyhound race track, Tli ere will be a cake sale at the
tion). Although the quarters were moonlight sailing. All in all it will
the oldest in the United States, the Community club House nearby
a bit crowded due to the unexpec go down in the history of the Vi
local Coast Guard base, the U. S from 5 to 8, preceding the readings.
tedly large number of arrivals, there nalhaven Lions Club as one of the
Veteran's Hospital, second largest A mod *st admission will be charged
was still room for a man to breathe, most enjoyable evenings in many
of its kind ln the country. It also and the entire proceeds ot the whole
and as long as a man can breath a day.
UNION, MAINE
Includes scenes of motor boat rac effort wil'. go towards meeting
he can sing, and the folks over on
In the Rockland party, made up
ing. surf board riding, the St. pressing obligations of the Chapel
the shore of Arey’s Harbor can of Lions and guests were F. A
Petersburgh-Havana yacht race which must be paid at once.
vouch that there was Some sing Winslow, Stuart C. Burgess, Robert schools, churches, homes, etc.
ing. (the word singing is used here Gregory, Howard Crockett, Oeorge
There are shots of the St. Peters
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
after more thought and much more W. Gow, Jr., Frank McGovern, burg open ^olf tournament, feaconsideration.)
John W. Trott, Charles A. Lutz, Al
Tf I bad my life to live
live again 1
would have made a rule to
to zread
_____acme
HORSE RACING
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
After all the little fish had been mon B. Cooper, Forest Stone, C.
poetry and listen to aome mualo
Smith,
H.
S
Leach,
Cleveland
Sleep

devoured
by
the
big
fish
the
busiEarle
Ludwick.
C.
E.
Morse,
W.
T.
leant
once
loea
these
a
week.
The
loaa
____
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY
er, Jr, A. W. Oregory, Rev. E. O. tastes la a loaa of happlnaaa—ofCharlee
Every Sunday up to and including Sept. 15, excursions will be
Darwin
Kenyon,
R.
P.
Conant,
L.
C.
Jackrun over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers,
LARGE FARM EXHIBITS
BIG CATTLE SHOW
son, Jr., J. P. Burgess, R. M. Allen,
law Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
TO BLOSSOMS
E. E. Stoddard, B. F. Burgess. Clif Fair pledgee of a fruitful tree,
Swan’s Island or Vinalhaven.
MAMMOTH MIDWAY
Whv do ye fall so fast?
ton Cross, B. A. Gardiner, Ray
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Your date la not so past
CAMDEN, MAINE
Crass, Edwin Kenrick, Dr. B. B. But
WOOD-CHOPPING CONTESTS
Ashore—2'- Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
you may stay yet here awhile
ONE AND ONE-HALF MILES NORTH ON U. S. ROUTE ONE
To blush and gently smile.
Annis and E. H. Sukeforth.
for Swan's Island and way landings.
And
go at last.
Guests of the Vinalhaven Club
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
Night Shows Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Evgs.
were ye horn to he
SEA
FOOD
PLATE,
45c
were Lion Edwin Maddox of Wey- What!
An hour or half's delight.
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.
moth, Mass., a former resident of
And so to bid good-night?
FRIED
OR
ROAST
CHICKEN
DINNERS,
75c
"Hs
pity Nature brought ye forth.
Band Concerts
Vaudeville
Fireworks
Vinalhaven, Hollis Gerry of Easton,
Both Boats Leave Tillson’s Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
Merely to show your worth
9 o'clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in the Late Afternoon.
Maine, Lester Woolsey of Port Jer
And lose you quite
BOILED,
BROILED
OR
BAKED
LOBSTERS
A REAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR
vis, N. Y., L. W. Rule, of Boston, But you are lovely leaves, where we
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Haven, $150;
TRY OUR FULL COURSE SHORE DINNERS
Mav read how soon things have
Mass.. Lawrence Cole of Cleveland,
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.
Thelg end though ne'er so brave;
BIGGER AND BETTER
Ohio,
H.
H.
Webster
of
Winter
Ha

■And
after they have shown their pride
Phone Camden 2336 for Reservations
93-101
78Stf
Like you awhile, they glide
ven, Fla., and Leroy Arey of Vi
Into the grave,
nalhaven,
O. V. D,
—Robert Hetrick ,

Department Of State Says Only Three
Candidates Eligible In Knox County

More Duck Hunting

South Cushing Agog Over Removal Of
Home Of Reading Ritin’ aijd Rithmetic

A Brilliant Event

MOONLIGHT AMD LOBSTERS

An Epic Event In the History Of Two
Knox County Lions Clubs

“St. Pete” In Colors

Capable
Young Woman

TOMORROW’S THE DAY

UNION FAIR

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

August 20,21,22,23

at

BELOIN’S

INN
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Flying Over Brasil

1FREE-TIMES - A-WEEB

Then shalt thou call, and the
Lord shall answer; thou shalt cry,
and he shall say, Here I am.—Isa.
58: 9.

Civil War Veterans

Every-Other-Day

Unique Vaudeville
Some New and Thrilling
Acts Will Be Seen At
Union Fair

Daughter Of Thomaston
Woman Presents Spark
ling Account Of It

The Hall Reunion
Stanley Hall Is Again
President. But Election
Not Wholly On Good Looks

Hall Raynes, and several of the
latter's children; Mrs. Lydia Cum
mings, her son, Donald G. Cum
mings, and his son, William E. Mrs.
Leonard F. Hall Sr.’s son, Clifford,
who is superintendent of the schools
of Natick, Mass., was also present
but his children were not.
Tlie program Included these
numbers: Readings by Mrs. Lillie
Gregory of Vinalhaven, Mrs. Lydia
Cummings, Mrs. Raynes, of Cam
den, Mrs. Olive Gregory of North
Haven, Gilbert Hall of Camden
and the poem written by Hiram
Hall for the flrst reunion read by
Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham. Vocal
solos by Miss Pauline Tatham, "My
Lover Bids Me Bind My Hair" and
' Rig-A-Jlg," and. by special re
quest "Tlie Star-Spangled Banner,”
the group Joining ln the chorus,
and Mrs. Donald O. Cummings,
“Ood Bless America." Plano solo,
Mrs. Tyler. Principal Lewis C.
Tatham. Sr., of Erskine Academy,
gave a brief talk on education In
terspersed with anecdotes, apt illus
trations. and appropriate verses.
Superintendent Clifford Hall spoke
intcrestignly of the reunion and
those who were and had been active
in making lt a success, taking oc
casion to give the re-elected presi
dent, (principal of one of the
larger New London, Conn., schools
and erstwhile proprietor of Hall's
Restaurant and Cabins at Glen
Cove) some brotherly raps.
Leonard F. Hall. Jr., "was glad
to be there" and spoke in appre
ciation of the honors received by
hls immediate family, and Mr. and
Mrs. Kelley B, Crie were heard
from, the former being respon
sible for the "tall story" mentioned
and expressed his appreciation for
the birthday good wishes extended
to him.

In its search for vaudeville acts
It was a sad day. in 1757 when
(Second Installment)
that are distinctive, original and Ebenezer Hall was killed by the
The movie was not hard to find
unique, the officials of Union Fair Indians, on Matinicus island, but
inasmuch as some hours before the
have this year obtained in Cneltn
fit. Orr & Co., an act that is ac his descendants, at Penobscot View
Murder in Wardour Street; au- I P*ture ls ‘° ** sll0wn a siren like
knowledged in the amusement world Grange hall. Glen Cove Wednesday
thor Nigel Morland.
Publishers a banshee wails on and on, a method
as one of tlie most amazing on the made their 35th annual reunion a
of advertising much used in the in
Farrar & Rinehart, New York.
American vaudeville stage today. glad day, featured by jollity and
This is another of the Mrs. Pym terior towns of the continent, with
Chelm St. Orr is the world s out good fellowship, with flowers for
mystery stories, and if one is in little to recommend it. The picture
standing example of those men who some "happy birthday ’ for one. and
trigued by the rather low-brow
laugh at fate and say there is no a "tall story" well told. Twas the
slangy’ “blood and thunder,” one was an ancient Western, all about
such thing as a handicap, for Mr. usual order, greetings as the kin
will feel right at home in the midst the rancher's lovely daughter and
St. Orr. deprived of his arms in dred assembled from hither and
of this Scotland Yard intensely. romance on the Chisholm Trail, and
boyhood, actually performs feats yon. good things a plenty disap
Mrs. Pym. the only woman inspec the local gentry seemed to find no
of skill that would still be amaz pearing as‘'hungry Halls" gathered
tor in Scotland yard Is rather a
ing and outstanding if he had the about the well-loaded tables ln the
fault with it. We slept till 9 Sunday
brilliant and formidable person in
use of his arms A clever musician dining room, good fellowship fol
and
went
to
St.
Benedict's.
her chosen calling, and she excites
and rifle shot with his hands while lowing the meal, the business meet
How can I tell you about this
the admiration of the press as well
a college student he has now taught ing. then the program and the
Lrft. Gideon Augustus Young: renter. Parker Miller: right. Frank Blackington.
town?
To
say
that
I
have
lost
my
as the police in general in her
himself the same accomplishments good-byes until Aug. 13. 1941,
heart
to
it,
tells
you
nothing,
or
clear thinking and unpredictable
President Stanley F. Hall pre
i hits, and three of these rune in with his feet. He is a master solo
perhaps it does when you remember [ drawn carts which are miniature
hunches.
sided at the business meeting and
ist
on
the
slide
trombone,
manipu

1 the second inning for lh“ JOks fltsl
We get rather fed up with her that I have never said as much charetas. Tlie chareta is typical
lating the instrument solely with the secretary. Mrs Donald Cum
run. Meanwhile Vee D»e clicked his feet. Ripley made this per- mings. was kept busy with mani
sniffs, even if sometimes she only about an inland place before. Pocos of the town. It’s a small cart with
“sniffs mildly." She has the cour is about 4500 feet high. I suppose, two balloon-tired wheels and a
' for a dozen hits and ooc advantage I formance the subject of one of his fold duties, but both blushed when
By MOSHER
age of her hunches and keeps the a flat place between rather abrupt j collapsible canopy, drawn by a disof errors to hand up *ncir win. j "Believe it or not" cartoons. In a past president of the organiza
pirited
horse,
driven
by
a
small
boy
hills.
To
the
south
the
hills
are
readers guessing and on edge. Those
This also left Vee Bve a chance to | 916 561,16 manner he plays the key tion asserted that no other reunion
Some
have
cretonne
or
leather
[
who find relaxation and entertain bare except where a line of trees
crawl
out of the cellar. Fiore and less trumpet and changes over to group had such a good looking
ment in this line of reading will marks an arroyo: to the north the cushions, rugs, some ornamented.)
They
Oray ruffed a double and single each the drums, playing both snare and president and secretary.
fringed,
or
padded.
Mine
had
a
.
hills
are
lightly
wooded.
It
is
au

get get a thrill that lasts through
bass drums at the same time, man were renominated, and subsequent
to
lead
tlie
swatters.
The
score:
her bellicose exploits in the line of tumn now and the bare hills are backgammonboard design on the,
ipulating the sticks with the toes. ly elected, for the ensuing year,
Elks
back. These are hired by the visi
police and detective work. And brown.
St. Orr is a marksman of skill with the following: Vice president,
ab r bh po a
From the center of the town the tor for his excursions, sightseeing,
Wardour Street in London is ex
as few marksmen possess. Fewer C. Clifton Lufkin. Glen Cove; trea
Shepherd,
cf
citing enough to fill the mind will; roads run straight out. macadam, or to jog to other bathing-places (
still would attempt the thrilling surer. Miss Gladys Fernald. Thom
Jenkins, ss
stone blocks, or asphalt, straggling, nearby. The town derives its busi- |
real mystery and questions.
feat
of shooting a lighted cigarette aston; chaplain, Mrs. Hattie Mar
Stevens, 3b
narrowing, to pale tan tracks that ness and its income from mineral i'
™ "
K. S. F.
confidently held in the lips of his riner. of Lincolnville; historian,
waters
and
the
number
of
doctors
*■**<•**
Standing
Olover.
c
....
vanish up and over the hills. When
brother. So uncanny is his skill Clifford Hall of Natick. Mass.; din
W.
L.
Pet. Williams, If ........ 2
one walks, sooner or later one is impressive.
with a rifle that he shoots tne ner committee. Mesdames Clara
824
3
1
Amoco
.....
—
....
14
Robbins, 2b ......... 2
climbs toward the sky and more
The springs and rivers in ‘hel
spots out of playing cards held Hall of Hope, Lydia Cummings of
7
11
.610 Cole, r.......... .
I
Texaco
3
more hills. The weather is per neighborhood are mineral, ferruRockland and Mrs. Willard Hall of
in the fingers of his brother.
Capt. Fred Haskell in his Sea and
8
•570 Arico. lb_______ 3
11
feci, like our June, when a light, ginous. or sulphurous (that may all' £^CS
Biscuit was the winner again in
Driving nails and juggling a ham Hope. Leonard F. Hall Jr. of Pitts
8
.570 Roes, rf................ 2
11
mer in tempo to music of tiie band burg. Penn., was made one of the
the sail boat races Sunday for the wrap is welcome, or those days in | be the same thing. I dunno) and Snow's
|
11
.421 Marshall, ip ........ 3
and sawing a board, splitting a State's vice presidents; the others
second time in succession. Under August when the first hint of fall, everybody takes the waters. Our A. & P.
10
.376
e
25
5 21
block to the size of a toothpick all now being Olive Rhodes Wilson. Lawless Is Stopped
ideal weather conditions the white comes and you think protectingly of; routine is more or less like this— Perry's
350
7
13
Van Baalen
nasturtium beds and rejoice in those j sleep late, take a bath in water
to swing music indicates mastery Brookline. Mass.. Stanley F. Hall.
wings scampered along in a south stout fellers the chrysanthemums,, naturally about 45 degrees (Centi- ' ' an Baa en
5
.278
13
ab r bh po a e of his feet. Surely Union Fair is New London,’ Myra Stockenberg.
westerly breeze and made right
S
Goldberg,
If
.
4
exult in the odor of sweet peas.
j grade) and only faintly suggestive
2 to be congratulated upon being able Mayger, Oregon. Mildred Lee. Kel
smart time.
Bay State Boxer a Little
Woythaler. cf ....
4
The hotel, the Casino, the elabo- j of sulphur, have coffee, take a Coming Games
to show an outstanding act of this so. Washington and Fannie Foss.
Warner St. Clair who came in
I
Sunday
—
Van
Baalen
vs.
A.
&
P.;
Too
Much For the Lad
Fiore, rf____ _
3
rate
bathhouse
next
door,
one
or
two
walk,
play
a
game
of
chess,
lunch,
Dover. N. H
nature to Its patrons.
second would like to challenge Capt.
Snow's vs. Texaco.
Murgita. 3b .....
2
business
houses
are
the
only
three-J
Then
Danny
has
a
nap
and
I
take
From
Thorndike
The
nominating
committee.
Wil

Another
act
that
will
appear
at
Fred in a race to Vinalhaven. All
Monday—Indies vs. Texaco.
Tibbetts. 2b .....
4
Union Fair and which is also out liam C. Lufkin, of Glen Cove and
kinds of dares are being hurled but story houses in town, not too many I a walk, do errands (post-cards,
Tuesday
—
Snow
vs.
Van
Baalen.
Good programs at the Park street
M Goldberg, ss
4
• • • •
standing is Allan Norman, a jug Mrs. Frank H Ingraham and Mrs.
Capt. Fred says he has made a two-story buildings, mostly one-, toothpaste) and at five the papers
arena continue to draw record
Oray. lb _____
4
story
shops
or
houses
flush
with
the
come
and
we
try
to
read
them
and
Lydia
Cummings,
both
of
Rockland
gler
of
marked
ability.
A
young
study of the prevailing winds and
With a little over a week to go, Fantx, c _____
crowds, and last night was no ex3
street, the shops open-faced with ; give up, play a game of chess, try
fine appearing chap, who juggles named the officers and selected the * ception.
fears no local boats.
two
teams
in
the
second
division
V
Raye.
r
........
2
steel
shutters
that
are
rolled
down
to
listen
to
the
news
on
the
radio.
• • • •
clubs, ball, etc., in a style all hls same place for next year's reunion.
In the majn event. Frankie Ne!at night and give these Latin- look at the faces about us, all na- 81,11 have
*?.finish ln tile ®Pst6ln- p
3
These have passed to "the better
own. that ls new to the art One
Fans would like to see Capt. Link American towns their secret rather tionalitics, have dinner and go to
pla?°„ ',e EUts ble* a
cll,’’cs
33 9 12 21 « 2 ' of his outstanding features is bal- country" since the last meeting: i son of Haver!?ill. Mass stopped
McRae's boat in tlie race next Sun dreary night aspect. By day they an old movie. The change in altikl11 al‘ th“ w-,6n lb7‘ 1051 10 „ ks n ",
? 1 ?? ??
! ancto« himself on top of a rolling Past president Woodbury E. Hall, Carl Lawleis of Thorndike in the
day. They missed Capt. Bobby are very friendly. Here besides the tude makes us both very sleepy andVan ®aalen Tucs
NowTwo
hl.
0
”
hit
....
0
3
0
'globe whlle jugglln« at 86,1,6 Ume Charlton. Mass.; Leonard Hall third round, winning on a techni
Hills in the lastest contest and hope usual pastel tints used on stucco, j so far we have not even visited the
bav* th® Indl6s 6Kd Amoco
Two-bas hits. Williams, Cole. He also forces it to roll up a ramp. Rhodes. Brookline. Mass.; J Wes cal knockou’. In the srmi-final.
his boat will be ln condition for the yellow, pink, lavender, beige, and gymnasium or the elaborate swim’ besi ® J^elr ue ^ame with Gray. Fiore, Woythaler. Tibbetts. while juggling until he reachs »he ton Hall), Portland Oregon, and Mickey Bovnlon of Jefferson fought
lineup next week.
the
favorite
Virgin
s
blue,
there
are
mlng-baths.
Texaco,
which is no cinch And Three base hits. Murgita, Roes. pedestal. Surely an outstanding his wife, who died the previous 1 a draw with the Mystery Kid of
• • • •
Portland.
Base on balls, off Epstein 5, Mar hit on any program.
many houses made of the local
By chareta I went to the Cascade.
year; sheriff Hiram O. Burgess.
Several yachts hailing from points
The top prelim saw K O Bryant
brick, a delicious faded strawberry' seeing little of interest on the way They will play their postponed shall 4. Umpires. Smith and Free
Belfast;
Mrs.
Sarah
F.
Lufkin.
Union Fair has also been able
near and far have been noted in the
game with Texaco Sunday, and man.
of
Belfast win on a knockout over
color like an old hollyhock.
i except hillsides feathery with redto secure for Its patrons a new Glen Cove; Mrs. Margaret Ames.
• • • •
harbor lately.
then have Van Baalen left. A. &
Happy Sklnnv of Rockland, while
Roofs
of
course
are
tile
in
all
the
topped
grass
just
the
color
of
sorCamden;
and
Mrs.
Helena
A
Fales,
troop
of
tight
wire
artists
“
The
••••
P.'s chances seem remote, as they Elks 11, Indies 4
m the first prelim. Tipo.v Larson
terracotta hues. Behind the little rel, orange trees heavy with fruit
Their memory was
Three Chesters' consisting of two Rockland.
oi Rockland and Speed. .Tullivan
Only three weeks to Labor Day, houses and many modest hotels.] and fig trees and grape vines. The need a three game sweep over the
The Elks banged Hart Talbot for Kiris and a man. known as the honored by the pianist (Mrs. Belle
of Portland lought a dre v. Pinky
which means the racing season is along the streets, in the parks, Cascade pours down into a truly Amoco to qualify.
and The Perry infield seven hits and seven runs in the first' greatest wire walkers. Thev arr Tyler of Rockland) playing “Near , Davis won on a technical over
fast drawing to a close. A large at against and across these brick walls, magnificent valley, the river reaches • Firpo Frye
Inning
on to, making their flrst appearance in er My God To Thee" and prayer
customers enty of iauahs j..........
• last night and went «
' Charles “Blueberries" Larrabee, in
tendance next Sunday would be ap
are the flowers And such flowers!, widening and flashing in the dis- las,
w connon looked like a defeat tlle 1,1,1165 H lo 4 There was j the United States in over three by the necrologist, the group | the opener.
preciated and it is suggested that Bougainvillea trees like great stiff tance like a deSoto's dream come
some talk last night that the game years, having Just arrived her standing.
Next week s attraction wi.l be the
all persons interested follow the bouquets along the pavements, true. Yesterday we visited the windmill on first reaching for wild was played under protest, but if not, I alter completing two and a half
Interesting letters were read from
throws
Butch Wooster-Lou Cooper match.
procession to the Public Landing mimosa with its golden powdery I market, always fascinating for mc. I ^noW's 12. Perry’s 7
the Elks win ends the competition , years in Australia and New Zealand Eugene M Hall. Vinalhaven. Misses
at 2 o'clock.
bloom, misty grey-blue leaves, and | but misery for Danny, who feels ’" Aithough outhit 12 t0 u Snow's for the first division, unless A. & P.' Playing vaudeville and circuses Ella. Grace and Blan-he Hill. Blair
• • • •
starts a winning streak. Mike Arico Many of the wonderful feats per Nebraska, and Mrs. Carrie E. Paige, Boothbay Playhouse
A barge at the Rockland & Rock elusive scent making Mam street a, that he has no right to go an>-; stole a ball game from Perrys Marglory. pansies, violets dandelions where like that unless he intends to ket last n)ght t0 remain in the held the Indies to four hits in an formed by these artists are new Washington. D. C.
port Lime Co. wharf is loading with
Their great suc
Kelley B. Crie of Rockland re
George M Hanshalter, distin
Perry's other well pitched game, and the and different
flux (limestonei for shipment to in the crevices, nasturtiums almost buy something. Here I noticed as fight for fourth place
run wi'd.
Orange honeysuckle in Colombia, how few and poor landed the game away as every Indies' three run rally in the second cess has won them the title “Peers ceived birthday greetings and Mrs. guished resident of Wiscasset for 30
Boston.
flaming along a tumble-down wall, were the specimens offered for man except two jacked in with at came from only one hit. two walks, of the Silver Thread." This Act Floyd L. Shaw of Rockland, the years, nnd friend of Sidney Howard
• • • •
brings you “A Party on the Wire. oldest present <80 yearsM and the who wrote “The Late Christopher
Many of the smaller boats in the jasmine stars among the bright sale, surprisingly so where size and jeast one erTor making a total of two errors being mainly responsible.
The
score:
The Gibsons. Europe's newest family of Leonard F. Hall. Jr.. Bean,” current attraction, addressed
perfection
were
everywhere
so
evi
cornucopias.
11. Each team scored three runs
harbor are serving as excellent van
and greatest thrill act is one that from Pittsburg. Penn., as having the audience last night, prior to the
But the city’s pride is its roses. I dent. This frontier village atmos-' in
first two innings. and then Elks
tage points for picture shots at the
will keep you on the edge of your come the longest distance (850 first curtain, as follows:
ab r bh po a
Delorleans. Capt. Stuart Ames of Every day I walk through the hotel I phere reminds me of Colombia. gnow started to pull away as
seat during Its entire performance miles) were the recipients of bou
Lampinen,
r
........
4
13
0
"Sidney Howard, aviator in the
gardens
and
marvel
at
them
over
j
high,
thin,
clear
air:
men
in
riding|
Perry's
played
ping
pong
in
the
the “Mary" is tending her.
After many years of continuous quets provided for that purpose by World War, with Claire Ames his
my head in such perfection of form clothes arriving and departing;1 field. Four runs came in the third Jenkins, ss .... _ 4 112
work Mr. Gibson has perfected the C. Clifton Lufkin. Miss Judith wife came to Wiscasset after the
and color, such vigor of growth, ( horses stamping on cobbles; guns. on one
one
the fourth on no Stevens, 3b .......... 3111
AT CAMP ETNA
art of knife throwing, handling a Ellen Hall, one of the “Pittsburg- Armistice and fell in love with the
2 12
such variation of tint, as not even, farming and mining supplies dis-, hjtg. They earned a few in the Glover, lb ____ _ 3
score of razor edge steel knives lans" was the youngest present, her village. He studied' the natives,
Felt,
c
.....................
2
2
1
a catalogue cover could exaggerate.1 played In the shops.
; sixth when they rapped out five
Where Spiritualists Will Begin
hurled through space, outlining tl-e age being 13 months.
their habits and speech employing
The stalks and leaves have their own i One hundred and thirty-five hits, including a homer by V. Crock- Robbins. 2b .......... 3
Two Weeks Sessions Tomorrow
figure of a beautiful young girl
Shepherd, cf ......... 2
There were three families hav local names for his characters:
beauty and the luscious Jacque- s4eep steps go up to a tiny chapel: ett. The score:
strapped to a revolving disc, rotat ing three generations present: Mrs. Bean, Kaggett, and Creamer. Loved
Williams. If .......... 3
Camp Etna, largest Spiritualist minot. They have other names and while Danny slept I climbed up, | snow's
ing at terriflc speed. The accuracy Leonard F. Hall. Sr., her son. Leon by all for his charm, humor, and
and Psychical Researchers' Asso here, of course, but I call them by 1 the view more impressive with
ab r bh po a e Cole, rf .................. 2
of his keen eye and the exceptional ard F. Jr., and his daughter just his good fellowship, he was greatly
ciation in New England, opens Sun
Foley, rf .............. 3 2 1 0 0 0 Arico, p
nerve he displays ln the manipula- mentioned, also her son Stanley, missed when he left Wisc'sset for
29 11 13 18 11
day for a two-week session. Im would be less sweet. Hedges of but a little stucco cave
Topping. 3b ........ 2 1 1 3 3 0
Von of these sharp knives and the and his son, Arthur; Mrs. Mar Massachusetts.
portant speakers on the subject and
Dowling, r........... 4 2 1 4 0 0 Indies
ab r bh po a e throwing of hatchets, has made riner. her daughter, Mrs. Christine
Mr. Hanshalter will be the gucst
Frve. c ................. 4 0 2 1 1 1
psychics from the far corners of the
of honor at the Playhouse again
Small, ss .............. 4 1 2 0 4 1 J. Talbot, ss, p.... 12 0 111 him one of the outstanding fea
United States will be heard on the and “the dry strict scent of box"
0 1 0 5 0 tures of the Ringling Bros. Barnum These four ensemble numbers are tonight when "The Late Christo
program.
and when we notice one deep-eyed
Cates. 2b.............. 4 1 2 0 1 0 Payson, 3b ........- 3
00 2 1 0 & Bailey Circus.
elaborately costumed and most pher Bean” will have ite last per
E. Crockett. If
4 1 0 2 0 0 H. Talbot, p, ss ... 2
They include George B. Cutter, heavy-headed dahlia, lovelier than
Dolan's Frolics & Frills Revue pleasing to the eye. There are formance. Next week, the long
00 1 0 1
Suomela. cf ........ 4 2 1 0 0 1 Monroe, c ........... 3
former Chautauqua lecturer of Col the rest. I think of Mrs. Bunker
.ncludcs eight beautiful young girls special members of this group who awaited production of “Our Town"
umbus, Ohio; Maude Kline, sensa going along her borders, lifting with | a grave farther on was marked by V Crockett, lb .... 4 1 1 10 0 1 Connon, r .......... 2 0 1 2 0 0
displaying the Terpslcorean art of will do specialty numbers besides will be played Wednesday through
tional blindfolded psychic of Kan gentle fingers, now a pink one, now a few grubby flowers and at the Willis, p .............. 3 1 0 12 0 Alexander, rf ........ 3 0 1 0 0 0
Hunt, rf................. 2 0 1 0 0 0 modern and up to date dancing the four ensemble numbers, when Saturday, with Boothbay Harbor
sas City, Mo.; Frederick Nicholson, a white. She would admire an ar foot of a great gaunt black cross
Jameson,
2b .......... 3 0 0 2 0 1 such as a Military Drill Number, requested. No matter where they artists exhibiting in the Playhouse
21
11
4
'
marking
the
hill's
very
top
there
36
12
11
noted message bearer and lecturer rangement I saw yesterday—pale
Gross,
lb
.......... 2 1 0 6 0 1 a Scotch tap dancing routine en appear, they have always pleased Lounge. Richard M. Hallet, famous
of Boston; C. Harrison Engel, na pink dahlias and mimosa-gold and was a rude crotch, left there, let Perry's
ab r bh po a e Thomas, If .......... 2 10 10 0 titled “A Wee Bit O' Scotch," a so well that they have been request author, will address the audience at
us hope, by someone happy to lay
tionally known teacher and psy rose and misty greenish-blue.
23 4 4 15 7 4 rope skipping rhythm number, also ed for return dates.
curtain time.
Freeman, c ......... 3 1 I 0 0 0
chical researcher of Daytona Beach,
Twice a week the local band plays it down.
Elks
...................
7 2 0 2 0 x—11 "Stompin' at tlie Savoy," the very
Duff,
rf
................
4 1 1 0 0 1
That night we saw a film in
Fla.;Isabel Bradley, a gifted ex in the park, children race down the
latest craze in modern dancing.
ponent from Brighton. Massachu paths, couples saunter along or Technicolor . . . “The Legion in Perry. 3b ............. 3 1 2 0 2 1 Indies ....................... 0 3 0 1 0 0—4
Two base hits, Payson, Felt. Three
Connon. lb ......... 4 1 2 9 0 3
setts, and Frederick Harding, au murmur on the benches, men talk
1 Glover, ss ............ 4 1 1 1 1 1 base hit, Shepherd. Home run, Arico 1. Hite, off H. Talbot, 5 in 2-3
thor end world traveler from war news. All day the radio blares,
Wynnewood, Penn. Roger A. Nye, the post-card photographers being Britain's rightness . . . and Britain s Anderson, 2b __ 3 1 1 2 0 0 Glover. Sacrifice, Felt. H Talbot. innings. Losing pitcher. H. Talbot.
Feyler. If ............. 3 0 0 4 0 1 Stolen base, Felt. Base on balls, Umpires, Smith and Freeman.
popular tenor of Waterville, and the only listeners. The Brazilian pomp of yesterday!
tContinued on Page Eight)
LaCrosse,
r ........ 3 1 2 2 0 1 Arico 7, H. Talbot 2. Struck out, by
Marion MacVae, pianist, will be love songs, characteristically sad . ..
(To Be Continued)
Rackliff. cf ........ 3 0 1 2 0 1
heard at all services. Three full "Who came knocking at my gate?
It was you.
Hary, p ................ 3 0 0 1 1 2
programs daily open to the public Who
left me lone and desolate?
CHALLENGE TO FROST
will be gi\en at 10, 2 and 8 o'clock,
It was you.”
After reading the R. A. Club's an
33 7 12 21 4 11students of the occult from all over
Spanish songs arc sad also.—“Love
the country and Canada register Is a sword in the heart." The swer to Carrol Frost's letter pre Snow's ................ 1 2 4 1 0 4 0—12
here annually.
Frenchman whom we heard some viously published in The Courier- Perry's ................ 1 2 0 0 0 3 1—7
Some folks pul off seeing the Oodor until it is too late tor
During the past several years weeks ago. still promises. “I will °aZ6tl6' “Cracker" IaVr!“U has* Two base hits Andersor Lahim to be of any help.
this
to
say:
“
Carol
Frost
in
my
Crosse. Connon, Dowling. Cates.
much interest in the study of the wait.” and Nelson Eddy asks Jean
likewise, some folks put off consulting the bank until they are
occult has been created by the writ’ nette MacDonald. “Will you Love opinion is only a preliminary boy Home run, V. Crockett. Sacrifice!',
in so deep financially that they cannot be help •
ings of Sir Oliver Lodge, Dr. Alexis Me Ever?" Nobody really hears all and I'll fight him for nothing in Topping 2, Freeman. Base on balls,
Carrell of Rockefeller -Institute, this. We hear . . . “the heart of a preliminary bout in Rockland off Harry 1, Willis 1. Struck out.
Buy a home through
If you are planning a real estate investment and are going
ttoee weeks (rom the time I get by Willis 1. Umpires, Smith and
Professor J. B. Rhine of Duke Uni Rachel ...”
lo need a mortgage loan, it is a good idea to consult your Mutual
a
Savings
Bank
mort

the
notice
he
has
accepted
the
Freeman.
versity and the late Sir A. Conan
St. Benedict’s is a poor church
Savings Bank before you gel in "ton deep/'
gage and your ‘‘rent
Doyle.
and ugly but boasting elaborate match and I’ll guarantee he will Van Baalen 9, Elks 4
go out of the ring just as his name
lhe Mutual Savings Banks ot Maine have $27,816,127 loaned
Van Baalen pulled another fast
money’’
in many
murals done with much more feel
to Maine people on Maine Real Estate.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ing than fidelity though the burro signifies—Frost—very cold.
one Tuesday night when they rode |
cases will pay off the
over the Elks 9 to 4. to keep the i
led by Saint Joseph was a real beast
Yogr nearest Mutual Savings Bank can help you.
mortgage.
Ama
nof
honor
always
keeps
his
playoff
position
still
in
doubt.
A
picking his careful way over real
Borrow
stone such as the Mineiro traveler word. Nobility of character makes win for Elks would have ccn’',n,cd I
Build
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the
knows. The black youth in front of promise more than mere premise the first division. Outside o: the I
when
such
ls
given
by
the
man
of
third
inning
when
he
walked
«h.re
|
with
of us was dressed in his Sunday-goin >
simplest. Consider these advantages:
to-meeting, very tight bright blue true worth; hence, his ismplest vow men, all of whom scored. Larry EpConfidence
coat and trousers, pink shirt and to do is never anything less than stein had the losers eating out of
Maine
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
a prophecy of certain fulfillment. J his hand. He gave up only five
green striped tie. On the pew In
individually
to
meet
your
own
particular
situ

front ne balanced his hat—a gray
Savings Banks Association of Maine
derby with a broad curling brim
ation.
Androscoggin County Sa vines Bank,
bound In white and with a white j
Machias Savings Bank
Af TViscxa/ we are speLewiston
2.
Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
band. Hls new shoes were yellow J
Maine Savings Rank. Portland
Auburn Savings Bank
’ cialists in mailing personal
Mechanics Savings Bank, Auhum
Augusta Savings Bank
with
pointed
toes
and
I
saw
him
'
of
interest,
to
suit
your
budget.
Norway Savings Bank
loans of $25 to $250 or more,
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
Bangor Savings Rank
Peoples Snvlngs Bank, I «e wist on
later hall a chareta and be driven
ft is our full-time business.
Rath Savings Institution
Piscataquis
Savings
Bank,
Dos
3.
5%
on
mortgages
in
good
standing
interest
R<*thfl Savings Bunk
I have several Houses and Farms at
away. I followed his example and
Just write In—ask us about
Foxcmft
Biddeford Savings Bank
Portland Savings Rank
our way of doing business.
hired a chareta, too.
paid
when
due
—
No
Tax
Liens,
and
the
loan
Brewer
Savings
Bank
Very Reasonable Prices
Rockland Savings Bank
Brunswick Savings Institution
We will be glad to serve you.
Pocos has no trolleys. Dusty
Saco A Biddeford Savings Instl
Fastnort Savings Rank
amortized
in
1
5
years.
tion. Saco
If
you
ever
want
a
Home,
don
’
t
miss
seeing
these
MARTIN J RIELLY, Mgr.
Franklin
Count v
Savings
Bank.
buses connect with neighboring hill
Sanford Institution for Savings
Room No. 201 Floor No 2
Farmington and Phllllns
Skowhegan
Savings Rank
towns
and
the
railroad.
Men
clat

at
once
Krcsge Bide.
Phone 1155
Gardiner Snvlngs Institution
S. Paris Savings Rank
241 Water St., Augusta, Me
Gorham Savings Rank
ter
into
the
center
of
the
city
lead

Waterville Savings Rank
Terms
can
be
arranged
on
some
of
them.
IVoulton
Snvlngs
Bank
Small laian Statute Lu disc
York county Savings Rank, Bid
ing two or three burros or under- I
B°nnehee Savings Rank. Augusta
No. 1. Charges 3% on unpaid
ford
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp,
Kennebunk Savings Rank
montlib balances
monuin
daiaiilo up to JlaO, H sized horses, and pack bales of
2!^% monthly
■
LOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
2W%
ii
• on
- toaUmes
-—
These Are All MUTUAL Savings .Banks
66Stf
above.
____
J goods back with them. Children!
81T&Stf
ride for a penny in the little goat■v—

SOFTBALL

LEAGUE

Waterfront Ripples

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”

V. F. STUDLEY

r*
I

Rockland savings bank

It’s a Good Idea
To Consult The Doctor
Before You Get
Too Sick
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

STURDY STRUCTURE

Sunday school at the Methodist
Church will meet at 9.30 tomorrow.
The League Standing
Simmons, rf ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0 Dr. Wilson's sermon these at 10.30
W.
L.
PCt.
f...... ... 1 0 0 1 0 0 will be “Twice Born Men." Mrs.
be soloist.
Camden .......... 5
2
715
>, ss ..
3 1 1 0 1 1 Lydia Storer will
8 8 8 8
Rockland
.. 5
2
.715
....... ... 2 0 2 2 3 1
Soul" is the subject of the Les
Thomaston
.. 4
4
.500
lb ... ... 2 0 0 7 0 0
Rockport ......... 1
7
.125
If .... ... 2 0 1 2 0 0 son-Sermon that will be read in
• ♦• 8
if.....
0 0 0 0 0 0 all churches of Christ, Scientist
This WeeksGaines
... 2 o 0 o 1 o throughout the world on Aug. 18
The Golden Text is: “Comt and
Sunday
(non-league) — Vinal
haven at Rockland.
24 2 6 18 8 2 hear, all ye that fear God. and I
Tuesday—Rockport at Rockland;
0 1 0 0 3 0—4 will declare what he hath done for
Rockport
1 0 0 0 0 1-—2 my soul" (Psalms 66:16). The cita
In the shadow of this building, bin and the "high steppers" held Thomaston at Camden.
Thursday—Camden at Rockland;
Two
base
hits.
Drinkwater.
Base tions from the Bible contain the
which is the best known business sway. Through several generations Thomaston at Rockport.
on
balls,
off
R.
Ellis
5.
off
C.
Ellis
3. following passages: "But as it is
Crockett block has been a Northend
• • • •
structure at the Northend was built
Struck out, by R. Ellis 4. by C. Ellis written. Eye hath not seen, nor ear
bulwark of business—plain in its ar Rockland 4. Rorkport 2
9. Umpires, Collamore and Bryant. hear, neither liave entered into the
the famous clipper ship Red Jack chitecture; practical ln its usage.
At Rockport Thursday night the Scorer, Maude Winchenbach.
heart of man. the things which God
et. The picture was ln a period Today it is the home of one of Pirates edged out the home team
• • • •
hath prepared lor them that love
far removed from this day of mo Rockland's best known concerns— by a 4 to 2 score.
Sunday the Pirates will play the him. But God hath revealed them
tor car progress—when Old Dob J. A. Jameson Co.
Chuck Ellis, in the box for Rock strong Vinalhaven Chiefs. These unto us by hls Spirit: for the Spirit
land, was opposed by his brother two teams have met once before searcheth all things, yea the deep
David Mazzeo and Kenneth Low
The class of '39, RHS. will hold Raymie who pitched for Rockpbrt. this year when the Chiefs took the things of God." (I Corinthians 2:9are In Old Orchard today to partici its first reunion Aug. 31 at Oak "Peewee" Collamore led the hitters Pirates over ln a well played game 101.
• • • 8
pate in the ten-mile race, held an land..
with a perfect day at bat with 3 to 2. Brown and French will do
nually.
three singles, while Drinkwater the hurling and as Dick has had
At the Congregational Church
The Dollar Days ’ cash prize with a single and a double drove a weeks rest since his 11 inning the service of public worship is at
REUNIONS
The new Sears fall catalog is out. winners will be announced between in three of the Pirate runs. The game at the 8amoset Sunday it 10.30 a. m. with music by the mixed
Aug 18—Light Family: At the "Look
out" In Jefferson.
It's the largest and most complete shows Monday night at Strand The score:
should be a good pitchers battle.
quartet. Mrs. Faith Berry at the or
Aug 22 Hoffses Family: 58th annual
• • • •
Rockland
at Mrs Madlyn Thompson's. Friend yet put out by the firm and weighs atre.
gan. In the absence of Rev. Cor
ship.
ab r bh po a
Twilight Topics
five pounds.
win H. Olds, the guest preacher will
Aug 28 Kalloch Family: At Penob
In the Rockport-Rockland game be Rev. O. G. Cocks. D.D., a Pres
scot View Orange hall ln Olen Cove.
The one-hour parking regulation, Billings, ss ........
Aug 28—Payson-Fogler Families: At.
if Raymie had a little better sup byterian minister from Wellsboro,
Owing to the death of Orlando originally set from Lindsey street Chisholm. 2b. If
St Clair cottage Crescent Beach.
port he might have made it more Pa.
Aug 28 Hills Family: At the home Cole's mother, the final concert of south, has been extended to Sum French. If, 2b ..... 2
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Newton. the Curtis String Quartet series has
C. Ellis, p .......... 3
• • • 8
interesting for brother Chuck.
mer
street.
Hence,
don't
park
your
9 High St . Belfast
• • 8 •
Aug 31- Leadbetter Family: 30th an been postponed to Aug. 25.
car for more than a. few minutes if Karl, cf ................ 1
The services at the Nazarene
nual at North Haven Orange hall.
Bunny Thompson sure can tear
you are south of Summer street. A Whitman, lb ..... 3
Church on the Mountain View Road
Sept 7—Whitmore Family: At home
around those bases and how he
of Mr and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Pleasure riding in the suburbs few minutes becomes an hour all McNeilly, 3b ....... 3
will begin with Sunday School at
Common: If stormy, following Mon
Collamore, 2b ..... 3
loves it especially against the
ls menaced occasionally by drunk too easily.
10.00 a. m. There are classes for
day.
Drinkwater, rf .... 3
Pirates.
en drivers. Complaint of an ag
all. The morning worship is at 11.
a • • •
Knox Aerie of Eagles will discuss gravated nature reached our office
According to Presidential procla
Camden and Rockland ought to Miss Beatrice Ashcroft will sing and
26
4
9
18
7
1
important business Tuesday night. this morning
mation, National Aviation Day will
start playing some day at about Rev. Earl Lee will speak on the
Rockport
subject "Why Poverty?" At 6.30
be observed Monaay and all citizens
ab r bh po a e 2 o'clock and then by dark the
p. m. the Nazarene Young People's
The Ladies Aid of Cushing will are urged to display the flag and Starr, 3b ..........
Warren Perry returns today after
4 0 1 2 0 0 game ought to be over and one or
two weeks’ stay at the YM.C.A. serve supper at the town hall Aug. observe the day with appropriate Thompson, c ....... 3 114 3 0 the other the winner instead of Society wlll meet and conduct the
service There will be installation
30. at o6'clock. The housekeepers exercises to further and stimulate Crockett, If, cf .... 3 0 0 0 0 0 another tie.
camp in Winthrop.
of officers. The evening Evange
will be Mrs. Marion Knapp and interest in aviation.
listic service begins at 7.30. There
The Industrial Accident Commis Miss Barbara Knapp.
2. Ten-X Leather Gun Case.
will be two special numbers, one by
All members of St. Peter's Parish
sion will conduct a hearing in Rock
3. Tackle Box.
Miss Eleanor Sargent and the other
Arthur G Vose of Houlton, dis should bear in mind the importance
land Aug. 23 at 11 a. m. in the Mu
by Mrs Campbell. The pastors
trict telephone manager, was ln of next Tuesday and plan accord
Class B
nicipal Court room.
the city yesterday, accompanied by ingly. Evensong will be held at
This Will Be Done By
. „„
1.
Belding & Mull Loading Tool subject will be "Our One Oreat Ob
jective." The mid-week prayer
William Renz. principal surveyor his wife and son Clement, and Mr. 5.30 p. m. followed by the parish
Experts Who Will Received for 30-06
service is Wednesday at 7.30 p. m.
4 upper at 630. There will be col
of the New England area from the and Mrs. De Mers of Gardiner.
2. Fly Rod.
Appropriate Prizes
After this service will be a meeting
ored motion pictures by Wilbur
American Bureau of Shipping office
3. Ten-X Shooting Glove.
of the church for the election of
The Fish and Game Association Senter and the needs of the parish
in Boston, was at Snow Shipyard,
The sixth annual Rifle, Pistol and Pistol Section
trustees and stewards for the
Inc., Thursday to Inspect the trawl will hold an all-day outing Aug. 25. will be presented.
Trap Shoot at Damariscotta, spon
church year. All are invited to our
Arm
—
Any
regular
pistol
or
re

at Vinal's Point, Cushing, with a
er “North Star.”
sored by the Lincoln County Rifle
service, to enjoy "the old-fashioned
Have you been clearing ragweed
clam bake and weinie roast the fea
Club will be held in Damariscotta volver other than "Free Pistol."
from
your
private
property
ditches
Fired—Continuously during both gospel in the old-fashioned way."
Rev. William J. Day of Winthrop. ture. Members, with their wives and
Sept. 1 and 2.
• • • •
Mass., will occupy hls former pulpit guests, are Invited, and the program and nearby lots? Most soil, if
This is the largest shoot of its days.
At St. Peter's Church, (Episcopal)
not
made
to
produce
crops,
will
pro

Course
—
50
yards
slow
fire.
will
consist
of
sports,
contests
and
ln the First Baptist Church Aug.
type held in New England and at
duce ragweed. It is evident that
Prizes awarded in two divisions the services for tomorrow wlll be
25 and Sept. 1. He has lately re boat races.
tracts many out of State visitors as
soil,
like
human
beings,
should
be
according
to Kennebec System to appropriate for the 13th Sunday
turned from New York State, glad
well as being of considerable in
kept
busy.
Waste
means
weeds
and
Lina
Carroll
will
be
hostess
Mon

aggregate
of
three best targets shot after Trinity: Matins at t.10; Holy
to be back in New England after two
terest to shooters from this section
Communion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist
hay
fever.
From
Aug.
8
and
the
day
afternoon
at
a
D.U.V.
beano
during
both
days.
days of 99 in the shade.
of the State.
and sermon at 10.30; Vespers at
Class A
party at Grand Army hall. A free following six weeks the days are
The program:
7.30 p. m. Week day services: Tues
bitter for hay fever sufferers.
special
will
allow
some
one
person
1.
Hudson
Bay
Blanket.
Rifle Sec Lion; Match I—Any Rifle
Joseph Dondis, manager of
day. Holy Communion at 7 a. m.;
2. Pistol Kit Box.
Re-Entry
Strand Theatre, who has been con free cards on all special games.
Wednesday, Holy Communion at 7
“
This
is
tag
day
in
Rockland"
Those
attending
are
asked
to
be
at
3.
Sheeplined
Pistol
Case.
fined to hls home on Beech street
Arm—Any rifle with iron sights.
a. m.
said a charming miss to a number
the
hall
early
as
this
will
be
the
Class B
for several months, is recuperating
Position—Prone with sling only.
• 8 8 8
of passers-by. Investigation dis
first
special
played.
Ruth
Mayhew
1. Wollensak Scopt.
at Beth Israel Hospital in Boston,
Course—10 shots at 100 yards.
At
the
Littlefield
Memorial
closed
that
the
tag
day
was
not
for
2. All Wool Plaid Hunting Short.
Fired—Continuously during both
consulting meantime with a spe Tent meets at 7.30.
Church
Sunday, Rev. Martin
a local enterprise, though the ob
3.
Flashlight.
cialist. Mrs. Dondis accompanies
Storms will be the speaker, morn
Rev O. O. Cocks. DU. a Pres ject was worthy. It also developed days
Match starts Sunday. Sept. 1st at Trap Shooting
him.
ing and evening. Special music at
byterian minister from Wellsboro, that the tagging was being done al
Continuously
during
both
days.
the morning service will include a
Pa., will be the guest preacher at an ill-advised time. Dollar days, 9 a. m., D8T.
This paper erroneously stated in
Special Prizes
sclo by Walter Oriffin. Sunday
the Congregational Church next when the city's merchants were
“
'The
Broker
Who
Is
Britain's
Tuesday's issue that there would be
To the first shooter making a ten
School meets at 1145 with classes
Sunday, in the absence of Rev. Cor trying to make everybody welcome,
Hero.
”
A
thrilling
and
Interesting
a band concert at the Public Land
win H. Olds, who is participating so the tagging was postponed. All shot possible one carton of Win true story of a civilian-sailor credit for all ages. Young peoples’ meet
ing Wednesday night.
It now
ing at 6 o'clock with Barbara Bart
such efforts if worthy and legiti chester All-X Match ammunition
apologizes to the Rockland City in the First Army maneuvers near mate, should have the official ap will be awarded. If more than one ed with most striking feat of in lett as leader; evening service at
Pctsdam, N. Y. Rev. Mr. Cocks has
dividual
bravery
—
mighty
French
Band and the big crowd which gath
proval of the Chamber of Com person shoots possibles ln tlie same battleship rendered helpless by one 7.15 with special music. Mid-week
ered, for the mistake. But it shows recently purchased a summer home merce which serves as a clearing relay Xs will decide tie.
at Pleasant Point, South Cushing.
SpeciaTLadies'* IMze—To the lady man
a liny
W-lt prayer meeting Tuesday evening
what a fine advertising medium this
at 7.30.
house for such matters.
newspaper is.
* • • •
having the highest score in the
Cries of "Director! Wc want Mr.
The highlight of the great Dol
The guest preacher at the First
Prof. Wilbert Snow of Spruce 100 yard re-entry will bc awarded lar Days In Rockland ls the fa
Johnson!" were heard amid the
Strand Theatre features next
' applause last night at Watts hall Head and Wesleyan was the a 25% wool blanket.
mous annual Package Sale at Baptist Church Sunday at 10.30 and
week: Sunday, Monday and Tues
| in Thomaston, as the stellar cast speaker at yesterday's Rotary Club Class A
Daniels,
Jeweler.
Outstanding 7.30, will be one who has not previ
day. “I Love You Again,” with Wil
1. Winchester H. B. M52 Rifle values for bridge prizes, etc. 53c. 2 ously spoken here. Rev. W. E. Robin
meeting, reading a number of his
I
appeared
to
take
their
bows
after
a
liam Powell and Myrna Loy; Wed
late poems and providing a genu with Marksman Stock.
for $1. Every package valued not son, pastor of the United Baptist
nesday and Thursday, "Oolden 1 finished performance of "Mis' Nelly ine treat. Allan F. McAlary pre
Church of Dover-Foxcroft. Those
2. Bausch & Lomb Draw Tube under $1 —adv.
;
of
N'Orleans
"
Noted
in
the
audi

<
Fleecing," with Lew Ayres and Rita
who did not last Sunday hear the
sided in the absence of President Scope.
ence
were
several
students
of
ama

Johnson; Friday and Saturday,
fine baritone voice of Rand Smith
Blaisdell and Dr. Walter Page Con
3. Leather Gladstone Bag.
teur
drama
including
certain
of
the
D.U.V.
beano
at
G.A.R.
hall
Mon
“Man I Married," with Joan Ben
4 Suede Leather Jacket.
Rockland
(Community
Theatre ley led the singing. Visiting Rota
day at 2 p. m.—adv.
99-lt of New York and Pleasant Point,
nett and Frances Lederer.
may have the pleasure of doing so
5. Ray Ban Glasses.
Guild.
From the quality of the rians included Bill Cullen of Lewis
this Sunday, when Mr. Smith will
ton. Charles Holden ot Hanover, N. Class B
Activities continue at Snow Ship reaction hi the house, Ernest Law
again bc the soloist at both services.
H. Harry Hartwell of Mt. Lake, N.
1.
Argus
5mm.
Prismatic
Spot

Johnson,
manager,
and
hls
group
of
“
Firpo
”
Frye
’
s
Wood
Yard
yard, Inc. The two-masted schooner
Mrs. Elsa Hayden Constantine will
J..
Frank
E
Poland
of
Boston.
H.
ting
Scope.
players
may
consider
that
they
yacht "Sea Fox" was undocked yes
SUMMER
WOOD
bc
at the console of the Estey organ,
C.
Booth
of
Springfield.
Mass,
and
2.
Camera
—
Kodak.
Vigilant.
terday. after being on the railway have made a decidedly favorable
IDry Fitted)
following her vacation, ready to
for cleaning and painting. She is entry into the Maine Summer en R. B. Wilson of Camden. The Six-20—F 63.
the consecrated service shi
guests were F. J McAlary, Harris W.
3. Hudson Bay Blanket.
Price 75c per foot, delivered continue
owned by Burwell B. Smith of York. tertainment field. A more detailed
renders
to this people. Church
Cram
of
Rcckland
and
Dyer
D.
4.
Ten-X
Aristocrat
Rifle
Coat
TEL. 1366
99-101
Penn.
The yacht '•Charmarie," account will appear in the Tuesday
school, at noon, affords all opportu
Weed of Springfield.
5. Ten-X Shooting Glove.
i
owned by Mr. Eiscnlohr of the Sam issue.
nity to study Ood's Word, and the
Class
oset has been on the small railway
young people will welcome both
A copy of the New York Power
1.
Bausch
&
Lomb
Draw
Tube
|
Fans
at
last
will
havc
a
chance
to have the propellers changed, and
Squadron's 1940 Year Book has been Spotting Scope.
the tug "Walter Ross" came in to see Lou Cooper vs. Butch Woos
received by the Rockland Yacht
2. Zenith Radio.
ter
next
Friday
night
in
the
Park
Thursday night from Bangor for a
Club, and is an interesting compila
3. Freeland Scope Stand.
Street
Arena.
Cooper
claims
the
general overhauling and repairs.
tion. gotten up m fine style. Philip
4. Ten-X Leather Zipper Case
The largest of the trawlers being heavyweight title of the State
Rounds, son of the former Con- for M52.
built for Fred O’Hara of Boston will thfbugh previous fights held over a
5. Tri-Pak Cleaning Rod.
be launched at noon Sept. 3, and year ago, but the Boxing Commis gregatlonalist pastor in Rockland;
and Otis Fales, son of the late Cap Class D
has been named "North Star.”. She sion of this State rates "Butch" as
1. New Model Remington 513T!
the champ. Butch has held this tain Fales of Thomaston, are listed
is 121 feet long.
fight up to get in shape. Lou has among the members. Both are now Target Rifle.
2. Ten-X Aristocrat Rifle Coat.:
Tlie one-hour parking regulation held this fight up for the same undertaking the highest grade, navi
3. All wool Plaid Hunting Shirt. ]
now begins at Summer street in- reason in previous weeks and meet gator. Plans have been completed
4. Metal Tackle Box.
sted of Lindsey as formerly adv. * ing fellows ln the meantime. Does for the squadron to attend the
5. Flashlight.
it mean that he is frightened of greatest motorboating event of 1940
HERE cannot but be
Rummage sale at 19 Knott street, Butch? When they meet it cer —the Gold Cup Races. The August Match II—200 Yard Iron Sight
comfort as well as pride
calendar ls replete with races and
Re-Entry
Monday. 8 am.
99-lt tainly will not be a tea party, prob
in the thought that the
Armr-Any rifle with iron sights
ably a blitzkrieg with everything social events which would plainly
memorial chosen, placed and
indicate
tiiat
the
N.YPS.
ls
a
popu

Conditions
—
10
shots
prone
with
going
to
the
other
that
each
has
Why not stop in at Ye Greene
dedicated is the finest that
lar organization.
sling, 200 yards. Aggregate best
Arbour for luncheon or dinner on to give.
it is possible to acquire. Mod
three targets for score during both I
est or imposing, Guardian
the way to the fair?—adv.
99-lt
Foy Brown’s power boat “J. O.” days. Due to range facilities com
BORN
Memorials represent beauty
unsurpassed — permanence
Black -At (famdrn Community Hos has carried many pleasure parties, petitors may be limited to not more
Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper pital.
Aug 15. to Mr and Mrs. John but never a jollier or more enthusi than three consecutive relays.
that endures through centuries
Kettle. New Fall hats, $2 and up. A Black, a daughter.
to come. They arc surprisingly
astic one than that which crossed
Withee
At
Knox
Hospital,
Aug.
9.
Prizes
awarded
in
two
divisions
—adv.
93-99 to Mr and Mrs. Earl Withee (Doro the bay Thursday night, carrying
reasonable in price.
according to Kennebec System.
thy Demuth I a son Earl Delmar. Jr.
The Guardian Mrmorlal Bond b
members
of
the
Rockland
Lions
Ciasa
A
At Knox Hospital. Aug. 15.
an avcrlaatins (uaranlc*.
Awnings, large or small, hammock to Rundlett
Mr and Mrs. Ellsworth T Rundlett. Club and guests, to the total num
1. Hudson (Bay Blanket
twin sons—Oeorge Wyer and Thomas
tops, chair backs and seats, boat Huston.
ber of 30. The occasion was a visit
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
.1
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
to the Vinalhaven Lions Club, whicn
INC.
MARRIED
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
proved a royal host when all were
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
Dean-Gattl—At Rockland. Aug 16. assembled within the hospitable con
EAST UNION A THOMASTON
16 Willow St.
73-tf
Otis Dean of Camden and Anita Oattl
of Rockland. By Rev. Fr. John Cum fines of the Lee Shore Country Club
mings
on the outskirts of the town. The
story of the event is told in
DIED
another column by that veracious
Coombs—At
Belmont.
Aug.
16.
Charles R. Coombs of Belfast, aged 82 chronicler of Vinalhaven affairs, O.
years. Funeral services Monday at V. Drew, the island’s popular post- I
WATER PIPES RENEWED
2 p m , Northport avenue, Belfast
AND WIRED OUT
Mulse—At Rockland. Aug. 16, Melvin master who is always “In at the
I F Mulse, aged 37 years, 11 days. Burial death" whenever they do anytihng,
NEW SEWERS LAID
at
Qlouster,
Mass
.
Aug.
19.
Ambulance
Service
FUNERAL HOME
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Rice At Rockland Aut. 16. Susan of note on Penobscot Bay's island 1
PLUGGED
M Rico, widow of Elwyn E. Rice, aged metropolis.
The return sail was
•
Ambulance Service
87 years. 22 davs. Funeral at Hu iee
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
under the approving rays of a full
funeral home, Monday at 2 o'clock.
AND CEMENT WORK
TELEPHONES
moon and nary a ripple on the
RUSSELL
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
CARD
OF
THANKS
water.
All
of
the
popular
songs|
tM, 781-1 «r 781-U
FUNERAL HOME
I wish to express my sincere thanks
to those who showed their kindness known to mankind were sung with
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
during my Illness, also for the fruit, a power not to be expected after
BOCKLAND, MB.
BOCKLAND, MB.
flowers, letter s, and cards
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
participation in that most satisfying
UB-fcf
•e-tf
Mrs. Jennie Messer

Shooting At ’Scotta

C

T

NOW IS THE TIME!

BURPEE’S

S. E. EATON

Union.

lobster Supper, .

Roller polo stars who shone at
the Arcade in other days visited
Rockland yesterday to see about
leasing the Community Building
for games, providing a State League
can be formed. President Lefor
est A. Thurston asked them to sub
mit their proposition in writing,
after which a decision will be
reached. The players who came to
Rockland, and who are still ln the
game, were Bob Morrison, Bill Jette
and Bill Blount, all of Pawtucket.

IN THE TWILIGHT LEAGUE
Brothers Oppose Each Other In Close
Game—Vinalhaven Chiefs Here Sunday

Aug 18 — Parents Day at Camp
Tanglewood. Camden hills.
Aug. 19 National Aviation Day.
Aug. 19 — Camden — Open meeting
Chamber of Commerce at Yacht Club.
Aug. 20-23 Union Pair
Aug. 22—North Haven Lecture by
Commander Donald B
MacMillan,
auspices Improvement Society.
Aug 23 South Thomaston—Church
Orange fair at Wessaweskeag Orange
hall
Aug. 23—Meeting of the Maine Press
Association at Community Building
Aug. 23 —i Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
series at Watts hall
Aug
23—Educational Club meets
with Mrs E M Lawrence Rockport
Aug 25—South Hope—Visitation Day
at the Unlversaltst Church.
Aug. 25- Fish and Game Association
outing at Vinal's Point, Cushing.
Aug. 26 Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orchard Beach,
Aug 27 Rockport—Benefit concert
at Capt Eell s Boat Barn.
Aug 27 — Camden — Megunticook
Orange fair.
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
Aug. 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RH S
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, fourth Summer Theatre Play
series at Watts hall.
Aug 31-Sept 3—Blue HIM fair
Sept 3 Warren—Schools re-open.
Sept. 3—Union—Schools re-open.
Sept
14- Educational Club meets
with Mrs. Rose B Hupper, Tenants
Harbor.
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youth and age at the Christian En
deavor service at 6.15 p. m. in the]
vestry, when Marjorie Richards will i
lead. Tuesday at 12 15 p. in. the]
men meet for prayer for 20 minutes ]
in the vestry, Summer street cn-,
trance, and Deacon Osmond A
Palmer will have charge of the
happy prayer and praise service
Members of the Knox County
there at 7.30 p. m., where over 100 Fish and Game Association can
usually meet each week.
scarcely wait for Aug. 25, when they
will have their annual outing at
Sunday baseball attractions in Vinal's Point or Hathorne's Point,
clude the Community Park game whichever you choose to call it.
Rockland Pirates vs. Vinalhaven There will be sports on the land
Chiefs and the Camden game, and on the sea, corn roast, baked
Camden Shells va. Thomaston, with clams and slch like. Willis Vinal
ladies free.
is chairman of the outing and will
be aided by such masters of affairs
The ordinance against the riding as Alfred C. Hocking and Al
of bicycles on city sidewalks is to Slingsby. More anon.
be vigorously enforced. Chief of
Police Fish will have some sugges
Newton L. Dean was arrested this
tions for bicyclists in an early morning for driving under the in
Issue.
fluence of liquor. He was fined $100
and costs or 60 days ln jail. Dean
lne man who has not anything took an appeal and gave bail.
t oboast of but his illustrious onces- James Mitchell. South Thomaston
tors is like a potato—the only thing was arrested on a reckless driving
belonging to him ls under ground. charge. Fined $20 and cost <$26 48)

THE NEW SEARS CATALOG!
THE NEW FALL CATALOG IS OUT!
Your copy will be mailed. It's the largest, finest, easiest
catalog from which to order that Sears ever put out.
Additional Savings on Transportation and No Money Order
or C. O. D. Fees if you order througli this office.
Come In or Call Us Today! Shop and Save the Friendly
Personal Way at Sears Catalog Order Office. And Remember,
Sears Guarantee Complete Satisfaction or Your Money Returned.
Weight of catalog is live pounds.

'get

sears'

SERR5 ORDER OFFICE SAVINGS!
433 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL.

1380

WHAT IS A LOAN
AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION?
It is an institution from which you can borrow
money to buy or build a Home—make improvements
and repairs—refinance your present mortgage—
make the money you pay for rent an investment in
stead of .an expense.
It is an institution specializing in Home Loans,
making it possible for you to have and enjoy a
Home and paying the money back just as you pay
rent.
We work and study this field of loans so as to
offer the very best plan possible at the least cost and
expense to you in borrowing money. We charge 5%
on the unpaid balance monthly representing a saving
on each monthly payment you make. You have the
privilege of paying the money back anytime within
twelve to fifteen years. We are allowed by the
State law to take only first mortgages on Real
Estate as security.
Without obligation we will be pleased to have
you call, make yourself at Home and hear about the
details of our plan.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Opposite Post Office)

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, August 17,1940
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The Tragedy Of Debt

AND IS SHE HAPPY!

UNION

Rev. and Mrs. Herbert Tilton
and daughter Gladys of Westbrook
ftftftft
££ ftft
were dinner guests Tuesday of
A Timely Address At
Robert F. Clark.
A t .KN A L. ST.YRRFTT
HRS. IXDUISE MILLaa
Waldoboro Reunion
Mr. and Mrs. John R Brown of
Correspondent
Porrespondeo|
Delivered By Ex-Senator
Erie, Penna., were recent callers at
ftftftft
ftftftft 1 ..
Vose Library and on Mrs. Eva Say
Fernald
Tel 48
Tel. 27
ward. Mr. Brown is director of
(Abstract of address delivered by
Instrumental music ln Bridley
St. George Lodge. F.A.M. con
Miss Cordelia Barnard who has ex-Senator Roy L. Fernald before
High School, Erie. Mrs. Brown was
been attending Summer school at the Russell Family Reunion, at ferred the Master Mason degree
seeking information of the gen
on cne candidate Monday night.
Bates has returned to the home Waldoboro, Aug. 14.)
ealogy of the Daggett family, she
• • • *
I Guests were present from New Jerof her parents Rev. and Mrs. O.
being a direct descendant of Sam
I challenge anyone to disagree sey. Searsmont. Union. Thomaston,
G. Barnard for the remainder of
Daggett born in 1793.
Damariscotta and Washburn. SupMr. and Mrs. L. F. Neidel of Yon
the Summer.
with the social and economic
kers, N. Y.. and Mrs. W. A. Rounds
A telephone has been installed soundness of the following part of per was served.
Winners of races at a field day
of Springfield, Mass., who are
in the residence of Mrs. Martha The Townsend Creed:
spending the Summer at Megun
held recently at Crawford Lake
Richards.
"We believe that this and all
ticook Lake, visited Wednesday at
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter other government activities should were: Potato race, won by Anna
the home of Mr. and Mrs. James
have returned from a vacation, be placed on a ‘pay as you go' basis, M. Van Roden of Media. Penna.;
Griffin.
part of which was spent in New as neither this nation nor any boys, Foster McEdward of Union:
egg race, Donald Marsli of Rock
Mrs. Della Achorn of Biloxi.
Hampshire.
other nation can survive constant
Miss.. Mrs. Ida Hatch of Washing
land: peanut hunt, Mrs. Stuart
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston ly increasing indebtedness."
ton and Mrs. Cad Lighte of North
Those public officials and others Burgess of Rockland; three-legged
are moving this week from their
race. Betty McKinley and Betty
Berwick called Tuesday on their
home on Jefferson street to their in Maine and in the nation who
cousins. Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant.
Farris of Union; 5-horsepower
newly bought and remodeled home advocate further bonded indebted
Mrs. Mabel Grinnell has re
ness for our state or nation are to motorboat race. Maurice Lovejoy
on Main street.
turned home from Massachusetts
of
Rockland:
handicap
motor
beat
Mrs. Dudley Hovey, son. Dudley my mind knowingly or unknowingly
race, Lovejoy vs. Baker. Robert
where she spent several months
Mrs. Bryan Kobinson of Warren, who had her choice of $1000 in cash
and daughter Virginia of Newton playing the role of fifth columnists
Baker, of Crawford Lake; motor or a tour of the United States, as the result of the radio contest conducted with her daughter.
FAMOUS GODEY COPIES
ville, Mass., who spent several in our democracy.
Elmer OofT of Boston is visiting
A study of Public Finance leads boat race, Getzman vs. Van Roden by the California Frnit Growers’ Exchange/
weeks at Martins Boint are now
in these handsome sets
friends in town.
Jackie Van Roden of Media; swim
at their home on Glidden street me to three inescapable conclu
Mrs. Bertha Bryant is having
ming. men. Perry McEdward of
for a few weeks before returning sions:
audience still was reluctant to let
her buildings painted by Wilder
1. That the United States has In Union; swimming, mixed. Billy Van
to Newtonville.
7-PIECE CAKE SET,
Mr. Smith go.
Moore and crew of Warren.
Mrs. Celia Gross and Mrs. Car- the past prospered in spite of. but Roden of Media.
Mrs.
Helen
Thompson
Yeo
of
Mrs.
Delora
Law
suffered
an
ill
Abbott
Spear
of
Newton
Centre.
rne Perry who have been attending not because of its public debt.
20-PIECE BREAKFAST SET
Audience Clamored For Medford. Mass., in Warren for a turn the past week.
Summer school at Gorham Normal
2. That tlie opinion of the Mass., Joined Mrs. Spear here Wed
Encores At Fine Baptist short vacation, gave a delightful Tlie Willard Centenary Union of
32-PIECE BREAKFAST SET,
have returned home.
“New deal brain trusters," as to nesday for the remainder of tlie
rendition of her numbers, particu the W.C.T.U. will meet Tuesday at
Mr. and Mrs. Karl B. Norton, the burden of the public debt which week.
Musicale
Warern Garage boasts a holly
larly her second number "Mimi J 2 30 o’clock at thc home of Miss
Karl B. Norton, Jr.. Miss Lillian the nation can bear, is of no value
The Baptist auditorium in Wai- Pinson la Biondinetta” from La Marv Ware
Rutherford, her mother Mrs. Ruth whatever. The ability to sustain hock 10 feet 3 inches tall, which Ls
—
erford and family returned Sunday such a public debt depends upon still a-growing.
ren was packed to capacity Thurs- j Boheme by R. Leoncavallo, and
Charles Studley of Gleneove and
her encore, “L’Amour Toujours Mrs. Helen Thompson Yeo of Med
to White Plains. N. Y. after pass circumstances which the incurre-s
day
night
for
tlie
presentation
of
,
L’Amour” by Friml, was exception- ford. Mass , Mrs. Carrie Wyllie, Mrs.
ing some time at the Captain Wade can neither control nor foreknow. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Wincapaw of
To make the popular
the ninth annual concert under the a|,y well done Mrs Ypo Ls teacher Carrie Butler, Mrs. Ruth Perry,
homestead.
3. Public debt created in Maine West Warren were guests Sunday at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E
S.
direction of Chester O. Wyllie. Tlie of music and church soloist in Bos Mrs. Jennie Kenniston, Mrs. Lena
Misses Jessie Keene and Faye or the nation, if not imposed be
Jumbo Stitch Sweaters,
Simmons. Mrs. Mary Halligan and
Keene have returned from a motor cause of a defensive war. is tlie ! e- Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. Harry excellent program, was widely va ton and vicinity.
Beane.
Mrs.
Grace
Wyllie
of
Warren;
altos,
A newcomer pleasing to local
trip through New Hampshire and sult of political opportunism, not
One box makes a Cardigan, . ..
Poultrymen of this section are ried, from vocal and instrumental I audiences was Mrs. Mildred Edna Mrs. Helen Starrett of Providence,
Vermont.
financial statesmanship.
It is
soloists,
to
male
and
mixed
chorus,
: Dixon of Fairfield, soprano, and R. I.. Mrs. Virginia Thompson of
George Thomson of New York therefore a policy of weakness and invited to attend a meeting Tues
with size 13 Wooden Needles
day at 8.30 sharp at Glover hall, the range of selections well suited I church soloist, and she was recalled, Medford, Mass., Mrs. Emma Har
has joined his family here for the not of strength.
at
which
two
speakers
will
be
heard
to a mixed audience present from ' favoring with, "Nothing.”
vey of Rockland. Mrs Avis Nor
remainder of the Summer.
Back of all the complexities of
Another newcomer in the instru- wood, Mrs. Hazel Pease, Mrs. Annie
Mrs. Henry Mason and her | public Finance lies the simple fact Homer Huntington, head of the all over the county.
mother Mrs. Henry Palmer are that human beings are in general New England Fresh Egg Institute
Particularly pleasing was Rand mentaI futures of the program was Lehto, Miss Mary Trone, Miss Vir
j ™
J Miss Margaret Bromley of Wil- ginia Wyllie, Miss Bertha Teague,
visiting relatives in East Hampden, of two classes: (1) those who would in "Poultry and Fresh Eggs." and
. .
®
j
,
.
. .
i Waino Bernaa. general manager Smith of Boston, and Pleasant mington,
Del., and Camden, 'cellist. and Mrs. Marion French of Warren;
N. H.
spend tomorrow what they hope to Qf (he UnKed c0.
,ve Parm.
Point,
radio
and
concert
artist,
who
(
and
p
Up
ii
0
(
Orlando
Cole,
member
tenors, Ansel Young. Harold Greene
Mrs. Mabel Mank is visiting Mr earn todav. .2, those who
m i^.. headquarters, at Fitchln thu oulumn no.
over 40 willing to work 8 hours
though on vacation, generously , 0( the Curtis String Quartet. Miss and Sophocles Constantine of Rock- toAdvertUiemrata
and Mrs. Omar Achorn.
exceed three lines Inxred one* loi a MAN
spend todav what they hope tc
day. 6 days a week at about <19.50
Mr. and Mrs. Arland Simmons earn tomo-r-'w From this elem»n- I
^ll0 »iH speak on gave five selections and responded ; Bromjey accompanied by her land, Russell Young of Thomaston, « cents, three times for 50 cents Ad wceklv
start Steady year-round
learn tomorr w. from u
Marketlng" Thu meet- | with two encores, the Irish Song. | molher
Bro*,ey of 1 and Roger Teague of Warren; dltlonal lines flve cent* etch for on* w«.rk Notolav-off
or part-time Write J.
and two chUdren of Waterville tary biological fact arises all con
R
EDDIB.
231
Johnson Ave.. Newark
r* held !in<ler the auspices of
To My First Ixjvp. by Lehr, and canlden gave for encore -chanson basses, Raymond Greene and Elmer smtii word* to t .in*
were guests last weekend of her flicts that lead to economic crises:
N I__ _________________________ 99*1 (JO
Ames of Rockland. Wiliam Smith.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Waltz. panics, depressions, violent and the Union Farmers Co-operative I with Pearl Curran's, "Nocturne." d'Amour” by Grieg.
LOAtf of havwanted, delivered to
mv barn WARREN. Tel 3-41
99*lt
Mr. and Mrs. Harris McLain of revolutionary transfers of wealth, Trading Club, and the interesting Even after seven selections, tae
Another outstanding instrumental 3r - ant^ Edward Oxton of Thomastalks will be in English
!
■
WOMAN wanted for general huu«*e
nurnber was the trumpet duet by ton, Adin Hopkins of Camden, and
Melrose, Mass., are visiting his and perhaps most wars.
rork. Must live ln. 30 PURCHASE ST.
Mrs. Alice Cook entertained at the Congregational Chapel, fol- Frank Young of Owl s Head and his ! Charles Wilson of Warren,
mother, Mrs. Cora McLain.
<*9-101
The history of the world in the a dinner party Wednesday at the
DINING room table, chairs, small
lowing a noon day luncheon.
Rev. John Hull, rector of St. past 2.000 years at least has been
GIRLS, women wanted. Fall open
niece.
Miss
Dorothy
Young
of
Hadtables. Iron bed and picture frames
home of Mrs. Flora Peabody, comfor sale TEL 143 M
97*99 ings; New York. Boston. Malne;nlgh
Other officers were: Vice presi donfield, N. J., the latter respondJohn's Church in Revere, Mass., one unending procession from boom , plimenting Dr? Bertha" Shafer of
SOUTH THOMASTON
wages MRS HAWLEY 780 High. Bath.
dent. Elbert L. Starrett; secretary- to the encore with the solo, “Dream"
1940 WILEYS »,-ton pick up for sale, Tel 725__________________________ 99* 11
and Mrs. Hull will arrive Sunday to crash and from crash to boom
The Beano Gang motored Thurs equipped with heater and defroster.
Chicago. Guests were Dr. Shafer. treasurer. Miss Frances K. Spear;
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz. This has been 'one of the most
MAID wanted for general housework
by
Bartlett.
day to Rockledge Inn for a shore Will sell at a bargain E O PHII - Experience and references requiredMrs. Susie Philbrook. Mrs. Fred committees, obituary, Henry V.
BROOK & SON. 632 Main St . Tel TEL 1161-M
Mrs. Lillian Levensaler of Bos constant phenomena associated
Lorimer
Dixon's
piano
solo
num

99-tf
supper.
Mathews. Mrs. Charles Young. Mrs. Starrett; executive committee. Miss
466-W City.
97-Lf
ton, is visiting her mother. Mrs. with social man. Nations recover
1OCAL sal er man wanted with small
Eugene Durgin. Mrs. Herbert Waltz Bertha Starrett. Mrs. Alena Star ber was much appreciated. Mr.
Mrs. Glades Clement and Mrs.
GLENWOOD E range for safe, with truck
Etta Davis and her daughter Mrs. with surprising ease from most
New bread and cake route.
Dixon of Fairfield, is organist at Austin of Winthrop, Mass., are Lvnn
of Warren, Mrs. Olive Brasier and
oil burner and also coal and Write B ' care Courier Gazetts. 99* 11
Ruel Eugley.
wood grates Price right. Call 28 MAwars, famines or plagues. What Mrs. Addie Jones of Thomaston. rett and Mrs. Laura Starrett Mrs. the Getchel Street Baptist Churcn, guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Babb.
MIDDLE-aged woman wanted for
Abbott Spear and Mrs. William H.
99*101
SONIC ST
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay. Mrs. they seem unable to recover from
houM>k< * ping. No children, family of
Afternoon callers were Mr. and Robinson. New committees were in Waterville. Chorfls numbers were
Miss Mary Bartlett. Mrs. Louise
Isabel Labe and Mrs. Sace Weston without first tasting the bitterness
3
I M BLOOD. Tel 567 . 32 Mechanic
much enjoyed, particularly the Kidd and Miss Margaret Bartlett
FIRPO FRYE, T." j Bt . Camden_____________________ 98*100
Mrs Kenneth Thompson of Friend
foot* delivered.
attended a committee meeting Fri of slump is prosperity, or what ship. Mrs. Doris Spear of Thom appointed thus: Reception. Sidnev men's choruses.
1266
99
101
'
spent Wednesday in Portland.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
day afternoon at the Lincoln Home is bften called prosperity. This aston. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook Vinal. Oscar E. Starrett. and El
Just before the final mixed chorus
Mrs. Ralph Estes of Auburn visi
U33 ‘a-ton Dodge truck driven 2 000 , called for and delivered T J FLEM
bert Starrett: transportation. John number, dedicated to the memory
in Newcastle. Plans were made i is in itself perplexing: for. were
ING.
19 Birch St Tel 212-W 90*97 ft
for ssle. or would swap for pul- I
and two daughters. Dr. Shafer Starrett of Somerville. Mass.. Os-,
ted her mother Mrs. Emma Stamp miles
leu
Inquire 126 THOMASTON ST .
lor the Lincoln Home booth at the ' not some definite toxic factor at
was overnight guest Wednesday at car E. Starrett and Miss Bertha of John Robinson, late of Warren, the past week. She returned home ________________________________ 99- 1(H '
Damariscotta Fair.
work, it should be just the other the home of Mrs. Ella Caler.
well known throughout the musical Sunday with Mr. Estes who mo
Delco light plant for sale, with |
Starrett.
Richard Gerry returned Friday way. Accumulation should make
heavy duty iron clad batteries, also 32 |
circles of Knox County, Chester O. tored here for her,.
“The Seed of Evangelism " will be
Henry V. Starrett. obituary com
volt radio: two 32-volt *< h p motors ,
from Orono where he has been at ! further accumulation easier; wealth the morning topic Sunday at the
Wyllie. director of the concert, gave
- tot of lamps This la 1r» the I FIVE-room house to let st 171 So,
Visitors in town Sunday in
tending University of Maine Poul I should proceed toward more wealth; Baptist Church. At 7 oclock. Rev. mittee reported these deaths the a fitting tribute, pointing out that
of condition HAROLD E DEAN Main St Rockland; bath, electricity.
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Seri- best
past
year:
Mary
Lockie,
P.
D
RED. 2. Lincolnville_________ 99-101
Addres- BOX 391. Oak Blufls. Mass
try School.
, and so. barring civic strife within Mr Stackhouse will preach on the
in the loss of Mr. Robinson, a true vens of Bethel. Mr. and Mi's. Fred
98 100
VOSES Ices.' Try our lemon cream
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stewart and or conquest from without, world subject. "The Magnetic Power of Starrett, Mrs. Clara Spear. Cam and steadfast friend, as well as a
Rowell
of
Norway
and
Mr.
and
sherbet;
also
cut
flowers,
sprays
and
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston I without end. But this is not so. the Crucified Christ." Church school den, Mrs. Martha Burgess. Fred voice, was lost. Mr. Wyllie indi
-weet peas. C. A VOSE Brooklyn 579 W MRS FLORA COLLINS
93-tl
Mrs. Ralph Rowell and daughter Heights
Thomaston. Tel 150-11. 98-100
visited Wednesday in Madison and There must be a toxic factor. What will meet at noon, and the discus Spear of Westfield, Mass., John B cated that it was due largely to the
SMALL apt. to let; suitable for one
Phyllis
of
Augusta
,
hydraulic
boater
with
l'i-yd
or two persons, available until 8ept 7.
Skowhegan.
J is that factor? Debt. If the first sion period in the men s class will Robinson, and Guy Heal of Cam encouragement of John Robinson,
Laurence Dean of Portland who steel body, cheap for cash Call earl MRS R. B MAGUNE. 186 North Main
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey, J visible effect of a panic or depres be devoted to the question. "Should den. A minute of silent prayer was nine years ago, that this annual spent a few days here last week. 1 LUDW1G- Tel Lincolnville 12-3 98*100 St_______________________________ y?«99
daughter Virginia and son Dudley sion is the deflation of debt; then, a Christian Practice tlie gospel of held for the deceased members.
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
The meeting next year will be musical eient, launched as an ad returned Sunday to Poriland. He !
suitable f >r couple, garage lf desired
were guests last weekend of friends j debt must have caused the panic non-resistance as taught by Jesus
venture,
has
kept
on
through
those
j
was
accompanied
by
Spalding
HodBROOK
&
SON.
672
Main
St
Tel
C
A EM FRY Tel 436 M________ 94-tf
in Surry.
1 or depression. No authority on and practiced in our day by Ma held the third Thursday of Au years. Mr. Robinson was numbered I son who returned Wednesday with 466-W__________________________ 08 -100
FIVE room flat to let
All modern,
gust
at
the
Elbert
Starrett
Shore.
Mrs. Willis Crowell attended a Public Finance of any consequence hatma Ghandi?"
PLYMOUTH de luxe 2-door town hot water and heat Included Call after 4
each year as singer in this concert, j Willis Bickford. Mrs. Byan Bick- red1938
North
Pond,
after
the
invitation
-11
for
sale
E
O
PHILBROOK
Ar
p m. at 91 North Main St. Cltv 94*99
luncheon Friday given by Mrs. ; has ever suggested any other reason
Mr. and Mrs. Royden W. Aston
Accompanists were, Mrs. Louie ford and Miss Flora Plummer of SON. 632 Main St. Tel 466-W 98-100
FOUR-room furnished apt . elec re
Sumner Sewall at her Summer
The whole world today is finan- of Niagara Falls, N. Y. are guests extended Mr. Starrett.
1936 CHRYSLER «<lx. town tfdin for frigerator
Rogers,
pianist;
Mrs.
Faith
Berry
|
Gorham,
who
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
automatic heat and hot
Those who spoke briefly were
sale E O PHILBROOK A SON Tel water Tel 318-W MRS FROST 92 tf
home at Small's Point.
cially bankrupt along with world of Mrs. Royden's parents Mr. and
of Rockland, organist; Mrs. Edna Hodson for a few days.
466 W. 632 Main St.
98-100
George
Kirk
of
New
York
city,
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Grout of bankruptcy in the field of business Mrs. Harold Boggs.
FURNISHED, two room apartment
-----------------1935 FORD de luxe. 2-door sedan for with bath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park 8t..
Edward OB Burgess of Thomas- Wellington Smith of Boston and |
Framingham. Mass., and Mrs. ethics, religion and political leadsale
E
O
PHILBROOK
A:
SON
Tel
T<-1.
330 _________________ 88 tf
ton. Sidnev Vinal. Rev. L. Clark pleasant Polnt: LorimPr Dixon if QLEN COVE
Lawrence William of Dover, Mass., I ership. Maine's share of public Starrett-Spear Reunion
466-W. 632 Main St
96-100
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
Fairfield, Mrs. Elizabeth Bromley
French.
Oscar
E.
Starrett,
Mrs.
Parker L. Starrett of Portland
1934 FORD de luxe 2 door sedan for le- V F STUDLEY. 77 Park St. Tel
C. E. Gregory, James Sullivan
arrived Sunday and are spending and private debt greatly exceeds
E O PHILBROOK & SON Tel 330 or 1154
Ellis Speju Jr., and John Starrett of Camden.
92-tf
and F. E. Oregory attended the sale
the month at Martin s Point.
the assessed valuation of the state. was re-elected president of the
466-W,
632 Main St.
98 100
Decorations
were
of
mixed
late
of
Somerville.
Mass.
Starrett-Spear
reunion
for
the.
Old
Timers
Club
at
Association
of
Mrs. Grace Carlisle. Mrs. Charles j Yet the fiction of solvency is- still
ANTIQUE
glass
door
knobs
for
sale.
Mr. Kirk of New York city, who Summer ilowers, arranged by Mrs. Honor meeting Wednesday in Lake- 11 PLEASANT ST . alter 5pm 98*100
Hodgdon and Mrs. Myra Rand of being maintained.
How much third consecutive year. Thursday at
E V. Oxton.
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale with
wood, and also attended Skowhegan
Boothbay Harbor were visitors in longer it can be maintained no the 60th annual meeting held at visits tliis town his birthplace, for
The ushers were. Leland Peabody. Fair.
calf W A AYER. Union. Tel Union
the first time in 63 years, told of
town Thursday.
j body knows. My guess is we will
16-21.
•
P8*100
Robert
Wotton,
Alfred
Wyllie
and
MODERN cottage available at once
hi^ interest in this place and that
Frank Fuller underwent an ap
the book assets of our banks.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Crowell were know the answer in 1941.
PLENTY of green>elephone peas for —at Ingraham HIU. electric light, city
Carl Perry. The programs were in
his
grandfather
was
ohe
time
ship
pendix operation Wednesday at sale Fresh picked vegetables and cut water. Apply HASTINOS Store. RockThe approaching 50 to 70 billion
Kingfield visitors Sunday.
j We must relearn it* America
97-09
charge of Eugene Peabody.
flewers STILES FARM. Oakland Park. land Phone 201-W
builder here.
Knox Hospital.
Recent guests of Miss Frances and in Maine that if wealth is national debt means a much lower
Tel 256-14______________________ 96*100
Rev.
William
Stackhouse,
pastor
TWO small furnlahed cottages to let
Mr.
Burgess
spoke
of
the
prom

Mrs. C. E. Gregory was guest
Achorn have been Miss Natalie mortgaged faster than a is being standard of living for America and
FORD model-A motor for sale, first at Hosmers Pond. $6 week each Tel.
of the church offered invocation
I Wednesday of Miss Rose Harring class condition. 112 EARL E YOUNG. 671-J. EDWIN A DEAN. Rockland
Grout of Framingham. Mass., Na produced, the end must be repu its people. It means a political fight inence the Starrett-Spear families
and spoke briefly at the offering
93 S-99
Tel. 837-14. Owls Head
97*99
had
held
in
county
affairs
since
the
ton at Duck Trap.
talie Grout of Framingham. Mass., diation of contracts and deflation to the finish between the creditor
period. The silver offering will
COTTAGE to let at Dynamite Peach.
JERSEY cow for sale, heavy milker.
first
settlement
in
the
coastal
J. A. Gleason, Walnut Creek, Calif., of debt. We must forget the false and debtor class in America. It
Harpld Dean of Rockland has E M WILEY. Tenants Harbor 97*99 Electric lights, electric stove, electric
Baptist Church, the .
towns, and of his grandfather. Eb- benefit, the
refrigerator, screened In porch, flush
x
.
a.
.
Mrs. Aldan Achorn, Misses Effie notion that a debtor has added means eventual legislative redis
SEXTANT for sale.
In excellent toilet. Available Aug 24. MRS FRED
concert .being
under
the auspices
I been engaged in carpentry3 for Ed- condition.
enezer.
pastor
of
the
First
Con

R E NUTT Shoe Store. LINIKEN Tel 291-W
and Abbie Achorn, Heibert Achorn something to his own or the com- tribution of wealth in America and
96-tf
436 Main St.. City97-99
gregational Church in Dedham. of the music committee.
and Miss Joan Door of Newton munity's wealth when he contracts the wiping out of the middle class
TWO
cottages
to
let
at
Pleasant
Singers who participated were:
PRACTICALLY new 16-gauge Fox Beach, available Aug. 18. W H. BRAOO
Mass. He also said that Thomas
Center, Mass.
of which you and I and the ma
a debt.
Sterlingworth special built bird gun South Thomaston.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
94'99
Burgess, was associated with the Sopranos, Mrs. Elsa Constantine,
Mrs. Emma Spear of Portland is
WHERE1A3. Susie M Thompson, of for sale. TEL. Rockland 287 J or Union
"The New Deal" says that the jority of people in Maine are mem Kirkpatricks—now shortened to Mrs. Grace Strout, Mrs. Margaret
COTTAGE at Ash Point for sale, fur
97 99
Rockland. County oi Knox and 8tate 31
visiting her daughter, Mrs. B. G. United States can service a debt of bers. The approaching national
USED washers for sale Easy.” with nished. Inquire, 76 PARK ST., alter
Kirk—then actively engaged in Simmons, Mrs. Katherine Veazie, of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
9. 1934, recorded In the Knox damp dryer*. 429 50 to 434 50: ‘‘Easy.1’ 3 P m._________________ _______ 94-tf
Miller. Mrs. Spear and the Miller I from 50 to 70 billions of dollars, debt in America means social and shipbuilding here.
and Mrs. Lillian Joyce of Rockland, March
Registry
of
Deeds.
Book
No.
239.
Page
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
with
wringer. 415 to 424.50.
Used
family go Sunday to Pemaquid Tliat is true. But the “New Deal- political revolution right here in
116. conveyed to the Home Owners’ ranges: Universal. Westlnghouse. Hot- month or season; lights, spring water;
Loan Corporation, a Corporation duly
Beach where thej- will occupy tlie should also say tliat this tremen- America. It means death to de
olnt. 439.50 to 4125 Ice boxes: top shore lot Tel. 237-W or 625 115 Park
4»«t.r
established under the laws of the E•ers and front leers. 45. 48. 410. CEN Rt. City
Hoit cottage for a week.
dous national debt that is now mocracy.
United States of America, having its TRAL MAINE POWER CO . Thorndike
The tragedy of this debt decap
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gerry and approaching means oppressive tax
office and principal place of business Hotel Bldg . Rockland.
94 99
In Washington. District of Columbia,
son Dickie visited recently with ation, dtsastrous competition be tation of our democracy lies in the
TRELLISES, arbors, fencing, bird
the following described real estate,
“I LOVE YOU AGAIN”
Mr. Oerrys grandmother, Mrs. tween government and industry, a fact that we haven't enough in
situated ln Rockland. In the County houses for sale; novelties built to or
der.
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP. 14 Pres
of Knox and 8tate of Maine:
Frank E. Wheeler in Strickland.
18 FT sailboat for hire, references
rise in the interest rates on gov telligence, Christianity and intes
cott St. City.
M9*
“A certain lot or parcel of land,
and deposit required. TEL 750-M or
Mrs. Alda Genthner has returned ernment loans, and a reduction in tinal fortitude to avoid the abyss.
EIGHT room house for sale at Owls 258-W 10 a m. to 12 a to and 6 p.
with the buildings thereon, bound
Head
All modern, l’i acres. Ideal m to 8 p. m
ed and described as follows, to
99*101
from Memorial Hospital, Damaris
year-round or Summer home. Two 8wit: On the South by Winter
AFTER this date I will pay only
cotta to the home of her daughter,
room houses lor sole ln Rockland at
Street; on the East by land for
attractive prices, also a country store those bills which I contract person
merly of Timothy Reardon, now
Mrs. Blanche Lovett.
with house attached Terms arranged. ally LELAND A. CARGILL. East ThetV F Studley Company; on the
89*101
Edwin Black is visiting at RangeL A THURSTON. Tel. 1159, City. 93 tf ford. Vt. .
North by land formerly of James
Brennan, now of the City of Rock
AFTER this date I will not be re
ley Lakes.
LEHIOH Valley and Blue Coal. $14;
land. and one O’Neil: and on the
Pocohontus. $9; Coke. $11; wood. 610 sponsible Jor the payment of bills con
Frank Achorn of Biloxi, Mass.,
West by land formerly of William
tracted hy my wife. Frances Withee
Tel. 62. Thomaaton, J. B PAULSEN,
Crowley, now of the City of Rock
and Mrs. Carrie Lytell of Berwick
92-tI HERBERT* E WITHEE Swans Island..
land.
Aug. 14. 1940___________________ 98*100
were callers Wednesday on friends
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $150;
The above described premises
GARAGE, general repairs, road serv
Sawed. $1 40; long. $1.30 M. B tt C O.
are a portion of those conveyed by
in town.
PERRY. Tel. 487 .
92 tf ice. MAIN ST. GARAGE, opp. foot
Elizabeth Daley to
Susie M
Rankin St
97*99
The annual meeting of the ComThompson, by the name of Sussle
SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to
M Thompson, on October 3. 1918.
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster
let 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 tn beam. Good
ery Cemetery Association Inc., will
deed recorded In Knox County
condition Safe less than two years stlmuiantB. tonics ln Ostrex tablets
be held Aug. 27 at 7.30 p. m. at
Registry of Deeds. Book 181. Page
old
Apply LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14 often needed after 40 by bodies lack
182. For further source of title
the home of Webster Benner.
Gay St . City.
71*100 ing iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine.
to the premises, see deed of
Vitamin B-l Get 35c size today. Call,
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6’, round write C H. MOOR
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Fossa and
Charles L. Lothrop to Elizabeth
CO and all other
bottom, center board, gaff-rlgged; new good drug stores
Drommey.
dated
July
30.
1876.
re
94*105
son James of Dexter, Miss Maryly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS,
corded In Knox Registry, Book 45.
Ladles- Reliable hair goods at Rock
119 Summer St.. Cltv.
69-tf
Paddock and W. H. Paddock of
Page 29; also Warranty Deed of
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden
Elizabeth Drommey to Michael and
D. & H hard coal, egg. atove, nut solicited H C RHODES. Tel 519-J
Milo were guests Thursday of Mr.
Sarah Daley, dated November 19.
414 per ton. del. Household soft coal
93-S tf
Paddock's daughter Mrs. Richard
1888, recorded In said Registry.
48 per ton. del Nut size New River soft,
Book 79. Page 402; also Abstract
not screened 49 ton del.; screened, 410
Gerry.
of Wills of Sarah A. Daley and
ton del. M B «te C. O. PERRY. £19
KEALFI) RIDS
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Black of
Michael »Daley, recorded ln said
Main St. Tel. 487
92-tf
Federal Works Agency. Public Build
Registry.
Book
97.
Page
142.
and
Dorchester. Mass., have been recent
ings Administration office of the Super
Book 133. Page 487 respectively.”
vising engineer. Waslngton. D. C.. Au
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
WHEREAS, the condition of said
SHERIFF’S SAIF
gust 6. 1940 Sealed Bids, ln Triplicate,
Mortgage ls broken:
Black.
Taken by virtue of an execution ln will be received at this office until 10
Now. therefore, by reason of the favor of Albert P Blalsdell. of Rock a m. standard time, August 28. 1940.
Mrs. Warren Colwell is employed
breach of the condition thereof, the land ln the County of Knox and State and -then publicly opened, for fur
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation, of Maine, against Isaac Berllawsky. of nishing the materials, and perform
at the Waldoboro press.

WALDOBORO

WARREN

SENTER * CRANE'S
Godey Chinaware

Concert In Warren

FRENCH FLUFF SWEATER YARN

39c sk

In Everybody’s Column W ANTED

FOR SALE

TO LET

Summer Cottages

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

MISCELLANEOUS

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

Phosphorus has been located in a
"canyon" 1000 feet under water in
the Pacific Ocean, states F. P.
Shepard geologist of the Univer
It may be sweet music to William Powell but it sounds awfully “corny"
sity of Illinois, who dredged the
to Myrna Loy. The two stars are pictured in a scene from their latest
rocks from the upper walls of a sub
marine canyon fifty miles from the Ona Munson and Buck Jones are confronted by a problem in this scene laugh hit, *T Love You Again.’' Frank McHugh and Edmund Lowe head
tlie supporting cast.
jjjpjg
j
from the Republic film, "Wagons Westward.’’

by Elisha W. Pike, Its Attorney there said Rockland, and will be sold to
unto duly authorized by Its power of the highest bidder, by public auction
attorney dated October 1, 1936. and at the Sheriff's office In Rockland, ln
recorded ln the Knox County Registry said County, on the eighteenth day of
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims a September. 1940, at ten o'clock ln the
foreclosure of said mortgage, and forenoon, fifty shares ln the capital
gives this notice for that purpose.
stock of the Blalsdell Brown Co.. Inc .
Dated this first day of August, A. D. a corporation ln Rockland, in said
1940
County.
HOME OWNERS’ IOAN
August 7, 1940
CORPORATION.
ROBERT A WEBSTER.
By Elisha W. Pike.
Deputy Sheriff.
’
93 S-99
96-S-102

ing the work for New Heating Boiler,
Breeching. Etc . at the U. 6. Post Of
fice. Rockland. Maine ln strict ac
cordance with the specifications dated
SE-R. July 18. 1940. and drawings (if
any) mentioned therein; and the gen
eral oOndltions dated April 1, 1940.
Specifications and other data may be
had at the offloo of the Custodian of
the Building or Public Buildings Ad
ministration. Federal Works Agency.
Washington. D C, Neal A. Mellck,
Supervising Engineer.
97-da
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Every-Other-Day

FIFTIETH YEAR OF MARRIAGE

“REEFER MADNESS’^

SEARSMONT

CLARK ISLAND

PORT CLYDE

Mrs. Calvin Davis of Jonesboro
Mr. and Mrs. William Williams of
The fishing vessel, Dirigo 1,
was a recent visitor at the home of Camden were guests this week of which sank near the cold storage
« «««
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Davis.
Mr. Williams' father. John R. Wil- wharf, has been raised and towed
MRS. OSCAR C. LANS
Several friends and neighbors of liams and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Milne. to Portland.
Correspondent
Miss Belle Lowell and W. C. Cream
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of
The Willing Workers held a sale
er met at their home recently for Bangor and Rockland were recent Tuesday at the library.
a program of vocal and instru visitors at Mr and Mrs. John Ca- j Rev. John Sivewright of Bing
Rev. Vernon Holloway will preach
mental music.
ven's.
Sunday at Union Church In the
hamton, N. Y., preached an able
absence of the pastor, Rev. Ken
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Belyea and
Lewis Taylor of Long Cove was sermon Sunday at the Baptist
neth Cook. There will be special
There were days in the closing it. It didn't taste bad. Wehad
"Reefer Madness," highly sensa the picture are of necessity Ac family, Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Marri recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles chapel.
selections by the vested choir. At year of the World War when Capt. potatoes every Sunday and black
tionized, they are based on actual ner and family, Mrs. Ada Hawes, Butler.
Mis Elsie Puffer of Lowell, Mass,
tional film, coming to Comique
7 p. m. a service of worship and , Charles E. Holbrook of Somerville, bread every day. We ate three
occurrences in the bureau of nar and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cobb en
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson who was called home to receive
Theatre,
Camden,
next
Wednesday.
song.
times a day, and cocoa was served
cotics Ales, and the methods indi joyed a picnic at Pemaquid Thurs and daughter Harriett and sons other guests, has returned to the
Recognized as an even greater cated as used by the unscrupulous day, and also called at the homes of Floyd and Alfred and John Mc- home of Mrs. Alice Trussell.
Vinalhaven Band and Union Mass., and St. George, had small at 4 p. m. each day.
Church choir will unite and pre ! expectation of ever being able to
“Some of the Germans talked
several relatives and friends in Guffie were visitors Sunday In
Rev. John T Holman who has
sent a concert Tuesday night at i celebrate hls golden wedding an- good English. I expected that we
Waldoboro.
Friendship and Cushing.
been attending campmeeting, 1s
Union Church. Tickets may be i nlversary; days spent under the would be asked a great many ques
Albert Hall of Massachusetts spending a few days with his fam
Mrs. Josephine Burns and Syl
obtained from members of the
tions, but they did not seem at all
vester Poor of Augusta, and Mr visited Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. ily here.
i decks of a German U-boat, comband or choir.
curious; in fact they appeared to
and Mrs. Charles Milliken of West John Caven.
Mrs. Jane Simmons remains 11'.
Capt. Edward Greenleaf was 1 pelled to witness the destruction of know more about the coast than 1
Elmer Johnson of Rockland Is
Newton, Mass., called Thursday on
at The Lucette ln Thomaston.
home Thursday from North Haven. hls and other ships, and when^iis did. They were friendly, and I met
painted
hls
house
here
(for

Mrs. Mildred Hemenway.
Mrs
Miss Ethel Kelley of Springfield,
Merritt Lenfest ar.d Marjorie own fate was a matter of anxious a brother Mason who complied
Alice Andrews of Rockland, a for merly occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Mass., is passing a vacation at the
Collins of Rochester, N. Y. arrived conjecture.
my request by giving me a signed
mer resident here, is guest of Mrs. Walter Magnuson.
last Saturday at Seal Bay Farm.
Mrs. Harry Peterson of Wiley’s home of Mrs. Ada Brennan.
But he survived his experience statement showing where my ves
Hemenway.
Ellison Hart ls ill at hls home.
Mrs. Etta Wright came last Sat and today here in his native town, sel was sunk and by whom. This
Mrs. Nellie Townsend of Belfast Corner was a caller Wednesday on
Rev. Nelson Davis of .Massachu
urday from Jamaica Plain, Mass. he and his wife will quietly ob proved valuable testimony when I
has been visiting at tlie home of Mr. Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Charles Harris of Waltham, Mass, serve their 50th anniversary. A was called to Washington by Ad
Mrs. William Caven and daugh setts is spending two weeks 'va
and Mrs. E. S. Townsend.
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Errick- family dinner party is thc only miral Benson to testify in our suit
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young and ter Frances who are employed in cation with hls mother, Mrs. Eiden
son of Holden, Mass., were guests scheduled event, but in the early for reparation.
daughter of Searsport visited Fri Rockland visited Sunday at William Davis.
Miss Celia Chadwick was given a
last weekend of Miss Ruby Mc Fall they will have a formal cele
"Sixty-five miles due east of the
day with Rev. and Mrs. Albert Bel Caven's.
Henan.
Mrs. Helen Magnuson and friend birthday dinner Monday at the
bration at the home of their daugh Jersey coast June 2 we were ord
yea. Mr. and Mrs. Young and Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Holmstrom, ters in Somerville, Mass.
ered to get into a 16-foot boat (cap
and Mrs. Belyea were schoolmates of Hingham, Mass, returned home Paramount Restaurant in Rockland,
daughter Joan and son Richard of
Sunday after visiting Mrs. Magnu being the guest of Mrs. Alice Trus
Capt. Charles E. Holbrook was tains gig) which had been taken
at Kent's Hill Seminary.
Jamaica Plain. Mass., are in town born in St. George, May 7, 1869. His from the captured steamer WlnMr and Mrs. Arthur E. Keating son's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor sell, accompanied by her house
guest, Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell,
for a few weeks.
father Capt. Daniel Holbrook sailed neconnie. There were three of us
of West Somerville, Mass., called Blomberg.
Mrs. Colin Wood returned today out of that port many years, and it from the Hattie Dunn. The Ger
A dainty shower was held Thurs Mass.. Mrs. Rose Davis and Mrs.
last Saturday on friends here.
to Quincy, Mass., after a visit with was with him that Charlie, 14 years mans evidently felt that they had
Mrs. Raymond Carleton of Union day night at the home of Mrs. Hazel Simmons, MLss Chadwick
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Middleton.
Davis. Refreshments were served was the recipient of many nice
of age, made his first voyage in a fulfilled their duty when they set
visited friends here Thursday
Mrs. Eva Berne of West Palm schooner which loaded ice at Rock us free for all we had in the way
Rev. and Mrs. J. Reid Howse of George Baum for Mrs. Bernard gifts.
Services Sunday at the Advent
Beach, Fla . is guest of her sister port, for Wilmington, N. C„ char- of provisions was two cans of moldy
Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen and Mrs. Davis was the recipient of
Christian
Church will be: Worship
Mrs. P A. White.
many
lovely
gifts.
Those
present
tered to bring lumber back to Phil- rye bread. No water. We rowed 22
Prentice of Bristol, and Mrs. Waite
Mr. and Mrs. John Rule and son [ adelphia, and coal to Boston. Dur hours, running by the sun in the
Weeks of Damariscotta called on were Mrs. Frank Johnson. Mrs at 10 30; Sunday School at 1145;
Jack who have been visitors at the ing the next year he was with his daytime and by the North Star at
Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Bryant recently Carl Swanson. Mrs. Bernard Da evening service at 7 30. At the
home of Captain and Mrs. Clinton uncle Ezekiel Holbrook ln the night. We had no compass.
Mr. and Mrs. George Matthews vis, Mrs. George Baum, Mrs. Oscar morning service the pastor will
Teele have returned to Belmont, schooners G. W. Rawley and Sam
“At midnight of the ,first day a
of Belfast called Friday on her Hagberg, Mrs. Carl Malmstrom, speak on the subject "Our Secur
Mass.
northeast squall obliterated the
Mrs. Hjalmar Carlson, and Misses ity—To Advance." In the evening
uel Hart.
mother, Mrs. Bellle Howes.
Vinalhaven Lions entertained
Shirley
Johnson, Catheryn Caven he will speak on "The Way of
The year 1898 found him ln com stars and I guided our course by
Scene from "Reefer Madness” at Comique, Camden. Wed., Thurs., Fri.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb and
Abel." Mid-week prayer service
Rockland Lions Thursday at a mand of the schooner Charles R the ripples set in motion by the
family of Portland were guests Sun and Doris Malmstrom.
shore dinner at Lee Shore Country Flint, and when he finally retired gale.
Mrs. James Harrison and Mrs. will 'be held Wednesday at 7.30 in
day
at
the
Cobb
home
here.
menace to the future of tlie youth peddlers of marihuana are in every
Club, Rev. Vernon Holloway of in 1918. he had been "on the water"
“We were picked up at 8 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hefferman am Jessie Williams visited Mrs Emma the vestry.
of the nation than all of thc other case factual.
Ohio was guest speaker.
the
following
merning
after
we
had
35 years, during which time he had
Mrs.
Flora Farwell, all of Augusta Kinney of Wiley's Corner recently.
Mrs Kendall Hatch, son Fred of commanded the schooners Charles rowed 41 miles, by the Steamship forms of drug; because cf its I The story is developed by a visited Sunday with Mrs. Ada
Mrs. Dorothy Seeger ’and children Weymouth, Mass., were at the Oli
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. Flint, Irene Meservey, Belle San Saba bound from Hampton greater accessibility and the fact graphic presentation of the ef Hawes.
returned home Sunday from New ver home Wednesday in the interest
that, so few states have taken any 1 fects which this drug traffic had
Fred K. Coombs.
O'Neil, Alice Murphy, D. H. Riv Roads for Providence, with coal.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Marriner and Jersey. They were accompanied of the Oliver farm in North Waldo
Corinne
Oreenleaf,
Miriam ers, and Hattie Dunn. The D. H.
Four boatloads of castaways 54 adtquate step to stop such a traffic upon a young high school girl, her family returned to Portsmouth Sun here by Howard Greenlaw.
boro.
legally. marihuana has earnei fnr , widowed mother and younger
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton of
Greenleaf, Rebecca Duncan, Norma i Rivers ls said to have been the in number were picked up by the
day after visiting relatives here.
itself
the
undisputed
title
of
“
Pub

brother,
the
youngster
of
good
fam

MacDonald and Eleanor Calder largest vessel that ever entered the steamship. In spite of the crowded
Staten Lsland. N. Y., are at their
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Belyea and FRIENDSHIP
lic
Enemy
No.
1"
in
its
fle'-.i.
ily
who
had
been
her
“
boy
friend"
wood who have employment at port of Tenant's Harbor .mder sail conditions the newcomers were used
Summer home for two weeks.
John Fales il Cushing who u be
Just how serious this is nas since childhood, his family and family have returned to Clinton
North Haven were in town Thurs
Mrs. Jonah D. Morse. Miss Eda
The Hattie Dunn was Capt. Hol very nicely, the first act being to never been so forcibly driven home others in the village where they III, after a visit of several weeks ing cared for at the home of hls
day.
brook's last command, and his years relieve their enforced hunger. The as )r> the new picture "Reefer Mad
j with relatives in Caribou and this daughter Geneva Thompson, lias so Lawry and Wardell MacFarland
were
living.
Miss Elizabeth Creed of Phila will not be long enough for him men were transferred to a govern
were visitors Sunday in Damari
far recovered as to be able to enjoy
Interwoven in the Actionized place.
delphia ls guest of her sister Mrs. to forget it, for this was one of the ment beat at Sandy Hock, and after ness which has been booked by
scotta where they called on Mrs.
I
Mrs.
Ernest
Litterer,
Jr.
and
motor rides. His daughter takes
Manager Swett of the Comique story are thoroughly Interesting
Lafayette Smith.
coasting vessels captured by a Ger- a series of vexatious delays Capt theatre. Camden, for a local screen films showing how this deadly daughters. Beverly and Barbara, of him to visit his Cushing home occa Arthur MacFarland who Ls a pa
tient at the Memorial Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Woolsey of man U-boat and sent to a watery Holbrook was back in his St. George
ing, starting next Wednesday and drug Ls—and can be—grown in Pawtucket, R. I., Ralph Topham of sionally.
Port Jervis, N. Y„ are .visiting Mr. grave.
With a memory which home.
j
Wrentham,
Mass.,
and
Robert
Pel

Mr. and Mrs. George Oliver,
showing Thursday and Friday.
every state in the Union, how it is
and Mrs. Nelson Bunker.
needed no refreshing the bluff and ' His maritime service was com
Physical demoralization, mental transported, treated and sold, and letier of Pawtucket are guests of Mrs. Olive Burgess and daughter,
Mrs. Lora Hardison entertained I broned mariner retold his memor- pleted with brief duty as mate on
breakdown, murder, assult and rape the more tragic consequences which Mrs Alanson Bryant. Recent visi Eva of Union were callers Sunday
the 4 A's and other guests at her I able experience in The Courier- the steamer Harvey H. Brown.
are only the main crimes which follow its gain of control of the tors at the home of Mrs. Bryant on Mrs. Gertrude Oliver.
home Wednesday.
Bidding farewell to the sea he
; Gazette office yesterday.
Mrs. Jonah D. Morse who spent
can
be ascribed to marihuana, and Individual so as to encourage irre have been Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lit
Mrs. Eva Smith of Hyde Park,
"We sailed out of New York May entered the employ of the Gulf Re in “Reefer Madness" the screen sistible impulses of tragic and even terer. Sr.. Ernest Litterer. and Oscar several weeks at the home of her
Mass, is guest of Mr. and Mrs. j 23, bound for Charleston, S. C.,” fining Co. in Somerville, Mass.,
Pelletier, all of Pawtucket, Mrs. Ella daughter. Mrs. Waldo MacFarland.
dares to show for the Arst time in fatal consequences.
Alvin Cobb.
said capt. Holbrook. "The scheon- with which concern he remained 17
Marshall of Camden. Mr. and Mrs in South Bristol, has returned to
a clear, understandable and logical
A
group
of
the
most
versatile
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Geary and . er carrying seven men, all told, was years." Since then his time has
manner just how the traffic has among the younger screen players Walter MacAlpin. Mr. and Mrs. the residence of her other daugh
daughter of Bangor are visiting Mr. under charter to load lumber for been about evenly divided between
been extended so that the children are seen In the roles of the pre- I Elmer Cobb of North Attleboro ter, Mrs. Wardell MacFarland.
and Mrs. Albert Carver at "See . New London. We were two days the home of hls daughters in Som
A large crew is engaged in rak
of
every family in every city in paiatory school students who figure Mass., and Mr. and Mrs Russell
All Cottage.'
I cut. and about 35 miles off the Vir- erville and his native home in St
ing blueberries for Fred Back, with
America are possible victims, and in the story Of "Reefer Madness" Codding of Foxboro, Mass.
Mrs. Kate Dyer who has been ; gt„ia coast, when our attention was George.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Noble and Austin Orne as foreman.
need to be warned of the dangers and equal care was given to the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Russell called in a startling manner by a
Capt. Holbrook is a former mem
Leonard Stetson went last Sat
selection of those who portray thc nephew cf New Canaan. Conn, have
which
lie
ahead
of
the
very'
first
Whitmore returned today to Thom- ! shot across our bow We kept on ber of the Masters, Mates and Pilots
invitation to “just try a 'reefer'." roles of the elders who figure in been spending a vacation at the Hil urday to Portland for a day's visit,
ast°n.
going, and the enemy threw a shot Association. He belongs to the Ma
ton farm. Mrs. P. H. Hilton, who in company with Rev. Mr. Van De
While the incidents presented in , the story.
Mrs. Arthur
Patterson and under our jib-boom.
sonic and Odd Fellow fraternities
accompanied them here from man.
daughter Eliza have returned from
Like her husband, Mrs. Holbrook
"We tacked ship and attempted
Greenwick. Conn., is remaining for
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Fields of
an auto trip through Maine. While to escape but shrapnel tearing comes from a seafaring family OWL’S HEAD
a longer stay.
GROSS
NECK
ln Dover-Foxcroft they visited an through the rigging with the evi Her maiden name was Mary H
Horace Ripley ls employed In
Sidney P. Emery of Winchester,
Mrs. George Winchenbach of the
old friend and former resident of dent purpose of scaring us, showed Murphy and she was the daughter
Mass., and his sister, Faith Emery village visited Tuesday with her par Mars HIU.
this town Mrs. Josephine (Lyford) that the Jig was up. We hove to of Capt. William Murphy. In Som
Mrs. Etta Marriner, Mrs. Belle
Hurd of Boston are at their old ents. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner.
BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
Guernsey.
and six Germans boarded the craft erville she belongs to the Somer home at Rose Hill Farm. Their
Howes. Mrs. Harry Brown, Mrs
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Harry W. Creamer was a Togus
Mrs. Jack Carlson and daughter with the announcement tha t we ville Woman's Club and the Daugh
Frank Bryant. Mr. and Mrs. James
cousins, Mr. aind Mrs. O. B Hudson, visitor Tuesday and Weduesday.
Very Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken in Trade
Priscilla are guests of her cousin would be given 10 minutes in which ters of Maine Club and at home she
Nixon, Miss Ruth Nixon, and Mr
are residing at the old homestead.
Miss Charlotte Dyer in Thomaston. to take to the boats. An armed ls a diligent worker for the East
Mrs. Villa Morse of the village and Mrs. A. W. Adams attended the
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
Mrs. Hudson's sister, Mrs. A. E.
Mrs O V Drew entertained Wed German accompanied us as we left ern Star and daughters ot Rebekah
spent the week with her parents, Puritan church service Sunday at
98-tf
Johnson of Ingraham Hill is visiting
nesday a group of friends at Drew the schooner.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Eugley.
Capt. and Mrs. Holbrook are here for a few days.
the historical Lincolnville Center
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Light and church.
cottage.
"The Germans placed bombs in members of Grace Baptist Church
Mrs. Charles Boman was hostess the schooner's hold, and when they in Somerille.
granddaughter of Nobleboro were
Harry Brown of Bayonne, N. J
Wednesday night to the Bridge exploded the Hattie Dunn went
callers Sunday at Clarence Richards'. is spending a vacation here, and
Both enjoy good health, and WEST WASHINGTON
Eight at the “Red Lion".
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Creamer of with Mrs. Browrt, is guest of Mr
Recent visitors at Mr. and Mrs
down bow foremost, and the last (page.Mr. Ripley) neither has ever
Dr. Stanley Dippell and family of we saw of her was the spanker had a headache. Mrs. Holbrook's Edson Wellman's were Mr. and Mrs. Waban, Mass., visited friends here and Mrs. Frank Bryant.
New York are guests of Mr. and sticking out of the water. She dis hobby is her much envied flower John Leigher and son Norman, Mrs. Sunday.
Gilbert Marriner of Camden has
Mrs. Lyford Coombs.
Recent callers at the home of Mr. been visiting hls grandmother. Mrs
appeared below the surface in 15 I garden while Capt. Holbrook has a Wilson. South Coventry, Conn.; Mrs
Barbara Joy and Beatrice Mills or 20 minutes. The schooner cost decided leaning toward baseball and Arthur Leigher of Appleton, Leslie and Mrs. Melvin Genthner were Mr Hattie Morse and his grandfather
of North Haven were visitors ( $40 000, and 9 Vi years later we were the cinema.
Wellman oi Watertown. Mass.. Mrs and Mrs. Pearl Delano and Mrs. and uncle, Leslie and Clifford Mar
Thursday in town.
Capt. and Mrs. Holbrook have two Mildred Johnson, and Mrs. Sheldon Charles Collamore of Friendship; riner.
I re-imbursed with interest.
Victor Granac of Boston is guest
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan of
Fred Deane of Camden was a
“We rowed about two miles to daughters. Mrs. David S Brown of Wright of Jefferson.
of Charles Libby.
overtake the submarine which 51 Bartlett street. Somerville and
Miss Dora Whittier made a week the village. Fred Genthner of South business caller here Monday.
Mrs. Carrie Dickenson of Bos meantime had gone in pursuit of Mrs. Homer H. Harding of 80 Bart end visit to Middletown. Conn., with Waldoboro, Edgar Wallace and EbPn
Mrs.
Lizzie lever.se'l“r and
ton arrived Thursday.
Wallace of Dutch Neck, Benjamin daughter Hilda, and Mrs. Hazel
IN ROCKLAND
the schooner Happarge, which, as lett street, Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert.
Henry Newbert returned Wednes we came alongside was lying on her
Grcos of Auburn, and George An Higgins and sons Philip, Norman
" Naum & Adams,
222 South Main St.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
day from Camden.
derson of Lowell, Mass.
and Edward, all of Rockland, called
beam ends with a gaping hole on ROCKVILLE
of Middletown. Conn., is having a
438 Main St.
Chisholm’s,
Dr. Ralph Earle entertained the the staiboard side.
Trussell Wentworth. Jr., has re on Mrs. Hattie Morse recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell two weeks’ vacation.
sea-going members of the County
turned
to
Camden
after
spending
404
Main St.
Miss Irza Hill of Orono was re
Huston-Tuttle Book Store,
"We were finally taken on board
Mrs Catherine Wellman and several weeks with his grandparents,
Medical Society about a smorgors- the U-boat, where we were destined of Sandy Point were guests last
cent
guest
at
the
home
of
her
par

272
Main St.
A. H. Robinson’s,
bord Tuesday afternoon. The party to remain eight days, submerging weekend of Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy daughter Celia, and Mr. and Mrs Mr and Mrs. Melvin Genthner. Mr. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hill .Miss
Tolman.
Maynard
Marriner
and
son
Vincent
246
Main
St.
arriving on Dr. Appollonio's cabin four or five times eadh day. One
Jack Green’s, a
and Mrs. Wentworth and family and Lillie Hill, who has been employed
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows have are on a trip to Mililnocket.
cruiser, consisted of Dr. Brown, of the vessels captured during this
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and son of at Newton Center. Mass., Is at home
724 Main St.
Isaac B. Simmons’,
Wilford Turner has employment Camden were guests Sunday at the for the Summer.
Dr. Ellingwood. Dr. Hall. Dr. Jame time was the schooner Edna, com returned to their Newtonville home
304
Main St.
Carver
’
s
Book
Store,
for
a
short
time.
son and Dr. North of Rockland; manded by Capt. Charles Gilmore
ln Fryeburg.
Genthner home.
After a few weeks' visit at their
288
Main St.
Dr. Appollonio of Camden, Dr. of Port Clyde. Her crew of six were
Charles
Tibbetts
’
,
Air
md
Mrs.
Ernest
Berce
and
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Powell and
The highlight of the great Dol
Jones of Union. Dr. Belknap of taken aboard the submarine, and home here last Sunday Brainerd two sons of Bridgewater, Mass., are dftighter of Nobleboro visited Sun lar Days in Rockland ls the fa
Rankin Block
C.
M.
Havener,
Damariscotta and Dr. Sottleil of there were then 99 of us on Thurston and bride returned to passing a vacation with his parenis, day with Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Sim mous annual Package Sale at
10 Limerock St.
George W. Hemenway,
East Providence, and Mrs. Annie
Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Powell.
mons.
Daniels.
Jeweler.
Outstanding
board the craft."
Thurston and daughters, Martha
548 Main St.
Kennedy
’
s,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen values for bridge prizes, etc. 53c, 2
Mrs. Ethel Whitcomb and daugh
"How did they use you?" inquired and Cora went back to Boston.
bach
of
West
Waldoboro
called
Sun

102
Broadway
for
$1.
Every
package
valued
not
Murray
’
s
Market,
NORTH HAVEN
the reporter.
Miss Priscilla Hall and Miss ter Jane of New York are visiting
day on Mrs. Ida Waltz.
under $1.—adv.
"I couldn't complain," replied Eilzabeth Whitney of Wellesley are their aunt. Kate Kennedy.
17 Willow St.
At Pulpit Harbor Sunday at ll
Jake Smalley,
o'clock Rev. Milton G. Perry pas Capt. Holbrook. “I was kept in a guests this week of Mrs. J.
9 Park St.
Economy’s,
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
compartment, with Jaseph at Porter Acres.
tor of the First Baptist Church in water-tight
ORFF’S CORNER
EAST
LIBERTY
79 Park St.
— State News Co.,
WORK WONDERS
Clinton, N. J. will preach. Mr. three German officers and the
Kenneth S. Elwell, Jr., Ls a surgi
Mr. and Mrs. William Datlon
Fleetwood Pride, Jr. has returned
Perry was pastor here from 1920- mess boy. For food we had canned Misses Ruth, Mary, Oladys Dalton
Maverick
Square
* W. E. Graves,
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
27 and it was during hls pastorate sordines, canned cheese and canned cf Amherst and Mr. and Mrs. Jesse to Abbot after five weeks' stay at
Mrs. Hilda Hersey and daughters
New Undtr-arm
that the new church was built.
blood, which had scraps of meat in Wentworth of Rockport were re the home of his uncle George Mc Margaret and Harriet, and sons
IN NEIGHBORING TOWNS
Lain. Waldon L. Pride is a visitor
cent callers on Charles P. Tolman
Frank and Eugene, have returned to Cream Deodorant
Camden
at the McLain home.
S. W. Hastings,
and Mrs. Florence Bolduc.
New Hampshire after several weeks
iaftly
Mrs. Carl L. Adams is employed with Mrs. Hersey's sister, Mrs. My
Thomaston
A. J. Donaldson,
Cecil Sawyer and family of Rock
land have moved to the Vesper Hall at the Traveler’s Lodge ln the vil ron L. Hutchins.
Stops Perspiration
Waldoboro
Mrs. E. M. Ludwig,
lage.
rent.
James P Elwell of Unity was a
Warren
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F
J.
Hooper
were
Cogan
Drug
Store,
(Eastern Standard Time)
Dr. Edna E. Lamson returned
caller Wednesday at the home of hls
called
to
Amesbury,
Mass
,
last
Sat

Rockport
W.
E.
Carroll,
yesterday to Jersey City after
brothers, Albert Elwell and Kenneth
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
visit with her parents. Mr. and Mrs urday by the illness of their brother- Elwell.
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Vinal Haven
A. B. Vinal,
in-law.
Ed.
Nason.
Leslie Lamson.
Miss Alice Mooney of Union was a
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Union
Harold Fossett,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hefty of
caller Friday in this place.
Read Down
West
Concord,
Mass.,
were
visitors
South
Thomaston
Flora
Baum,
LETTER FROM APPLETON ,
Miss Minnie Ryback of New York
Dally
Dally
last weekend at Mr. and Mrs. Herb
Excepl
Sun.
Except
Sun.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Owl’s Head
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Edward
A. B. Borgerson,
Sun.
Only
Sun.
Only
ert
Skinner
’
s.
Other
recent
visitors
The Bahamas are a group of
Reed.
A.M.P.M.P.M.
West
Rockport
A.M.P.M.A.M.
Mrs.
Bert
Andrews,
small islands north of Cuba. They at the Skinner home were Dena
Mr. ond Mrs. Henry Miner of
1. Does not rot dresses, does
Ar. |11.55!7.00 5.35
4.302.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Stevens
of
Augusta,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rockville
L H. Ewell,
belong to Great Britain, thus the
not irriute skin.
Warren were callers Monday at
Ar. |10.55 6.00 4.35
5 40 3.30 9.10' Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
2. Nowaiiingtodry.Canbeused
Duke and Duchess are at home Wesley Wincapaw of Waldoboro, Mr. Harry Creamer’s.
Ar, I 9.50 5.00 3.25
• Glen Cove
0.50 4.40 1020! Lv. STONINGTON.
H. A. Barrows,
right after shaving.
there. It was on one of these and Mrs. Edw. Grindle and son
Lv. | 8.45
|2.15
7.50,
|11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Luke of Bath
Atlantic
C. W. Stockbridge,
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Read Up
islands that Columbus made his Roger of Rockland.
spent the week with Mrs. Luke’s
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odor
Mrs.
Sarah
McAlvin
of
Fairfield
Stonington
D. J. Noyes,
first landing in 1492
mother, Mrs. Mabelle Porter.
from perspiration.
Is guest of her niece, Mrs. Clarence
VINALHAVEN LINE
Under the bridge or over the dam
Tenant’s Harbor
Mrs. Alton Prock and son May
4.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain
Ernest Rawley,
Volumes
of
water
flow.
Howes.
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
While days assemble Into the years
less vanishing creain.
nard
have
returned
from
the
Little
St. George
Alfred Kenney,
Read Down
Charlene and Joyce, daughters of
Of now and the long ago.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Happy landing and safety there.
Dally
»aUy J*
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Davis, under Nursing Home.
Port
Clyde
Mrs. Enid L. Monaghan,
Approval Seal of the American
Loyal, loving and true;
Miss Lucinda Rich of Rockland
Except
Dally aExcepl
went a tonsil operation at the
Institute of Laundering for
With England's banner above you,
sat. A«§Except®§
Sat. &
Dally
South Cushing
and George Lord of Orono, assistant
Mrs. Carrie A. Geyer,
Near to the Red, White and Blue,
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
being harmless to fabrics.
Sisters’ Hospital in Waterville re
director of Extension Service, were
Pleasant Point
Most of the population were cently.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.
Mrs. Lillian Stevens,
23 MILLION jara of Arrid
recent callers at Albert Elwell’s.
5.00 •8.00|2.15 8.00; Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. |9.45 Il.45i5.30
Negroes when my informant was
have been told. Try a jar today I
Washington
Fred
Ludwig,
A well child conference for pre
9.05i
I
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
there five years ago. The islands
Bath
Shaw Book Store,
school children will be held at Com
6.1510.00;3.30i9.15| Ar. VLSIALHAVEN,
Lv. |8.30| 10.30,4.15
are of coral formation. Sponge WEST ROCKPORT
Read Up
Rev. S. E. Packard of Camden munity House, Monday from &.30
I
Appleton
fishing is one of the industries
IliUP*. •«
Brown & Sprowl,
Al all etorea eel I lag toilet gooda
• New York train connection Saturday only.
will be the speaker at the church to 11.30. A physician and a dental
Bel N. Grant

Being Observed Today By Well Known
St. George Couple—Eight Days On U-Boat

Highly Sensational Film^ Coming To
Comique, Camden, Next Wednesday

WHERE YOU CAN BUY

THE COURIERGAZETTE

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday At Noon

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

78-tf

1

service Sunday at 9. 30.

Appleton, Aug. 10.

hygienist will examine thc children.
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ftftftft
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IN A BEAUTFUL SETTING

A

Rockport Regatta Scene

ROCKPORT
««««
UDA O CHAMRNCT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 2229 '

Gathered Republican Women Of Knox
County To Hear Prominent Speakers

OUR
GRANGE CORNER
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Several visitors were present
Ernest Ingraham, who has been
The Federated Circle will hold ]
spending several days' vacation Wednesday night at Seven Tree
The Woman's Re-publican Club of : .to entertain them. ..She . promised
its August picnic at the Summer
..
.
with his uncle. Charles F Ingra Grange of Union.’ Deputy Maxey
home of Mrs. Ella Dunn. Hathorne's Knox C°u>7
s“c/
ham. returned Thursday to his du was present and four candidates
Point next Tuesday with picnic1^5 yesterday afternoon with its forts being made to secure an airties in West Pcint Hotel, New York.
were lnitiated. A treat of chocodinner at noon. All planning to
tbp ^autf ul premises ol ■ port for Rock and. and hoped o ,
Dr. Eugene Davis and mother,
__
j.-K-e
Mr
ar.d
Mrs.
E. Stewart O-beton see the State link its efforts with
late
creams was furnished by the
attend are asked to take dishes,
Mrs. Arthur Davis, of Camden visi
West Rockport. Mr. Obre‘'•n i those of the Federal Government j
and if transportation is needed call
Grange
It was voted to Invite
ted Tuesday with his aunt, Mrs.
' in improving Route No. 1. “a highthe president. Mlss Helen Studley.
Hope Grange for the next meeting,
Jennie Robbins.
j way of military importance." The j
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Copeland
granite and flshing industries also
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Matthews the visitors to furnish the enter
of Pawtucket. R. I., are visiting
enlisted her best efforts.
were guests Monday of Mr. and tainment.
his sister. Miss Myrna Copeland.
“I hope to carry on in a way ,
Mrs.'Marshall E. Reed of Roxbury,
Miss Allison Dunlap of Harvard,
which will merit your confl- [
enroute to Rangeley Lakes.
Probate Notices
Mass., is guest of Mr and Mrs. For
dence." said Mrs. Smith in con- i
Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Lewis of Phil
rest Grafton at their Gay's Island
elusion.
adelphia have returned home after
STATE OF MAINE
Camp.
Pointing out that the State of |
To all persons Interested ln either
spending a week at the home of
of the estates hereinafter named:
Maine is caring for approximately j
John Cocoran of Portland is a
Mrs Nellie Ballard.
At a Probate Court held at Rock40.000 persons under such assis- i
visitor at the home of Mrs. Gene
Mrs. Christie Whitney, past noble laud In and for the County of Knox,
on the 16th day of July ln the year
tance
as
aid
to
children,
mothers,
I
vieve Frye while in the town on
grand Malden Cliff Rebekah Lodge, of our Lord one thousand nine hun
the blind, and the aged. Senate ,
business.
and Mrs. Mabel Stinscn of Camden dred and forty and by adjournment
from day to day from the 16th day of
President Sumner Sewall. Repub- |
attended visiting officers' night said July The following matters hav
Mrs. Louis A. Hanley is in Vinal
lican
nominee
for
governor,
said
Wednesday at Golden Rod Lodge. ing been, presented for the action
haven for a few days.
thereupon hereinafter Indicated lt ls
that we must watch that this load
Appleton. Mrs. Whitney filled the hereb> ORDERED
Miss Dorothy Petrie of South
does not get unnecessarily heavy
chair
as
past
noble
grand.
That notice thereof be given to all
Portland is visiting her grandpar
Interested, by causing a copy
and added that while we watch I
Delmont Ballard motored here persons
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn.
of this order to be published three
that load we must always be ready .
from Cambridge. Mass.. Wednesday weeks successively ln The Courier-Ga
Canoe tilting was an interesting feature of last week’s program.
Mrs. Frank Williams of Oakland
to offer the Christian hand of help !
—Photo by Olive Gushee of Appleton for a brief visit with his mother, zette a newspaper published at Rock
land ln said County, that they may
Beach. R. I., who is visiting Mr.
to these who through no fault of j
Mrs. Nellie Ballard. He was accom appear at a Probate Court to be held
and Mrs. Charles Smith was honor
said Rockland on the 20th day of
their own cannot help themselves.
panied by his aunt, Mrs. Mabel Tri- at
medical secretary work. Mr. Trask
August A. D. 1940 at eight o'clock in
guest Monday afternoon at a
State government should be op-]
bou
of
Somerville,
Mass.,
who
will
the
forenoon, and be heard thereon lt
' is a graduate of Camden High
bridge party given by Mrs. Daw
THE LYRIC MUSE
' erated on a business basis, he said ,
remain for a few weeks as guest of they see cause.
School
and
Oorham
Teachers
Col

son Brewer. There were two
CHESTER B HALL, late ot Warren,
i "When business is put into govern- |
Mrs Ballard. Delmont returned deceased WIU and Petition for Pro
lege. where he took the Industrial
tables of bridge and prizes were
ftft ftft
bate thereof, asking that the same
Margaret Chase Smith, nominee ment you get better government at
Thursday night.
'
arts
course.
He
will
be
associated
awarded flrst to Mrs. Alonzo for re-election as Representative to less cost.''
may be proved and allowed ar.d that
JUNE COTE
Dr. and Mrs. S. P. Mengel of Letters Testamentary Issue to Mabel
with the Walton Company of Hart
Spaulding, second to Mrs. Charles Congress.
“Can a democracy convert its j
Wilkes-Barre. Pa., are visiting Mr. H Withee of Rockport, she being the
Correspondent
ford. Conn., this Fall No date has
Executrix named In said Will, with
Smith, third to Mrs. Alton Grover. I
ideals into concrete accomplishand Mrs. Elmer E. Matthews at out bond.
ftftftft
been set for the wedding.
consolation to Mrs. Warwick Vose 1, chairman of thc Republican ments, or are Hitler and Stalin j
their
Summer
home,
“
Gray
Rocks
”
ANNIE PAYNE POSS. late of North
Dr. Guy Robbins of Chelsea.
and a guest prize to Mrs. Williams. county committee and has a vai- ’ right in ridiculing the capacity of j
Tel. 713
Haven, deceased
WUl and Petition
Russell
avenue.
for
Probate thereof, asking that the
Mass. will again occupy the pulpit
The other guests were Mrs. uable co-worker in his bette- half. . a democracy to function in our
same may be proved and allowed and
Miss
Mildred
Kibbles
of
Quincy.
Sunday at 11 o'clock at the Bap
Clement Moody and Mrs. Clifford Tlie exercises were held in “the | complex modern civilization?" Con
that Letters Testamentary issue to
The program at the Tuesday
Publication Limited to Brief
Mass., ls visiting her aunt Mrs. De Lewis
C Foss of North Haven, he be
tist CJvurch. Walter E. Kempf will
Clark.
Poems
shade of the old apple tree, and gressman Brewster asked.
meeting of the Rotary Club con be the soloist.
ing the Executor namri Jn said WIU,
lora Morrill for two weeks.
Church school
without
bond.
of Original Composition
Levi Copeland. Mrs. Guy Ler amid a setting of flowers and
"More denunciation of the New sisted of an interesting lecture on
Charles Collins. Jr., of Reading
meets at 9.45 and the midweek de
ESTATE HERBERT L. SIMMONS, lata
By Subscribers
mond and guests Mr. and Mrs. Wil shrubs now at the height of their
St. Petersburg. Fla., by J. A. FroMass.,
ls
guest
of
his
grandmother,
of Friendship, deceased. Petition for
votional service is held Thursday
liam R. Sharpe of Hartford. Conn., midsummer beauty.
Administration, asking that Mertland
| hoek. director of public relations
Mrs. Leslie Deane.
O Simmons of Friendship, or some
for that city. Mr. Frohock is also ; nlgh 1
went to Lakewocd Wednesday for
The meeting was presided over j
Mrs. Beulah Richardson went to other suitable person, be appointed
THE FERNS
the afternoon and evening.
by Mrs. Inez Crosby of Camden, '
a commentator for radio station I Worship at the MethodLst Church
Admr . with bond.
Bar
Harbor
today
to
spend
the
| For The Courler-Oazette 1
| WSUN in St. Petersburg. His lec- ' Sunday at 10.30 o'clock will be conESTATE JACOB EDWARD OEC.ENMrs. George Potter and daughter vice chairman of the State com- i
weekend with friends.
We
wave
along
the
vale
ao
still.
HE1MER late of Warren. d«-cea.sed Pe
! ture was accompanied by two reels ducted by Rev. H. I. Holt. Mrs. Al- The only sound a woodland rill
Miss Joan Potter of Needham. mittee and Senator Albert B Elliot
Tlie concert by the Curtis String tition for Administration, asking that
I of colored films. Mr. Frohock is fred Wilman will be the guest solo- Or when the fragrant night winds Quartet originally planned for next Stuart C Burgess of Rockland, or
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Potter’s of Thomaston. Knox County mem- i
speak
some other suitable person, be ap
spending the month of August , 1st- Bible classes are at 11.45 and And stir
1 ber of the State Committee, both I
mother Mrs. Clifford Clark.
the ripples on the creek.
Sunday night at the Capt. Eells' pointed Admr . with bond.
travelling about Maine giving talks the Happy Hour service at 7.30
Kenneth Downs of Brookline. Performing their duties admirably, j
ESTATE DALLAS C MURCH. late of
Boat Barn has been postponed to
Our quiet lives ln graceful calm
Vlnalhaven. deceaaed
Petition for
before civic bodies and also in will be in charge of Rev. Holt. Are sheltered by the forest's arm
Aug. 25.
Mass , is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Mur^rs Inez
vice chairAdministration, asking that Winifred
And
we
through
warm
nights
droop
In
radio broadcasting work.
The Church night service will be held
M Murch of Vlnalhaven. or some other
ray Miller
Iman ol the State Committee. I
Mrs
Mary
Louise
Bok
left
Wed

sleep
person, be appointed Admx.,
Maine Development Commission ;n the vestry Thursday night at Beneath
..
.
_.
....
stressed the Importance of securthe star-lit mountain steep.
nesday to attend the Berkshire suitable
with bond.
Mr and Mrs Edward Ahern. Mrs.
..
.
.
. .. .
;
works
in
close
co-operation
with
1
30
with
Miss
Claire
Quimby
as
.
, ....
ing the absentee and “stay at
Music
Festival.
PETITION
FOR ADOPTION, asking
When Winter chills the woods and
Margaret Lakeman and children, , s
. .. _.
... . .
the adoptgm ot Edward A DuSt. Petersburg in reciprocal pub- leader.
1 home- vote. She was obliged to
rills
Earle Achorn will preach at the for
Edward. Daniel and Mary and Miss
llsea.
Doris
E
Dupllsea. and Merlene
The fire department was called And flowers fade upon the hills.
I leave early to fill a speaking date
licity relations. Visiting Rotarians
11 o'clock service Sunday at the E Dupllsea. children of Regina A.
We steal ln silence from the land
Gladys Doherty went yesterday to .
... .
!
Friday
morning
to
extinguish
a
Lloyd
of
Rockland,
A. Lloyd
I were Alan L. Bird. Willis Ayer. H
Til Summer smiles on every hand.
Methodist Church, using as subject and Regina A Lloydby ofRobert
the Egerton farm at Maplejulce
Rockland
Maurice P Mill
Assuming the duties of presiding
P Blodgett, and Russell Davis of fire in the woodlot at Barnestown
"Living
on
Straight
Street."
Music
ESTATE NELLIE E BEAN, late of
Cove, where they are to spend the
Rodkland.
officer at this point Senator Elliot
Rockland, W. A. Cobb of Belfast, owned by Charles King.
by the choir. The Sunday evening Thomaston, deceased Petition for ap
remainder of the week.
*t R (t R
pointment
of Trustee, asking that Min
presented the County and LegisRollin B. Sanford of Albany, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bond are
service will be omitted. Church nie H Newbert
of Thomaston, or some
GARDEN COLORS
Mrs. Robert MacFarland and ]ature candidates who were presRay H. Pierce of Glen Cove. L. I., passing the weekend in Methuen,
School at 10 a. m. Rev. F F Fowle other suitable person, be appointed
I For The Courier-Oazette]
Trustee of the Trust Estate for the
children Winnifred. Robert and i ent—sheriff C. Earle Ludwick.
Edward MacArthur of Malden. Mass.
pastor of the Hallowell Methodist use and benefit of James Arthur Bean.
flame colored popples
Richard went to Presque Isle toda\ stuart C. Burgess, candidate for
Mass.. Warren W. Oliver of New
A surprise shower was given by Frilled,
Church, and a former pastor of the Sidney Bean. Richard Bean and Evelyn
In my garden grow,
and will visit relatives there next county attorney; Representative
Bean, without bond.
ton. Mass . Milton B. Hunt of Fair- Mrs. Harry Holt at her Summer Nodding at the lUlles
local MethodLst Church, will preach Lucille
ESTATE EARLE McINTOSH. late of
wee't! William T. Smith of Thomaston
And the golden-glow.
field. Conn. Loring Orff of Thom- home on the Belfast road Tuesday
Aug. 25 at the morning service, and Rockiand. deceased Petition for Al
Fuflled. bright nasturtiums.
Henry Malmstcn. formerly of this and Albert C. Jones. Rockland canpresented H Mona M Mc
aston was guest of Russell Davis. J atternoon in honor of Mrs. NorPeeping through the green
Mr. Achorn will supply the pulpit lowance.
Intosh of Rockland, widow
Of
their
umbrella
leaves.
town now of Los Angeles who is j didate for Representative to Legis- ,
Haskell Sherman of Washington. ; man Bickford. A social afternoon
in
Hallowell.
Here and there are seen
ESTATE AARON W WINCHENBACH
spending several days in town , iature. Also Introduced were Mrs. | Ralph O. Brewster of Dexter, nomi D C.. is passing a vacation with ] was enjoyed and tea was served by
Mrs. Mayme Carroll and grand late of Thomaston, deceased Petition
Multicolored pansies
nee for Vnited States Senator
for
Distribution, presented by Charles
while on a visit to Maine this Sum- , Ralph O. Brewster, wife of the canMLv.ses
Evelyn
Ellingwood.
Dorothy
[
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Louts
Lovely, every one.
daughter Judith Rhodes spent Fri M starrett
of Thomaston. Eb.r
mer was guest Wednesday of Mr didate for U. S. Senator; and Mrs.
Ellingwood and Betty Imlach. The Hobnob with the marigolds.
Hansen.
day
at
Tenant's
Harbor
as
guests
ESTATE
GLADYS J SMITH, of Rock
,,
.
Oo
’
den
ln
the
sun.
Deal
will
not
suffice.
There
must
and Mrs. Sidney B. Lermond. This Sumner Sewall. wife of the candiland
Petition for License to Mort
of Rev. and Mrs. Perley Miller
John K. Salisbury has bought miscellaneous gifts were presented Dahlias swaying in the breeze.
emerge the conviction that Wen
gage certain Real Estate, situated in
is Mr. Malmsten’s first trip back date for Governor.
to Mrs. Bickford in a small cradle. 1, Purple- rea and white—
Mrs.
Ernest
Crockett
and
son
said
Rockland,
and fully described In
_
.
,
,
j
j
i
Landing
fields
for
butterflies.
home in 37 years.
Making her first Knox County dell Willkie will be able to translate the Flora A. Robinson property on The guests Included Mrs. Frank
ym me with delight.
Harold attended a party at the said Petition, presented by Frank A.
the Cobb road.
the
obvious
ideals
of
our
democracy
Smith
of
Rockland.
Guardian
Bickford. Mrs. Sam Bickford. Mrs ! Monk,hood lends a dignityMrs. Edward P. Ahem and Miss appearance on a political platform
home of Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crock
Harry B. Richards of Montague
ESTATE LESLIE C DEANE, late of
Gladys Doherty went Wednesday since she was elected to succeed I into effective economic action. City. Mass. is visiting his mother. I Erther McKa>' and her mo,her
Their hooded flowers blue.
ett in Thomaston Friday observing Rockport, deceased Petition for Use
Pale pink roses hang above
Principal of Fund as Provided un
to Fairfield, returning home Thurs her late hubsand as Representative America looks for a leader who can Mrs. Mabel Richards.
Mrs O'Brien. Mrs. Allie Pillsbury.
Wet with morning dew
the birthday anniversary of their of
der WUl of Leslie C Deane, presen
to Congress from the Second Dis- I not only glimpse the stars but can
Oarden
beauty
thus
arrayed
Prof. Fred Mitchell of Lynn. !Mrs A«**s Knowlton. Mrs. Elizaday night.
two-year
old
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Sally.
ted
by Annie E. Deane of Rockport,
By Mother Nature's charm.
trict. Margaret Chase Smith, told also keep his feet upon the ground Mass., a former teacher in ' the ' *th Imlach' Mrs R w Jamieson. Gives
Joy Indeed, these Summer days.
The Trytohelp Club and their widow.
Rev. and Mr H F. Leach went to ------------------------------------------------ j America loves results.
ESTATE UZZIE M HILL late of
To us on "The Boulders" farm
. local schools, was a visitor here jMrs' Kenneth Holt. MLss Barbara
husbands will hold a picnic Mon Thomaston, deceased
Portland yesterday afternoon to j
Petition for
Wendell Willkie has been a sue
Rose B. Hupper
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Care of Burial Lot. presen
day
night
at
the
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meet their daughter Miss Mildred,
Tenants Harbor
cess In every private udertaking. . Tuesday.
ted
by
Gilford
B.
Butler
of South
Park. Those desiring transporta Thomaaton. Exr
and son Edwin, who were returning
More service at less cost has been ] R 8tan)py Thomson, professor cf Miss Marilyn Davis. Mrs. William
■t it it at
Clayer,
Mrs.
Beatrice
Kobs.
Mrs.
tion are asked to be at the Baptist
home after spending the Summer
ESTATE ETTA M RICHARDS lata
the record of his great enterprise. history at Russell Sage College, Arthur Dean. Mrs. Ruth Collemer,
THE FOl'R HORSEMEN
Thomaston, deceased.
First and
Church at 6 p. m. and those not of
with relatives in and around To- I
■'That is the essence of good gov Troy, N. Y„ was guest speaker at Mrs. Mabel Fuller and Miss Bar
final account presented for allowance
[For The Courier-Oazette]
previously solicited are asked to by Eunice L. Shorey. Exx.
ronto. Canada.
ernment as Sumner Sewall is con the Lions Club meeting Tuesday bara Bickford.
Four horsemen ride forth through
ESTATE EUZABETTH O PARKER,
furnish sandwiches. Last Monday
Miss Mary Nicholson. R N.. of
the world
stantly pointing out." Brewster said night. Mr. Thomson has recently
of Quincy. Illinois, deceased First
Mrs. Mildred Holmes was taken
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Mr. and Mrs P. W Sanfey, caring
Beheld by Aoocalypse seer
Interest the opening scene in a He spoke on the isolation policy cf day by the First Aid Ambulance.
ESTATE FRANK L. PEABODY, late
In Ood's Revelation sublime.
dell. A goodly number were pres
for Mr. Sanfey. who is ill.
momentous struggle to determine ;,he United States, briefly outlining
of Warrell, decea-ed
First and final
Dr. and Mrs. Wilmot and daugh
a white steed a rash rider War
ent and the evening was much en arcount presented for allowance by
Mr and Mrs. John Rattenbury of
the direction of American democ the history of the Monroe Doctrine ter. Eleanor of Lynn. Mass., are at OnSpeeds
forth as a conqueror re
Lealand
C
Peabody.
Admr.
joyed.
New York city are guests of Mr.]
and its validity in the world today.
racy in our generation.
ESTATE FRANCES O SMITH, lata
their cottage Lincolnville Beach for A bownowned
of destruction he bears
The 52d reunion of the Shibles
and Mrs Enoch M. Clark enroute
Rockland deceased First and final
"Washington
was completely He also mentioned crucial periods two weeks.
And with victory bloody is crowned. family was held Wednesday at the of
account
presented for allowance by
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in
the
history
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Doc

agreed that an unprecedented ra
Katharine D Berry. Admx.
Several from here attended the A red horse stalks out alter War
Canada.
And Anarchy drives this mad steed home of Mrs. Edith Overlock.
dio audience would greet Wendell trine. Sixteen members from the reception which followed the wed
ESTATE I.YDIA W MERRIIJ,, late
earth of peace with the sword Highland Square.
Mrs Charles Winchenbach had as
of Hope, deceased. First and final
Willkie in his political debut as Belfast Club were present for the ding of Anita Gatti of Rockland Deprives
To satiate covetous greed
Mrs. Charles Rhodes. Jr., attend account presented for allowance by
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of
Wey
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Mr. and Mrs. Roland Lee of Nor
Maine Council of Young Republican
aspect ferocious and fell
has been spending the past month. AnOf animal
Clark of Rockland, she being the
dio" for the Summer, accompanied Executrix
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D.
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Friday
after
visiting
ESTATE MILLARD E ROWE, late of
more. Md., and Miss Florence Volk
Mrs. George Potter and daughter
Allison M Watta
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L. Sykes have
deceased Petition for Ad
relatives in town.
Jamaica, Vt.
of Dallas, Texas., are attending the Rockland,
Joan returned Thursday to Need
returned from spending a few days
ministration.
asking that Elmer E.
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companied
Will Have An Opportunity To
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a reunion Thursday night at the
In the absence of the pastor Rev?
Miss Stella Drake returned thisi_____________ oiernor______________
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man Hill of Washington. D. C.. who
ESTATE EMMA 1ANE, late of St.
See Some Of the World's
Lodge House. Hosmer's Pond. PicGeo-ge
deceased Petition for Admin
C.
V.
Overman,
all
services
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deep appreciation of tlie
All members of the Chamber^ evcnlna * was ,nent niavino
at the Baptist Church will be omit er of St. Oeorge. or some other suit
the evening was spent playing But there are dishes to be washed
fact that she received all but 26
ted except the Church 8chool at 12 able person, be appointed Admr . with
And dusting must be done.
Farm Bureau women will have an of Commerce are urged to attend
Mrs. William II Stackpole.
bond
of the votes cast in Knox County opportunity this fall and winter to thc open meeting Monday night games. Miss Louise Dickens, Miss The waves roll In entlolngky
noon, which will be held as usual.
WILLIAM C. LENFEST. late of
In The Churches
at the special election. She was study something besides their every at 8 o'clock at the Yacht Club at Evelyn Knight and Mrs. Mar
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St. James' Catholic Church. Mass
Always think before you act, but the same
day home problems, says Edna M. which Flavel Shurtleff, Planning
But I must wash the floor
may be proved and allowed
of arrangements.
val to learn tliat money was being Cobb, extension home management Counsel, will speak.
at 9 a. m.
and
that Letters Testamentary Issue
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think
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about
an•
The breezes beckon playfully
to Frank D Elllot of Thomaston, he
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m , raised for the purpose of sending specialist, University of Maine.
While
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In
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trees.
Young
Reunion
The engagement of Miss Eliza
werlrur lnterstlng classified offers being the Executor named ln said
But cooking claims my time, alas.
Sung Eucharist. Tlie preacher will the High School graduates to WashWUl. with bond.
Through the courtesy of Dr. J. H. beth Sparrow, daughter of Mr. and
I've hungry men to please
The 49th annual reunion %of the
be the Lord Bishop of Nassau, Ba- ! ington. and she hoped to be there Huddilston of the Art Department Mrs. Frank Sparrow of Falmouth Young family was held Thursday
WALTER A LOW. late of Rockland,
The golden sunshine tempts me
WUl and Petition for Pro
hama Islands. All are Invited to To walk a glorious mile;
Notices of Appointment deceased
of the University of Maine, each Foreside, to Robert A. Trask, son at the Summer home of Mr. and The
bata thereof, asking that the same
time I do not have to spare—
attend and meet the Bishop. A sup- included will be the response, the county home demonstration agent of Fred Trask, has been recently Mrs. John Henderson, Lincolnville
may be proved and allowed and that
There's mending (quite a pile).
Letters Testamentary Isaue to Lizzie
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
per and sale of fancy articles will be Dresden "Amen.”
has secured a loan of pictures for announced. Miss Sparrow is a Beach. There were 39 members I think there may perhaps be time bate
for the County of Knox, In the E Low of Rockland, she being the
held Wednesday at 530 at the parish
Federated Church. Sunday school exhibition at group meetings, to graduate of Westbrook Junior Col present, many from out of the
A cooling swim to take;
State of Maine, hereby certify that Executrix named ln said Will, without
Oh. no (I'd most forgotten lt)
ln the following estates the persons bond.
hall.
I at 9.45; worship at 11. The subject hang on their office walls where lege. where she prepared for her State.
'I've yet a cake to bake
were appointed Administrators. Execu
ESTATE LORA E. BUTLER, late of
St George's Church, Long Cove. I for the morning service is "The people coming in may view them, or
An entertaining program was en And so. the day draws to Its Close- tors. Guardians and Conservators and Appleton, deceased. Petition for Ad
on the dates hereinafter named
ministration DBN , C.T A . asking that
At 7.50 a tn . Holy Eucharist.
Mystery and Simplicity of Religion.'' to use in other ways that will en
Evening
comes
w.th
relaxation;
joyed and Included these numbers;
JAMES R LITTLEHALE, of Warren Jerome C Burrows of Rockland, or
Baptist Church. Sunday school The anthem to be sung by the Fed- able people ln the community to bushels in 1939; and a five-year av Group singing of "Smiles" and Though when at last I have the time. Lzjra
M Dolham of Warren waa ap some other suitable person, be ap
erage from 1934 to 1938 of 121,755,I'm too tired for recreation.
at 9.45; worship at 11. Rev. Dr erated choil is “Sun Of My Soul” by know these pictures better or to
pointed Guardian. July 9. 1940 and pointed Admr. DBN., C.T.A.. with
"America. The Beautiful;'' vocal
Nellie M. Ervine
000 bushels.
qualified
by filing bond on same date. out bond.
Marks has chosen as topic for the Kohlman. There will be no evening become acquainted with them for
Tenants Harbor.
ESTATE BENJAMIN S. WHITEThe board said current prospects solos. "Trees" and "Empty Sad
EDWARD C MORAN, late of Rock
morning, “The Savior’s Way of Sal service.
FRRR
the first time. The pictures include pointed toward a drop of 27 percent dles,'' little Leverr.e Patterson of
land. deceased Susan E Moran ot HOUSE. late of Rockland, deceased.
Petition for Distribution, presented by
Rockland
was
appointed
Exx
.
July
vation and Service.” Music includes
excellent reproductions of several tn the commercial crop of apple Rockland; vocal solos, "Passing By
Edith M. Randlett. Admx.
•
SOMETHING OE TREES
16. 1940. without bond.
the choral anthem "Still, Still Witli
The highlight of the great Dol of the great masterpieces and some
and "Morning." Mrs. Randall
ESTATE ANNIE M WILLIAMB. late
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
LOUISE A BROWN, late of Thom
growing
States
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of
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Rocky
Thee," by Rogers, with incidental lar Days in Rockland is the fa (of the moderns. They are repro
Vlnalhaven. deceased. First and
Young of Jamaica Plain, Mass.; Something of trees goes downward aston. deceased Marie B Singer and of
Mountains,
with
most
of
the
de

final
account presented for allowance
Mabelle 8 Brown, both of Thomaston
solos by Miss Margaret Simmons, mous annual Package Sale at duced in color and appropriately
earth
violin solos, "Will You Remember" More Into
by Wilbur F Coombs. Admr.
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Executrices.
July
16
crease
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for
in
North
At

than
the
long
root
and
the
wav

Mrs. Grace Strout and Raymond Daniels.
Jeweler.
Outstanding framed.
1940. without bond.
ESTATE WTI.LIAM C. WELLMAN,
,
ing grass;
lantic and North Central States from “Maytime," and "Mighty Lak
First
K. Greene. William T. Smith, Jr., values for bridge prizes, etc. 53c. 2
CLARA C. WEED, late of Union, de late of South Hope, deceaaed
of sunlight and Its fluid
The exhibition plan includes in "where unusually large crops were A Rose." Mrs. Shirley Braun; Something
and final account presented for allow
mirth.
ceased.
Maud
M
Bolster
of
Norway.
will sing thc baritone solo "The for $1. Every package valued not terchange among counties so that
vocal duets, Jeannie With Light Something of leaf and smell of sassa Maine, was appointed Exx . July 16. ance by Gertrude E Wellman, Admx.
produced last year.”
Lord’s Prayer,'' by Malotte. Also 1 under $1.—adv.
1940. without bond.
fras.
ESTATE BENJAMIN S.
WHITEeventually groups of rural women
New England prospects, the board Brown Hair." "Believe Me if all The gold of Summer and the brimming
JAMES MUTCH, late of Camden, HOUSE, late of Rockland, deceased.
will have shared in the knowledge said, improved somewhat in July, Those Endearing Young Charms,”
hive,
deceased. Oeorge Mutch of Camden First and final account presented for
of woodlands and the sprucy was appointed Admr.. July 16. 1940. allowance by Edith M Randlett. Admx.
and enjoyment of the best in the but “present indications point to and the "Italian Street Song.” Mrs. Attar alr
without bond.
ESTATE WILLIAM A OASTON. late
world of art.
only moderate crops because of poor Henderson and Mrs. Young. Ran Climb downward through the branch
FRANK H. TOWLE, late of Port of Boston. Mass., deceased. First and
es and survive.
final
account presented for allowance
dall
Young
was
accompanist
for
Clyde,
deceased.
Isabelle
Drummond
pollination.” New York growers re
So that a distillation lingers there.
of Port Clyde was appointed Exx . July by John Gaston, John K Howard and
POOR APPLE C ROP
ported weather conditions favorable all the numbers.
Rogjr
Amory. Exrs.
Something of this bright largess shall 17. 1940, and qualified by filing be '
John Heald of West Rockport,
July 19, 1940
ESTATE ADELBERT BENNER, late Of
remain
Hill Be Millions of Bushels Short for scab apld insect injury
the long Winter and Its quiet
Trs cl t zvrx c nz4 r*sr«<trl I 1 T r zsrs c T ZM
WALTER H. WOTTON, late of Thomaston, deceased First and final
Indicated productions for 1940 with 77, was the oldest member present Through
sleep.
Of Last Year’s—Maine Is Under
Friendship deceased. Mary E Wotton account presented for allowance by
comparative figures of 1939 in some and his grandson, Charles Heald, To lilt a friendly green ln April rain. of Friendship was appointed Exx , July Florence B. Benner. Exx.
So that the twig leaf and the strict 16 1940, and qualified by filing bond
ESTATE SARAH F. LUFKIN, late of
i'i years old, was the youngest.
A decrease of more than 26,000.000 principal apple states:
branch leap:
July 22. 1940.
Rockport, deceased. First and final
It
is
hoped
to
make
next
year's
Something of trees gees downward to
Maine,
870,000
bushels
for
1940
and
bushels in the 1940 apple crop as
account presented for allowance by
MABEL
E
WOODSUM.
late
of
Owl's
return
compared with 1939 was forecast by 1.068,000 in 1939; New Hampshire, gathering, which will be the fam To wake the sleeping Ares of the fern. Head, leceaiwd Amory B. Allen of WUliam C. Lufkin. Admr
JEAN ARTHUR and JAMES STEWART
Rockland was appointed Admr . July
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Es
; the Agriculture Department's Crop 870.000 and 1.214.000; Massachu ily's 50th reunion, an outstanding
Harold Vinal
24. 1940. and qualified bv filing bond quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Vlnalhaven.
setts, 2342.000 and 2,829,000; Con occasion.
July 24. 1940.
County, Rockland. Maine.
Also NEWS AND COMEDY
Reporting Board.
Much appreciation was expressed
Attest:
Attest:
| Indicated production on the basis necticut, 1.248,000 and 1,365,000;
8.00 P. M., Daylight
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
OT NOT ADVERTISE IN
to the host and hostess for their
Maryland,
2,232.000
and
2362,000;
of
Aug.
1
estimates
was
116,721,000
1
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Register.
Register.
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NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

OCl ETY.
Miss Mary E. Havener of Cam
Allison F. Renville and Robert
bridge, Mass., is spending three Barnes of Montclair, N. J., are
weeks' vacation at the home of hcr guests this week of Miss Mildred
parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Havener MacMillan.
North Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. F.mery
Mr. and Mrs. John F Hartt qf were hosts Tuesday night at a fam
New York city arrive today to visit ily party. Present were Mr. and
Mr and Mrs. J . Pred Knight, Mrs. Elmer Emery and children of
New City. N. Y . Mr. and Mr.s. Pres
Broad street.
ton Oray and children of OrringMrs. Waiter H. Spear entertained ten, and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
I" Wednesday, with luncheon at the Sylvester and two sons.
Copper Kettle, and contract at her
home on Beech street.
Mrs. Raymond Billings (Shirley
Jellison) and daughter of Brooklyn,
I Miss Bernice Bartlett of Cam N. Y., were guests Thursday of Mrs.
bridge, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Raymond Andersen.
Harriet S. Frost.
Prof, and Mrs. Edwin Rollins of
Mrs. Harry Gilladette of Norwich, West Somerville. Mass., and RockN. Y.. is the guest of Miss Nettie ' land were hests Wednesday to a
Jordan, Talbot avenue.
j party of 24 members and guests of
_ Kalloch Class, at their Summer
Mrs. Henry McPhee of Portland home on Mechanic street. Games
ls visiting her son Percy McPhee. cf skill and social conversation
James street.
filled the afternoon hours. The
supper tables were spread in the
Miss Iva Russell and Miss Arlena large born, which has been the
Russell of Brockton, Mass., are scene of many delightful social
visiting their brother, A. F. Russell. events. Lamps and lighting devices
have been the hobby of Professor
Mr. and Mrs. James Gray an Rollins for several years, and an
nounce tlie engagement of their unusually novel arrangement was
daughter Virginia Louise to Wesley shown this year. The host was pre
Knight, son of Mrs. Alice Knight. vailed upon to give the company a
The wedding will take place in Sep talk—not on lamps, but on matches,
tember.
and much “light" was thrown upon
a hitherto neglected subject, and
Mrs. Cora Kalloch was hostess to
the talk was much enjoyed. Of
the "P" Club Thursday at the cot
course, everybody had a good time
tage of Mrs. Kalloch's daughter
on this annual outing—tliey always
Mrs. Margaret Perry at Megunti
do at this hospitable home.
cook Lake. Picnic dinner was served
out/ of doors. The afternoon was
Mr. and Mr.s. Edwin Clark of
spent sewing and fortune telling by Manchester, N. H., Mrs. Jeannette
one of the members. All reported Johnson of Hartford, and Mis
a good time.
Clara Hoebel of New York city are
spending the remainder of the Sum
Mr. and Mrs. Purbur Teel and
mer at the A. E. Small cottage at
family of Irvington, N. J., who have
Lermond's Pond.
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. La
forest Teel cn West Meadow road,
William Robbins, editor of the
went Thursday to Gorham, N. H., Deer Isle Messenger was in the
for a visit before returning to their city yesterday, accompanied
by
heme.
his daughter. Miss Priscilla Rob
bins, who was met here by Miss
Mrs. Alberta Rose entertained in
Beverly Brawn of Brunswick who
honor of Mrs. T. C. Pales of Brook
line. Mass., and Mrs. Ogarita R. is making a week's visit with her.
Rugg cf Portland Thursday, with
a delightful luncheon at the Copper
Kettle followed by auction at the
home of her son Charles Rose,
Summer street. Honors went to
Mrs. Rugg. Miss Bcrr.ice Bartlett of
Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs. A. S
Littlefield. Others present were
Mrs. Ieola Rose, Mrs. A. A. Fales,
Mrs. Lou Fales, Mrs. Frank Puller.
Mrs Jennie Bird. Mrs. Mary Newell
of New York. Mrs Walter H. Spear
and Mrs. Harriet Frost.
The highlight of the great Dol
lar Days in Rockland is the fa
mous annual Package Sale at
Daniels,
Jeweler.
Outstanding
values for bridge prizes, etc. 53p. 2
for $1. Every package valued not
under $1.—adv.

Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Capper
Kettle. Reduced—all straw hats,
$1—adv.
98-99

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

By Pauline Ricker

By K. S. P.

Jacqueline and Carolyn Know, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Snow, 24 Fulton street, celebrated their
eighth and third birthdays respectively, by entertaining friends. Those present were: Front row, Alice Chaples.
Edgar McBrine, Barbara McBrine, Joan Billbeam. Lee Oliver. Nancy McBrine. Jacqueline Know. Carolyn Snow
hostesses, Sandra Harriman. Back row. Billy Ulmer. Jeannine Leach, Ellvie Oliver. Louise Elmer, Gloria
Studley, Caroline llarrhnan. Games were played and refreshments were served. George Phillips, Nancy
Leach and Billy LeGage were invited but could not attend.
—Blackinton Photo.

Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Anatoync nnd,
daughter Loraine and son Ross of
Grand Rapids. Mich., arc guests of J
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Southard, at
"Shoreland.”

Realm of

C. C. Wah'e is a weekend guest >
of his family, at the residence ol I
Oeorge McLaughlin, Walker Place.1

Music

The Educational Club will meet
Aug. 23 with Mrs. E M Lawrence. 1
Pascal Avenue, Rockport.

ty Gladyt St. Clair Heistad

Announcement is made of a con
cert to be given in the Eells Boat
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow were Barn Tuesday night, at 8.30, Aug.
hosts last night at their Spruce 1 27. under the auspices of the RockHead cottage to a two-generation port Garden Club, the proceeds to
group, entertaining many of their go to the Christmas Weliare Fund,
Iriends and children at a picnic a project which has the deep in
party. A huge fire was built on the terest and sympathy of Mrs. Mary
beach, and the beautiful moonlight Bok under whose arrangement the
night was filled with song. Profes- [ concert is to be presented. Tensor Snow read some of his poems, tative plans include such artists
______
j as William Harms, pianist; an inMrs. Laura Fales goes Wednes strumental trio comprising Edith
day on a two weeks trip to Ashville, Evans Braun. Marian Head Brodsky
and Max Aronoff. I believe, too,
N. C.
that a soprano student with Mme.
Miss Cora Perry , Mrs. A. D. Elisabeth Schumann is to appear.
Morey. Mrs Helen Pales and Mrs. Pull details will be given in a later
Laura Pales spent Tuesday in Pem issue, and as usual I shall have
aquid. and were dinner guests at | necessary information and tickets
i for those interested.
Hotel Pemaquid.

opportunity
students.

for

local

ambitious

What a real new lease upon life
the reading of good poetry will give
to fagging spirits. It is worthy
of thought that a mere line in
some verse gives hope and a grasps
on opportunities, by holding out
anew Ihe courage to make one
master of his fate or the captain
of hls soul. Unconquerable spirits
have we. and they are victors if
we but hold them against defeat,
[ike brave little Finland. Even
though outnumbered and over comr
by the ruthless, hearts in Finland
are still holding high. A fine ex
ample for France, for England, for
America for the world.
• • • •
The new Governor of the Ba
hamas will have €61 keys on his
chain, and qver 3.000 reefs. The
Duke of Windsor has been prom
ised a warm and royal welcome
and 2,000 pounds appropriated for
redecorating Government House at
Nassau. Nearly 2,000 visitors annualy arrive for more or less stay at
these beautiful islands during the
Winter season. There are over
6.000 permanent residents.
Of
course a majority of these are Ne
groes. but there are many beauti
ful homes and fine white citizens.
Nassau was once a pirate lair, and
the Duke will use the Seal 222
year old with this mottoe on it;
"Destroy the pirates, restore com
merce."
• • • •
I went into the garden and
A voice I heard said, "Pause!
Look underneath the rose tree
And find the truly cause
Of buds almost at bursting
In grass all dewy wet.”

C

WAGONS
WESTWARD

“BOYS FROM SYRACUSE”

ALLEN JONES, MARTHA RAYE
JOE PENNER

Stranil

There will be music from 10 to I Mrs. Clark C. Sniith, Concord, N.
11 p. m. Monday, Tuesday, Thurs H.; Mrs Alanson S Brooks, Mrs.
day and Saturday night at the Fobert B. Llvlnstone, Mrs. Eli
Grimes, Des Moines.
cocktail lounge at The Samoset.
Among those entertaining in the
Among those entertaining at
cocktails Tuesday night were Judge cocktail lounge Thursdav night,
Victor B. Woolley and Mrs. Woolley, were Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Soule, Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Cates, Miss and Mrs, McCalne Bush, Louis
Blanche Spadone. Mrs. Albert 8. Ehret. Mr. and 'Mrs. Guy Murchie
Carman, Louis Fiiret Mr. and Mrs. entertained Mr. and Mr.s. Howard
Howard
Gould.
Mrs.
Charles Gould at their cottage at The SamoDinkey. Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Vetter set.
Among those reserving tables
lein are off on a day's deep sea
fishing trip aboard the Gertrude 2. at the mid-weekly dance were Mr.
and Mrs. R. R. Loaning, Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Apple Oeorge R Westerfield Mrs. Charles
of Philadelphia are visiting Mr. and Meyers, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fritz,
Mrs. William Collins at their cot Jr., Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Soule. Mr.
tage.
and Mrs. William V. Lec. Mrs. Es
Mr.s. Andrew McBurney enter tella Ficks, Mr. and Mrs. William
tained Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Beard- E. Farnham.
wood und Mr. and Mis. J. Scott
Among those cruising aboard The
Fowler Wednesday night.
Gertrude 2 Thursday were Mrs. H.
Arrivals include Mrs. May S. W. Denny, Mr. and Mrs William V.
Mitchell,
Cincinnati;
Stewart Lee. Mrs. Guy B. Van Alstyne. Mrs.
Mitchell Wil'iam G Davis, Glouces- Fern E Elliott. Joseph I. Young.
ter. Mass.; Mrs. W T. Brown. Mrs. j T. O Miller
F. I. Warner, Philadelphia; Mrs. L.
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs,
W Harrington, Washington, D. C„ Joseph I.. Wllmscn, Rushland. Pa.;
Mrs. Charles W. Watts, Hunting- John L. Clawsin, Philadelphia;
ton. N. Y.: Mr.s. James A. O'Donnell. Miss Eleanor Mellon, New York;
Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. C. H Bow Mrs. John L. Brill. Mrs. Robert Hili,
den Germantown, Penn; Mrs. O. J. Ni wark Del: Mr .in I Mrs a sev
Fay. Mrs. J. N Darling, Des Moines, erin Bourne, Jr., Greenwich, Conn.;
Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Ter Mrs. Wil.lam J. Sloanc, New York;
rill. Mrs. Alden Batchelder, Cecil A Abbott Hastings. Troy, N. Y.; Mr.
Latter, Reading, Mass.; Miss Helen and Mrs. Richard G. Elliott, GreenDickinson. New York; Mrs. N. K. ville, Del.; Dr. and Mrs Frederic E.
Mercier, Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Rob I .ndern. New York; Mrs. Edward
ert E Pent, Ivyland, Pa; Mr. and Wise. 8tamford, Ccnn.

The effects of war are bound to
manifest themselves increasingly.
Here is a sample. John Barbirolli,
conductor of the New York Phil
harmonic. is vacationing in Van Some magic must be working
couver. British Columbia. He wrote While fountains sing duets.
to his New York olfice asking for With humming birds and butter
flies
30 scores he wished to study. They
And
fairie
elves and bees.
were assembled, but only two were
allowed into Canada. The other And fragrance fills the sunny air
28 were not because they were pub With life's sweet mysteries.
Mrs. Theodore W. Sylvester is
K. S. F.
lished in Germany or composed by
employed in the E. C. Moran insur
• • • •
Germans.
Among
the
barred
scores
ance office for two months.
Traveling through the State one
were several Haydn symphonies,
sees numerous automobile grave
and
a
Bach
Brandenburg
corcerto.
Mrs. Linwood T. Rogers has re
yards and it occurs to one that
• • • •
turned to Port Fairfield, after visit
On Toscanini's programs during it would improve the landscapes of
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A
hit
South American tour conduct the gloriously beautiful Maine to
C. McLoon. She was accompanied
view.
ing
the Nfl’l Symphony Orchestra hide these from
• • • •
by Mr. and Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers,
Another "sweet singer of songs" havt been Samuel Barber s Adagio
who were guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Just the time of season for a
Mrs. Harry Bradbury and daugh has been taken from us—Miss for strings and "Essay" for full
Rogers.
ter Gladys, formerly of Rockland, Elizabeth Marsh, whose verses J orchestra. Mr. Barber and Gian Red Cross lawn party to add cash
are spending the weekend with have cheered us over many years. Carlo Menotti (another distin- to the slowly rising budget. Who
Opportunity Class of thc First
will go.
Mrs Mary Finegold, Willow street. I Her little poems were not wholly i1 guished composer, a Curtis product) will be helpful.• •All
• •
Baptist church held Its annual pic
Orrin
Bradbury
is
leaving
Aug
21
intended
f
or
tj,
e
i^ai
p
aper;
often
!
have
been
spending
some
time
at
nic Wednesday afternoon and eve
Jones (in the parlor): "I’m prac
them for anniversary
I Rockport, recently.
ning at the Summer heme of the for a two weeks' cruise to Houston. shp
tising my golf."
Tex.
casions to friends, or as friendly
president, Mrs. Maricn Lindsey, in
Mrs. Jones: "On your hands and
A musical manuscript, lost for
j thoughts when some memory was
South Thomaston. Sixty members
knees?"
Mr and Mrs. Hervey C. Allen ; evoked , recall an instance'when , about 560 >ears has
discovered
gathered on the lawn for a picnic entertained
Jones: “Certainly. I'm replacing
The Families
os,™.,... and
— “'ihesentmea deIightful expression 1 and given to the Yale University
divots."
supper. In the evening Mrs. Anna I few friends at Camp Walden, Me
• • • •
Brazier presented the following gunticook Lake. Friday night in in verse after hearing the quar- I Library by Paul Mellon of PittsIn Uncle Sam’s attic a Maine
program: Barbara Clark, piano honor of Francis McAlary of Beav tet at the Universalist Church, ac- ! burgh. Written in 1470 for the
solo: Florian Clark, trombone solo; er Palls, Penn. A picnic supper was companied by a clever card de- I court of Charles the Bold, the man- girl. Miss Edith Scammon has been
„
. .
.
. . picting "The Old Quartet." Sev- 1 uscripts contains 57 compositions doing botanical research and has
Mr and Mrs. Pendleton, duet; and ,cllowed
by moonlight swims, boat- I pra, Umes
gave mp much at. j in five languages. Three in Eng
uccessfully
discovered
delicate
Prances Cark, Margaret Gregory, ing and cards 'njcse present were ,ention after reft<Ung the muslc
lish establish Great Britain's in blossoms new to the world, an or
Katherine Collins, and Beulah Wot Mr. and Mrs. Allan McAlary, Mr.
fluence
on
thc
music
of
the
con

ton gave several readings. Refresh and Mrs. Walter Ladd. Mr. and column. She had such a gracious tinent. which has long been a ques chid, much like the lady-slipper,
ments were served following the Mrs. Russell Bartlett. Mr. and Mrs. kindly way of remembering—an tion of debate among scholars. and otl^er rare plants. Miss Scam
mon is a Harvard research worker
pregram, and group singing was Edward R. Ladd. Mr. and Mrs. example it would do us well to
Fourteen original pieces are in in her fourth expedition to the
mjoyed. Appreciation is extended Charles Lowe and daughter Janet, follow. Even though she lived to
cluded.
and
one
of
them.
"L
Homme
to Mrs. Ada Prescott and Mrs. Betty McAlary, Maizie Joy, Joan be very aged, she retained such a Arme," has been sought for almost far North. Let it be hoped she
Elizabeth Williamson for their help Rhodes of Waterville, Gail Sharpe, lively interest in life and all around a century. The manuscript desig may not find that Russia is plan
her and remained so alert in mind
ning to take over this passession
in transporting the members.
Patricia Alien Kelsey Benner, that she will be much missed.
nated by the French name "chan- of Uncle Sam's that has been neg
George A Huntley. Russell Bart
sonnier" is initialed and bordered lected by the Government in ade
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane
lett. Robert L. Allen and Hervey
As I have been listening to the . *n gold, crimson and blue.
quate protection. This possession
were hosts Wednesday night to the C. Allen, Jr.
• • • •
Curtis Quartet concerts I have
"store crowd" at their Dynamite
Alexander McCurdy, Mus. Doc., is not far distant from Russia.
come to realize more than ever how
Beach cottage. A delicious supper
The full moon was inspiration for mUch a part of Rockport the four virtuoso organist and head oi the
The Bureau of Biological Survey
was served, and was followed by a sail last night to North Haven.' members_jasfha Brodsky. Charles °rg’" department at The Curtis
at
Washington. D. C., has in its
beano, the prizes evoking much
cn the Gertrude II. These making jafjP Orlando Cole and Max Aron- Institute of Music, will be the solo North American manual collec
| laughter. Some of the party went
ist
at
the
28th
Anniversary
Con
tjie trip were Mr. and Mrs. Charles i off—have become. These young
for a sail, merry voices and song Gross, Maynard Ames, Miss Eleanor
cert of the Kotzsehmar Memorial tion more than 136600 specimens.
drifting over the water. Present Harper. Miss Barbara Perry, Ansel men with their familirs come here organ at Portland Ctty Hall on The smallest is a tiny shrew less
were the Misses Marion Mullen Yeung, Kenneth Hooper, Miss Vir in June, settle down in small houses Thursday, Aug. 22 at 2.30 p. m. than three inches long* from tip
Helen LaCrosse. Beatrix Flint, Ada ginia Merriam, Miss Helen Rogers, which soon take on the atmosphere This concert is one of the features of nose to tip of tail and the larg
Ferry, Helen Coombs. Helen Pie Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald Crie. Miss Clet of home, they plant gardens and of the Second Regional Biennial est is a Kodiak bear, biggest of all
in the world.
troski and Jennie Guptill .Mr. and Condon of Thomaston. Miss Norma tend them and take as much pride Convention oi the American Guild existing meat •eaters
• • •
Mrs. Wilbur Senter Mr. and Mrs. Havener. Mrs. Helen P Knowlton. in “garden sass” as the local small of Organists. New England Chap
farmer; they make informal calls
For protection in the West they
Everett Humphrey, Mr. and Mrs. Mr.s. Charles Whitmore. Mrs. Eve
ters. taking place in Portland Aug.
Everett Fernald, Mrs. Eleanor lyn McKuslc, Mrs. Helen P Dalzell, on town friends and make them 20-23. Mr. McCurdy was one of have a law that forbids children
selves so generally delighful that
under 12 years to ride biryclrs on
Libby. Mrs. Margaret Rackliffc. Miss Kathle Keating, Miss Christol
the outstanding soloists at the Na
they and their families are held
any street. If Rockland would
Mrs. Ochca Sidensparker, Mrs. Cameron. Miss Leola Robinson. Miss
tional Convention of American
in affectionate regard.
make that law for children under
Phyllis Harvey, Mrs. Pauline Mc Eda A. Knowlton of Lowell, Mass.,
The Quartet came here in June Guild Organists in New York in 12 years not to ride bicycles on
Williams, Mrs. Gertrude Boody Mr.s. Harold Glidden cf Calais. Mr.
1935 and last Spring in Cincinnati
from one of the most active sea
the main business streets, many
Mr.s. Marguerite Harris. Richard and Mrs. McGovern and daughter
was one of the high lights of the
sons in its history, which now num
would be saved from whitc hair
Harden, Everett Harrington, Mrs, of White Plains, N. Y., and Miss
convention.
bers 12 years. While their Sum
who drive cars and lives would be
• • • •
Maricn Flint, Mrs. Florence Mac Thelma Russell of Cooper's Mills.
mer in Maine is called “vacation,”
Back in 1915 "The Birth of a less in danger.
Millan, Mrs. Sadie Foster, Mrs.
• • • •
it is filled with steady hard work in Nation" was scored for orchestra,
Elizabeth French, Mrs. Goldie
Why should Americans not get
preparation for next seasons ac and sincq then music has played
Bickmore, Mrs.» Charlena Lowe,,
tivities.
Daily rehearsals, Sun an increasingly important part in those vitamins and oils and medi
Jaseph Pietroski. Lawrence Crane
days not excluded, are one phase, enhancing the dramatic impact of cinal glands out of whales that
GRAPHK S
and Mrs. May Acheson. A “swell
while each artist has his own in- motion pictures. It was not until are supposed to be so valuable to
time” was the unanimous vote.
I dividual problems to work out in the advent of sound, however, that other countries like Germany.
practice and study. Teaching also music came into Its own. Tn the There are plenty of ships and men
THtATRE
, ,
occupies quite some time, and it is, past 10 years the sound motion to sail them and need for the
Csmde"
I cl ?5t.
Sunday and Monday
indeed, a privilege to have this picture has brought symphony money they could make.
• • • •
SPECIAL ATTRACTION!
grand opera and the lighter musi
'I am taking riding lessons.
WED., THURS.. FRI.
cal works within reach of all
Grandmother, and I love it.”
AUGUST 21, 22, 13
People everywhere have been able
"Well, sit down, my dear, and
t R AF Hit. s
to
see
and
hear
such
artists
as
The »weet “pill” that
tell me all about It.”
Kirsten Flagstad. Jascha Heifetz
"I don't believe I can."
r;>A'^make» life bitter.
Lilly Pons, Paderewski, Gra
“You mean you don't want lo
'•> CHESTER MORRIS
Moore,
Nino
Martini,
Stokowski
IHEAiRE
Vi»'
ANITA LOUISE
ADULTS ONLY
tell me about your lesson, child?"
C
’
nderTei
25
i
k
Nelson
Eddy,
Jeannette
MacDonald
>. /'
BUCK JONES ’
"No, Grandmother, but I can't
Paul Robe.nn, and scores of othrrs
ottFER
ONA MUNSON«,
sit down."
of note. But another impor'ant
SUN., MON., AUG. 18, 19
• * • •
GIORGE i-M, haye;
developmen; has been going on
ty tf GUINN WIUIAMS
It's Just a matter of phraseology
My mistake said the stork, but quietly and almost unnoticed save
these platforms of the great parties
hubby is going to have a baby!
by the discerning few. That is of the national policies.
It’s Crazy!
the extent to which recognized
• • • •
Thorne (Topper) Smith's
modern composers are writing
Lovely Acadia National Park
“TURN ABOUT”
original
scores
"designed
to calls people to view its beauties
Tuesday and Wednesday
Adolphe Menjou. Carole Landis
Created
strengthen and underline the emo From 10.000 to 15,000 cars visit
John Hubbard, Mary Astor
"MONEY AND TIIE WOMAN"
Eestaey
tional content" of motion pictures there each week and through
MARCH OF TIME, No. 11
Special Added Attraction!
JEFFREY LYNN
to use Aaron Copland's phrase. Mr the height of the season, even
U.
S.
NAVY,
1940
BRENDA MARSHALL
Copland said recently in the New more. Mt. Desert 'Island is a won
HOW TO ,
York Times: "that the score of a der place of beauty and over 500,TODAY
TONIGHT
motion picture supplies a sort of 000 people register as visitors there
TAKE A BATH
ROY ROGERS
Four Feature Attractions
human warmth to the flgLres on during 1939.
“CARSON CITY KID"
1. “Chump At Oxford"
• • • •
the screen . . . The quickest way
Inner Secret! of M i tody
2. “Viva Cisco Kid"
to a person's brain is through the
Cleopatra, the last queen of
Boodiur Daringly Rcvedle
3. Last Chapter "The Shadow" eyes, but even in the movies the Egypt, would find herself much
riHSi timeshowh
4. Big Cash Nite, $280 00.
quickest way to his heart and feel disturbed were she living these days
CARTOON
NEWS

OMIQUt

NOW PLAYING

Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater

p*

IS WIDELY’ READ

Every Issue of The CourierGazette finds its way into more
than 5000 hemes, and is estimat
ed to have more than 20.000
readers. The results speak for
themselves.

FAMILY

REUNIONS

CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Pollard. Mrs
Emtline FajEs of Providence and
Mrs. Annie Smith of Wickford, R
I., have been guests this week of
Mr. and Mrs. George Cooley, and
with them motored Wednesday to
Cadillac Mt., and Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hinds, son
Robert and friend of Franklin. N.
H., are passing a vacation at the
Frye cottage.
Mrs. Ruth Rockwell, daughter
Marianna Rockwell with her guest,
Miss Marion Spear went Monday
to Hartford. Mr. and Mrs. Dudley
Rockwell motoring there earlier
in tlie day. They were called by
the tragic death of Mr. Rockwell s
ather, Stanley Rockwt 11 a prom
inent business man of that city who
had spent several Summers with
hls family at their Bird Point cot
tage.
Richard B. Holder of Belmont
Mass., is with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Holder. Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Holder of Malden.
Mass., are also there for the month
of August. Mr. and Mrs. J L. Minott of Melrose Highlands, Mass.,
and daughter, Mis. Fred Gibson oi
Grand Island, Nib. were guests
Thursday at thc Holder home.
Mr.s. Leila Austin of Winthrop
Mass., is guest at F. G. Olson's
while looking up oldtime friends ln
town.
N. H. Street of Woodbridge,
Conn., passed last weekend with
his family at their shore cottage.
Rev. and Mrs. Cocks of Wilkcsbaire, Penna., arc visiting Mrs. J.
F. Ferguson.
Central Maine Power Co. is ex
tending its line to Davis Point,
Including the residences of Ar.scl
Orne, Mr.s. Ferguson. A R. Carle
and Mr. Plett; and on Hathorne's
Point, the shore properly of Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Broughton.
Orpha Killeran. R. N. of Lewiston is at home on a few weeks' vacation.
Frank Wheeloch, Jr., and two
young boys whome he is tutoring
this Cummer are at Gray House
this week, as is also Mrs. Emma
Daniels of Malden. Mass., mother
of Mrs. Wheeloch.

HOFFSES FAMILY

The 58th annual reunion of the
Hoffses Family will be held at the
home of Mrs. Madlyn Thompson.
Friendship. Thursday, Aug. 22; lf
stormy first fair day. All members
are asked to make an effort to at
tend.
Edith M. Carroll, 8ec.
Lake Avenue. Rockland.
97-100
LEADBETTER FAMILY

The SCt’i annual reunion of the
leadbetter family will be held at
thc Grange hall in North Haven,
Saturday, Aug. 31.
93-lt
Florence B. Brown. Sec.
TRUE WOMANLY SPIRIT

South Appleton Ridge. Aug. 15.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette' I wish Mrs. Andrews hadn’t used
the expression “Just a dog."
Not lotjg since, at the funeral of a
friend. Mrs. Goode Justly criticized
me for mv answer to an inquiry of
hers, "Just a friend." So now "Just
a doR" seems in some way to belittle
Pollyanna’s defenseless, broken,
little body that is resting under thc
whitc lilac by the old picket fence.
God forbid that the time ever
comes that I wouldn't shed tears
over a Jog that was faithful to the
last struggling breath and that loved
me to thc final beat of a loyal, un
derstanding heart.
Annie Ripley.
Subscribe to Tlie Courier-Oazetl«
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WHEN BETTER CLAMS
ARE FRIEDTHOMPSON’S
WILL FRY THEM!
NUFF SED

THOMPSON’S
FILLING STATION
Route 1, New County Road
at the Pleasant St. R. K. Crossing
“The Fried Clam Capital of
Maine"

COMIQUt

ings is through the ear.

ol evil called civilized.

ANNOUNCING
Our Annual Display and Sale of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
Y'ou Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection

Quality Furs at Moderate Prices

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
CLOTH COATS
16 SCHOOL STREET

FURRIERS
BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 540

89-tf

Every-Other-Day
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Tribute To Artists

“GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST”

Paid By An Enthusiastic
and Distinguished Audi
ence At Eells Boat Bam

ow Ma"sions °Pcn
Historic Wiscasset Homes
Had More Than 1000
Visitors Yesterday

A Spanish Letter
Sounds Alluring, But Also
Sounds Like Same
Old Swindle

Fine mansions of the late
The old "Spanish letter" gag, well
Eighteenth and early Nineteenth remembered by other generations,
| centuries and a profusion of an but new, perhaps, to the present
tiques and family heirlooms were one, is again being reported ln vari
on display when the ancient sea ous parts of the country. Here is
port of Wiscasset observed "Open a sample recently received by a
House Way" yesterday. Hostesses prominent Rockland citizen.
Mexico, 25 de Mayo de 1940
dressed ln silks and satins like
Through a confidence of a pet son
those popular a century and half
ago welcomed more than a thou that knows you, and that has
sand visitors across their thresholds. praised your personalu/ very high
In a region where nearly every ly. I have consented to confide a
New England coast town cherishes lerj de?lcate subject *° y°u a-'d
several ancient bits of architecture °n whlch depends the future of niy
Wiscasset Is unique, for almost dear daughter, as well as the tranwo brilliaiu yo.ing Annrican pi. l.
roastai “eye” views activity galore. It is the Light Station at Islesboro every house In the village is at t|Uil‘ty of my life.
least a hundred years old. This t 1 am in ^a11 sentenced for frautsts, whose performance bespoke ,
located beside the ferry landing.
the serious interest they are glv- '
was caused by unusual clrcum- dulent bankruptcy, ard I beg you
ing to unearthing end maktny ]
stances. In the year 1804 this sea- ‘°,lnform me. lf you are willing to
Jack Robinson entertained over port was the most Important port help me save the amount of $185.known the compositions of the ••IN THE FOG"
Officer—What do you mean by night Tues iay "Bill" Morrison,
of entry north of Portsmouth, N. 003 n bank notes that I possess
great masters written and designed
being absent ten days when your j Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling, J.-, H. Wiscasset brigs running the I *'lthin a trunk in a Custom House
for one piano, feur hands.
are on a acatlon trip to Johns- blockade of the nineteenth century in the United States.
Their work at tlie piano is al leave was only seven days?
After I send you an undeniable
Raw Recruits Well, sir, I dont
Ra
rivde Grant mi«» dictator Napoleon unloaded their
most uncanny in Its “oneness.” It
, EuroDean oorts at enor- evidence. It is necessary that you
is difficult to Imagine more perfect understand. It said on the paper , The Hl.ts. Mrs. Clyde Grant. Miss i
nroflts
come to cancel the embargo that
timing, interpretation, tone grad "seven clear days,” and we had Charlotte Caddy. Patrtc'a and Ear- |
i lene Orant motored to St George | AJ‘
f
, ht „th vmage» the Court decreted in my case, an.1
ings and rhythmic sense. While three foggy days.
...»
Thursday and were present at the I
ove[
thus be able to recover a vellce
their playing has a certain inten PORTLAND HEAD
50th annual reunion of the Oil^Tof stateb that contains a secret hiding, where
sity and virileness, there Is no dis
A quiet Summer at the old, old chrest family Thursday They en'
nt
with the check that was given to me
regard of finer shadings, sensitive 1 Light
joyed meeting acquaintances «nd 1many _ of thern^ with
after checking the trunk, that was
depths and haunting delicacy when
Arthur Harlow was guest Thurs- listening to the entertainment
the score calls for it. Seldom does
captain's walks which looked down sent to the United States, ls kept,
one hear a more beautiful touch at I day of R. T. Sterling.
| Mrs^ Charles Sterling of TorrIng - the Sheepscot River. From these check that is indispensable to re
What the "Mary Powell" was to the Hudson for decade after decade, the "Bismark" was to the Penobscot, the piano than these two artists'
Hilts called Monday on the , ton Point, Peaks Island Is con- vantage points merchant princes of move the trunk from where it is
outperforming and outclassing everything in sight for many years. Photo from Capt. Lou ( rockett.
have-so sure, so vital and of such Elliotts at Cape Elizabeth.
| valescing at the home o her sis- that era could get their first glimp now.
dazzling brilliancy Their program. : Mrs R T Sterling was guest of ter here and will be Joined by ■ ses of returning sails.
As a compensation I would gladly
No. 60
| were used in this custom, but it paid Incorporate it as the chief feature
shown below, was arranged to disCharles Sterling and family Mr. Sterling for the weekend.
give you one-third of the said
Thomas
Jefferson
destroyed
this
Passenger steamers are displaced good dividends in indirect publicity j of his Summer homr "Hail and
at Peaks Island over the weekend , „ A large party was given last |
amount
Fearing that my letter
a^TVi, i tzn 11 vnil
__ 1 praise. rfor .i,~
I fnroti'oll
farewell" Rill
Bill M
MacDougall,
you play contrast with a never waning .
[ and
the «•-.
famous tug.
Covers were prosperity when he signed the Em may not reach you, I will not sign
interest and charm:
I »• B Fickett. Keepe. of Pond Saturday evening
today by a tug, which appears by
bargo
Act
of
1807
forbidding
Amerlhave a fine front room in "FriendNew
con Varlazlonl o major. K
Island Light and Mrs. Fickett were laid for 15 ln the garage. —
,
f
European my own name. I prefer to wait
special request and another of the J The f inal lighthouse tender on ship House, what I call the warm Tenia 501
Mozart quests Wednesday of the Hilts.
England baked beans, frankfeurters ta sn P 10 clear for European for your answer, which I beg you
Coast Ouard vessels of years ago. j my list appears today in the shape spot in my life being swiftly filled Fantaiir No. l. f minor. K 5iH Mozart
„r
w ~ -v,,,. „nd ni— and cakes werP on the Ineml I Ports. Houses building were comaur en theme original.
Mr. ind Mrs. W. C. Dow and pies and cakes were on tne menu.
several sDlendid man- to oblige me sending It by air-mail
• • • •
of the able "Armeria," well known ln the flesh by the hundreds of variationa
A flat major op 35.
Schubert granddaughter Prentiss Dow called Games were played until a late
p
slons,
among
them the Wood-White as soon as you can. so that I may
"Bismark." above, was probablyhereabouts for several years. She
grand folk I have met by mall in Allegro brilliant A major Op 92.
1
,
hour.
Thursday
on
the
Sterlings.
Mendelaaohn
house, were constructed shortly be able to conflnde to you my whole
one of the most popular and able qualified well for the strenuous ser- j connection with Steamboat Days
Jeux d Entants Op 22.
Bizet
Penobscot River tow boats of ail | vice and was exceptionaly well I Imagine a week that brings both
afterward, but building for the secret and send you all the evi
1. bqulaee Lea qua tre coins
2. Duo Petit marl, petite femme
enemy. They return to the nest most part soon ceased. After the dence necessary.
time. No passenger steamer was; powered.
Bill MacDougall and Jay Allen in
3 Impromptu La Touple
Please do not forget to send your
only under the cover of darkness, war of 1812 trade gradually de
4 Marche Trompette et Tambour
better kept up than "Bismark" for She was built in 1890 at Camden,!-----------------------------------------------answer by air-mail, as the matter
Sonate
i1938i.
Paul Hindemith
her houses and hull were ever ; N. J , and was of 1.052.05 gross tons
and feed their young a highly con clined and the population grew
Ma>slg bewegt
in question ls very urgent. I
Lebhaft
gleaming white, green blinds and' She was 203 2 feet long, 34 7 feet [
Several Prominent
centrated pre-digested food some less.
recommend an absolute reserve
Ruhtg bewegt
A
map
of
Wiscasset
published
ln
brass immaculate. Her big compound beam and 11 feet deep, of 1,200
Five Hungarian Dances,
Brahms
Speakers
Heard
At
Ar

times not visiting the nest for two the year 1857 shows the harbor and discretion.
F minor No 4
engine war smooth as silk, very j horsepower.
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lecture were colored pictures of ing into the water, like teeth from within the prison, I can have some
A minor No 8
perfect condition. Blessed with exTwo steamboat fans of the first.
Principal speakers at the 20th
privileges, and that ls why I am
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ceptionallv good crew quarters, the water appeared Thursday at The |
gulls, nesting, a heron rookery, the a comb. At that date two ship able to write to you freely.
Listening to the Mozart com annual state field meeting of the
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craft was called, in the vernacular, Courier-Gazette office in the per- I
baby petrel, and many others too
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Though "Bismark” hailed from Bill" MacDougall of Middleboro.
ces held Wednesday at the Kt'.ox
I cannot receive your answer In
Mr. Buchhelster was most em- two remain and of the shipyards
brightest stars in the musical firm
Bangor, around the turn of the i Mass., whose inimitable humor has
Ar octet cm were Carl W. Bucbhclsament, whose music breathes the
| phatic ln expressing disproval of only a few rotting timbers mark the prison due to the way my
century she was very much at home 1 delighted readers of this column on ■
warm-hearted, laughter-loving ar ter. director of the Audubon Na- ' the law- which gives a bounty for the sites of a once thriving in- things are at present, but ln case
In Rockland harbor and the waters j several occasions and Byron Boyles
f-15
i harbor seals. “The seal causes just dustry. Some years ago fire de- you accept my proposition, be kind
tist. living in and for art, whose !Ure 5'arn^'.^at
of the lower Penobscot, very busy! of Cambridge. Mass., an ardent engenial nature could never become trated lecture on the “Shore Birds as much Interest to Summer visi- stroyed a block of fine mansions enough to send your letter air
in those days. Though probably de-1 thusiast on steamboat history and
embittered by the adverse turns of Muscongus Bay." and Hans O tors as does the deer and other and warehouses that were near mail. to the following address,
veloping little more power than factual matters, whom I have |
of fortune. His compositions bear Heistad ol Camden, Landscane Ar wild life," he pointed out. Before the wharves, but despite these rav- where a friend of my entire confi
some of the Kennebec tugs, "Bis- i known for many years.
the keynote of joy; the rare note chitect o: the Camden Hills Sta'“ man came, there were plenty of ages Wiscasset, which had such an dence resides and who will be very
mark" had it all over them in abili- ' Then on Friday came a steamThis is Jay Allen who this morn of tragedy and mourning are but Park, his subject "The Value to fish, in spite of seals, and It would j abundance of architectural con- glad to deliver it to me immedi
ty, speed and maneuverability. The boat celebrity of the purest ray
the State Financially and Cui’urately.
Kennebec boats for the most part serene, Jay Allen, national authori ing sits in my offiee as we go to brief minor episodes. Both the ally of an Arboretunl." R. C. seem that instead of the present , struction. today presents an ex
Hoping eagerly to hear from you
Tema and Fantasie brimmed with
laws. that seals should be locally ample of Colonial beauty that seems
had big single engines, much more ty on Morsiana. author of many press.
Freisner. .professor of Botany at controlled.”
soon. I remain, yours faithfully. J.
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This is the address: Sr. Ernesto
supple than the compounds and that highly interesting periodical »o my ken for the first time. Jay. effects, and served to perfection to the Butler University of Indian- I He also pointed out the work of j Wiscasset opened 19 buildings to
Audubon Nature Camp on Hog visitors who came from nearly every Nunex, Marsella 3-B. Mexico, D F.
hls charming young wife and her prepare the audience for the de spoils, Ind., called upon, spoke i
triples found on the Penobscot tugs "Steamboat Bill."
bne'ly
Island ln Muscongus Bay, which | State. Although certain of the
* * * *
Jovial dad are at Camp Richardson lights to follow.
She was for many years an in
Mr. Buchhelster spoke of the is Just completing its fifth success- I houses are open evety year others York: Mrs. Samuel Doggett and
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stitution on the river and in the
conservation program of shore
days of "wooden ships and iron Bill MacDougall He has a vast a safe bet that Jay will spend his Sokolofl are on particularly happy birds, and the happy picture pre ful year, with a registration of are opened only every several years. Mrs Foster Kellogg of Boston: Mrs.
1.000 students from 40 different Houses among the latter group are C. W. Leslie of Wellesley Hills:
men" she was indispensible to the, nostalgic love for every steamboat j time meeting up with Chief John ground when they play Schubert.
quick handling of the numerous of his youthful days and I firmly ' Marshall of the "Morse" and the They have a sensitive feeling for sented today as the result off pro states at different periods through i the Cook-Samuels house, the Carl- Mrs. Francis W. Saunders of Way' ton-Doggett house, the Rice-An- land; Miss Jane Philbrick of Mil
sailing vessels infesting the Penob- believe If he had hls way and the 1 other local steamboat men rather hls melodic harmonies, the spark tective laws as compared with the the Summer.
dismal picture of 1901 when nearly
He was assisted in the showing drews house, and the Sortwell Wil- waukee, and Miss Ruth Lepper of
scot region. A notable feature of means involved, would have ac- , than pulling fat bass out of the ling freshness that imbues so
all the shore birds were extermin of slides by Alex Sprunt, Jr., of low Lane Farm.
Norwdod.
"Bismark" was the unfailing cour- I quired every one of them and pre- Georges River, picking pond lilies much of his work.
ated from our coast by wrong prac Charleston. S. C„ of the southern 1 As In past years the two largest
It
was
pleasant
to
find
a
Men

Hostesses from Wiscasset and
tesy of her officers in answering served it forever. As it is he has from its waters or even eating that
delssohn number—Mendelssohn who tices. as ‘egging; killing for food, sanctuary of the National Audubon houses In the village, the much neighboring towns were Mrs. W.
shore salutes with her fine toned a vigorous yen to secure the pilot delicious Warren sweet corn,
was at heart a faithful disciple of and for the plumage. He spoke of Association.
I photographed Nlckels-Sortwell house Seaver Warland. Mrs D. R. Sortwhistle. Great quantities of steam house of the “Vinal Haven" and I
J. M R.
the classic school. His music is the habitats, nesting habits, and
Mr. Heistad ln hls address point- | and Its almost identical twin, the well. Mrs. Richmond White, Miss
chiefly distinguished for the purity ,he lood ot tbe sh°re birds as the e(j
that such Institutions as Wood-White mansion, and also the Helena Bellas. Mrs. Sewall Met
of Its spirit and refinement of its cormorant, the black backed gull, the Academy were informative, Clark-Metcalf residence overlook calf, Miss Alice Taylor, Mrs. Jo
workmanship. Though destined not I rav'cn. the P»treltern, eider aided in culture, and that men ing the harbor were open. Maine's seph Hubbard, Mrs. H. W. Webb,
to attain the supreme rank of his ' duck, puffin, the great blue heron, should protect nature, not destroy oldest courthouse now ln use, the Mrs. Joseph Kennedy. Mrs. Charles
predecessors. Mozart. Beethoven and tbe °*Prey.
it. He told of the beauties of hls i library original home of the second Sewall, Mrs. Freeman Southard,
and Schubert, falling short of j He upoke of ,he early surveys native land. Norway, and of the bank founded ln Maine, the three Mrs. Carroll T. Berry, Mrs. Nathan
them in Intellectual magnitude rn&de off the coast of Maine, and successful setting of Norway spruce churches, the stone Jail, and eight Hale, Mrs. Carl Larrabee, Mrs.
and power. In wideness of vision j
hrst years that shore birds in this country. He pointed out more houses besides those already Charles Sigison. Mrs. Alvin Klerand gravity of aim. he was their ' werf Protected. The Federal mi- that God's temple is more truly j mentioned, offered the visitor a stead, Mrs. D. F. S. Day and Mrs.
equal ln sincerity, fine discrimin- I gating Treaty act protected for shown in nature than anything ! veritable museum
Roy Marston.
tion and absolute command of |the flrst time ln 1914- the terns, man made. He emphasized that
Hostesses for the event included
structural and technical resources. 1 herons and cormorants. In 1901 waste of forest in Maine ls short Mrs. Alvin F. Sortwell and Mrs.
The highlight of the great Dol
His gentle, refined, amiable nature there was *»* a single double crest- sightedness on the part of Its resi- Marean of Cambridge; Mrs. Grant lar Days in Rockland is the fa
1s reflected ln hls music which has ed cormorant and black-backed dents, and that such an organiza- Rafter and Miss Frances Sortwell mous annual Package Sale at
a genial charm and an appealing gulls on the Maine coast. Now tion as the Arboretum could point of Washington. D. C„ Mrs. Emer- Daniels.
Jeweler.
Outstanding
| quality. They can be so well ap there are a 100 known pairs nest- the way to more and better eon son Smith. Mrs Wolcott Andrews.' values for bridge prizes, etc, 53c, 2
plied to the Allegro a lovely work !ir¥g in Iedges of Muscongus Bay. servation.
Mrs. William Lienau, Mrs. Alvin 1 for $1. Every package valued not
full of youthful freshness. As we other species are coming back the
Prof. Freisner of Indianapolis, Duer, and Miss Judy Chase of New under $1.—adv.
listened to the artists we recalled , s®016 way
called upon by Curator Lermond
that Mendelssohn himself was a :
very Interesting facts which spoke of the methods used In In
skilled pianist, with tone beautiful he clted about ,he Petrels, were diana to increase the interest and
in quality, wonderfully clear and that they lay> when nesting, but support for the Indiana Academy
full of soul.
| °ne egg a season, but the balance of
_________
Science,______
which______
has a_ memberLittle has been written of *s Preserved because they have no kshlp of a thousand. To the support
Georges Bizet who was not only > of Its Academy of Science, Indiana
a great master, but above all a j master as no other, were given contributes $1500 each year.
great artist, a great character. His ' sensitive attention.
Frank A. Winslow of Rockland,
I work bearing an aspect so personal, «»Called back many times after associate editor of The Courierso truthful, reflects his nature. eacn group, Mr Berkowitz and Mr. Gazette gave the address of wel
] Gifted from early childhood, at the Sokolofl added at the end of the come and an Interesting sketch of
j age of 13 he carried off first prize program requests from their pro- the Knox Academy of Arts and
in piano at the Conservatoire, and | Bram of last Summer—"Polka" by Sciences since its formation 20
at that age stood revealed as one Casella and "Fantasie, Op. 103” by years ago.
“Armeria” looks much more modern than the front door of the "nineties.” She was one of the ablest of the
of the elect. He had a shock of Schubert, the latter with Its lovely
The response was by Dr. Free
early lighthouse tenders. She is dated, however, by the sails. Photo from Capt. Lou Crockett.
yellow hair, firm features, a strong theme and the dotted rhythm which man Burr of Wayne, State geolo
body and ringing laughter. Though this master so loved.
gist, and president of the Academy,
Amoco
Patrons for the concert were:
he brimmed with frank joyousness,
who also Introduced the speakers.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis Bok. In his talk, Dr. Burr pointed out
ab r bh po a e Progress of Sunday School
wit and humor, he yet loved si
(Continued from Page Two)
Lord, 2b .... ......... 3 1 0 3 2 0
The Sunday School welcomed 14 lence, solitude and calmness. He Paul Hindemith, Efrem Zimbalist. that such institutions spread in
was a tremendous worker but found honorary patrons; Mr. and Mrs. formation to awake the public to
Amoco 7, Texaco 4
A Wink, r ........ 2 1 1 1 0 0 new members Sunday. This addimusic, in hls own words: “A splen Max Aronoff, Mr. and Mrs. Zlatko conservation needs, that one could
1
The Amocos could make only four F. Wink. 3b ...... 2 0 0 1 3
tion was made possible by the kind- did art, but a sad trade." He could Balokovic, Mrs. John F. Braun, Mr. have as much after use as before,
hits off Russ Bartlett Thursday Welch, ss .. ........ 3 0 0 2 1 0 ness of several men who filled their well say this for he did hack work and Mrs. Jascha Brodsky, Mrs. but proper reforestation- methods.
night, but they put two of these to Sullivan, lb ........ 3 0 0 5 0 0 ears with children from neighbor- of all kinds—giving piano lessons, Joshua C. Chase. Mrs. Albert H. Such an arboretum is of financial
I 3 2 0 ing districts, where there is no Sun- composing for dances and writing Chatfield, Mr. and Mrs. Orlando value to the state's education sys
gether with three walks ln the sec Day, c ....... ........ 2 2
Bisbee, p .. ......... 1 1 0 0 0 0 day School. These children have for hire. Though he died young, Cole. Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Cor tem, and as such should function
ond inning to score six runs, which Brackett, lf ........ 3 0 1 2 0 0 long wanted to attend but until broken hearted at the evident fail nells, Mrs. T. A. Crimmins, Mrs. 100 percent.
was more than enough to win the Shafter, rf ........ 3 1 1 1 0 0 now tills has been impossible.
ure of his opera “Carmen," which Joseph H. Defrees, Mrs. Donald P.
Among those present were Mrs.
Constant work on the pa": of became his greatest success, he is George, Francis Gilbert, Mr. and Clarence Beverage of Augusta,
game. Bartlett walked two men In Raye, cf .... ........ 2 1 0 0 0 0
Mi's Margaret McKnight, religious considered one of the most arrest Mrs. W. Griffin Gribbel, Mr. and president of the State Federation
the flrst Inning but escaped without
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
1 director, plus the co-operat'on of ing personalities of the modern Mrs. P. Exton Guckes, William of Garden Clubs, Mrs. Archer
8
24
7
4
18
any damage. He started the second
the men now enable these children French School. “Jeux d'Enfants" Harms, Dr. James F. Herlihy, Mr. Grover of Hallowell, conservation
Texaco
ent,
they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
by walking Day and Bisbee Shafter
ab r bh PO a • to have proper religious training
proved one of the high lights of and Mrs. T. Charlton Hudson, Mr. chairman of the Kennebec region,
food first impressions.
Ralph Cline, by putting long s»ats the program, particularly the Duo and Mrs. Robert W. Huntington, Garden Clubs, and Mrs. Gilbert
doubled one run home and then Seavev. 3b ......... 2 0 0 0 0 (1
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
Raye drew another walk to load the Merritt, c ... ........ 2 1 1 1 0 0 in his truck, was able to bring a and Impromptu. Traces of “Car Arthur H. Huse, Mr. and Mrs. Chadbourne of Hallowell, Junior
bases. After Hodgkins muffed Lord's Spofford, ss ........ 3 1 1 1 1 0 truck load of children: Percy Den- men" were heard here and there Charles Jaffe, Dr. Hans Kreuger, nature conservation chairman of
classified instantly by the appearance of your
pop for another run, Al Wink Gowell, lb .. ......... 3 0 1 7 0 0 nison brought a car full of children In the rhythm, or melodic line. The Mrs. John A. Logan, Mme. Lea Lu- the Kennebec Valley Garden Clubs.
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
boomed another double for the ball Bartlett, p ........ 3 0 1 0 0 0 from his vicinity; and Earl Rack- entire group was excitingly played. boshutz, Mrs. Leonard M. Murphy,
As members of the Augusta Na
game. Tlieir only two hits came In McLeod. 2b ........ 2 0 1 2 2 0 l;tf a car full from Waterman's
Hindemith's “Sonate" supplied Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Valguarnera ture Club, and of the Kennebec
three lines of black type on a government stamped
the next inning wrapped around a Allen, cf .. ......... 1 0 0 1 0 0 Beach road, as he has so kindly the ultra-modern effect, and while Di Niscemi, Mr. and Mrs. William Valley Garden Club, they viewed
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
sacrifice for their last run. Texaco Hodgkins, r ........ 2 0 0 2 0 1 been doing in the past. Apprecia- a second hearing would serve to L. Pattison, Mrs. Alice M. Pender, the black maple specimen sent the
ive design that ties in with your letterhead? «
didn’t break Into the run column Stone, lf .... ........ 2 0 1 3 0 0 tion and thanks are due these men. acquaint one with the content, the Mrs. Frances E. Perry, Col. and Arboretum by the latter club. Gar
So many new youngsters made work was interesting and at times Mrs. E. A. Robbins. Mr. and Mrs. den club trees in the Arboretum
until the fourth when Merritt walked Chris, cf .... ........ 2 0 0 0 0 0
c Let us figure on your next envelope order and
_ __
_
_ possible the forming of a new class exciting, A note of surprise was Leo Rosenek, Mr. and Mrs. Felix of which there are 16 are labeled,
and scored on successive singles by
submit
some "corner card” ideas. We may be
22 2 6 18 3 1 fcr third and fourth grade pupils. Introduced at times when the dis Salmond, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos the name of the Club, as the donor,
Spofford and Oowell, and Spofford
able to save you some money, too.
0 6 1 0 0 0—7 This class ls taught by Mrs. Ralph sonances smothed out Into a subtle Salzedo. .Rosario Scalero, Mme. both the common and the Latin
registered on McLeod's fly to Brack Ainoco
Elizabeth Schumann, Mrs. Arthur name of the specimen set out, on
0 0 0 2 0 0—2 Cline.
chord.
ett. Bisbee gave up flve hits, but Texaco .....
Sylvia Tyler
The Hungarian Dances, with Hoyt Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Charles the label, the 'penmanship by Henry
spaced them well. Amoco scored four
Two base hits, Shafter A. Wink,
their life, naturalness and con F. T. Seaverns Miss Anne B. Town Howard of Rockland. Each pro
runs in the seventh with two, but the Brackett. Stone, lnree Dase nn.
game was called after Welch drove Bartlett. Sacrifice. Bisbee Stolen balls, off Bisbee 3, off Bartlett 5. stant contrast, proved another send, Ralph Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. tected from the elements by a
a homer over the building. Tlie base, A. Wink. Duoble plays, Day to Struck out, by Bisbee 2, by Bart- high light. The many nuances of Curtin Winsor, Mr. and Mrs. Wal celluloid cover, Is placed on a stake
by the specimen.
Lord; Lord to ISullivan. Base on lett I. Umpires, 8mith and Freeman. tone color, of which Brahms li a ter Wolf, Vladimir Zorin.
score:
(By Gladys Heistad)
An audience which filled the i
Captain Eells Boat Barn. Rockport, i
to overflowing
greeted Raiph
Berkowitz and Vladimir Sokolofl
in their recital Sunday nigh’ of
music for on's p<ano. four hands
It was an audience with many dis
tinguished figures, particularly of
the music wo. Id and one whose
enthusiasm and Interest rose tj
the point of an ovation as the
program progressed—a me-Hei
tribute to -ne k.cwtnt art of these
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